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Under current investigation is the re-implementation of the Distorted-Wave Impulse Approximation (DWIA),
originally formulated in FORTRAN by N.S. Chant and P.G. Roos, with the intention of developing it in a
portable Python environment. This will be complimented by developing a GEANT4 detector simulation appli-
cation. These two techniques will be used to model the (p,2p) proton knock-out reaction 40Ca(p, 2p)39K (2.52
MeV) 12
+ first excited state, at intermediate incident energies of ∼150 MeV. This study is a test-bed that lays the
foundation and platform from which one may develop an interactive workbench and toolkit in GEANT4 which:
(i.) accurately models an accelerator-detector experimental set-up, such as those found at iThemba Labs, and
(ii.) incorporates the DWIA formalism as a built-in physics process within the framework of GEANT4.
Furthermore the Python modules developed for the specific proton knock-out reaction studied here, can be gen-
eralized for an arbitrary set of nuclear scattering reactions and packaged as a suite of scientific Python codes.
Key Terms: nuclear physics; shell model; proton scattering; nuclear reaction simu-
lation; proton knock-out; distorted wave; impulse approximation; Born approximation;
Geant4; Monte Carlo; nuclear detector modelling.
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Chapter I
Introduction
The numerous properties of the nucleus have been successfully explained by the shell model. In order to test the
predictions of the theory for the more strongly bound shells, a relatively higher energy is required in order to
penetrate these deeper states, [1]. “Quasi-Free”1 scattering experiments are particularly well suited to investigate
the inner nuclear shell structure. Qualitatively speaking, this describes a process in which a high2 energy particle
knocks a nucleon out of a nucleus and no further violent interactions occur between the residual nucleus and the
incident and / or ejected particle(s).
1 History
Even the briefest review of modern physics will elucidate the fact that the most important experimental tech-
nique in quantum physics is the scattering experiment, [2]. From Rutherford’s study of α particles scattering off
gold foil and his discovery of the nucleus in atomic physics, to the Franck-Hertz experiment, observing electrons
scattering off mercury vapour and establishing the existence of atomic energy levels.
The first experiments demonstrating and validating a scattering process were performed at Berkley in 1952,
[4]. This was accomplished through the bombardment of light nuclei with a 340 MeV incident proton beam and
observing the emergence of coincident proton pairs, with a strong angular correlation, from the residual nuclei.
One description of such events is based on the assumption that the incident projectile collides with a single
nucleon in the nucleus as if both particles were free. During the history of the development of the nuclear shell
model, it soon became apparent that not only the momentum distributions but as well as the separation energy
distribution, among others, were quantities of interest measurable by quasi-free scattering experiments, [3]. This
work will look to discern and investigate many of these quantities of interest by modelling and simulating quasi-
free proton knock-out experiments.
In nuclear physics, the first clear indication of nuclear structure was again from Rutherford’s observation of
the scattering reaction
α+ 14N→ p+ 17O,
whilst in high-energy or particle physics, the scattering experiment is not only a means of investigating experi-
mental data, but also provides the principal means for the creation of the particles themselves. For example the
pion-production process:
p+ p→ p+ p+ pi0.
As has already been established, the principal means of studying quantum mechanical systems, is through
scattering experiments, [5]. Detailed information regarding particle and/or atomic systems can only be ascer-
tained via measurements related to their behaviour at very small separation distances. As such separations are
comparable to nuclear dimensions, the significance of scattering to nuclear physics is self-evident.
Various processes can actually occur when a projectile nucleon interacts with a target nucleus, [6]. For in-
stance, low energy protons, incident on nuclei, predominantly interact with the Coulomb field and are elastically
scattered according to Rutherford’s description. For higher energies however, Rutherford’s model fails to account
for the nuclear forces the incident protons will encounter. In this case it is necessary to introduce the optical
model, in which the interaction can be accurately described by a complex potential.
1Also known as quasi-elastic.
2100 MeV - 1 GeV.
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The potential must necessarily be complex, in order to account for all the non-elastic processes that become
possible at higher energies. These include inelastic scattering and a plethora of nucleon transfer reactions.
Generally speaking these reactions take place through either:
(i) the formation of an excited compound nucleus, with possible subsequent decays,
(ii) or by direct transition from the initial state to the final state.
2 Outline
This work will attempt to provide an accessible, self-contained yet exhaustive description of the formalism of
the Distorted-Wave Impulse Approximation, as well as a description of a nuclear scattering detector simulation
application in GEANT4. Both the theoretical model and Monte Carlo simulation will be tested against each
other and existing experimental findings specifically for the proton knock-out reaction, 40Ca(p, 2p)39K, at inci-
dent proton energies of 150 MeV. This will be modelled as a quasi-free, single-step, direct reaction, where the
resulting cross sectional data is investigated.
The dissertation is organised as follows: Chapter II provides a description of the Theoretical Framework,
including a detailed exposition of the models to be implemented. The Computational Framework will be inves-
tigated in Chapter III, where the theoretical aspects of the distorted-wave impulse approximation are organised
into programmable segments, and the structure and hierarchy of the nuclear detector simulation application
developed in Geant4 are described. This will be followed by Calculations and Simulations in Chapter IV. Finally
Concluding Remarks are presented in Chapter V.
Chapter II
Theoretical Framework
The aim of this chapter will be to review the essential concepts relevant to scattering theory, as applied in the
development of the distorted-wave Born approximation (DWBA). This will be accomplished by initially identify-
ing the Schro¨dinger equation representing the problem. This will be followed by briefly outlining the techniques
implemented in developing the corresponding solutions, the methods used to calculate reaction cross sections1
and in particular, the simplification introduced by the first Born approximation. Thereafter the details of DWBA
will be implemented as a first step in developing the theory of the impulse approximation (DWIA). This will
constitute the contents of the following section and the cornerstone of this work, and the means through which
experimental observations are related to theoretical predictions.
The theoretical tool for the analysis of scattering experiments, is scattering theory, [4]. Various branches and
divisions exist in scattering theory. Whilst this work will restrict itself to a non-relativistic formalism, where
applicable, relativistic theories will be very briefly outlined as a prelude to future work. Whereas alternative and
sometimes contradictory notational conventions exist, the notation used in this work will follow that found in
[7], details of which are also listed in see Appendix A.1, for completeness.
1 Overview
What follows is a brief overview of some very elementary topics in scattering theory. Considerations will be made
for what can actually be observed2 in/during a scattering experiment and the different types of scattering events
that can occur during nuclear reactions. Basic plane wave scattering theory will be the premise used to introduce
concepts such as the scattering amplitude and subsequent calculation of the cross section, as well as the pitfalls
of such simplistic techniques and the need for more sophisticated methods.
1 .1 Observables
As has already been mentioned, the primary means of investigating the nucleus, is the scattering experiment,
[8], the nature of which involves the following: an incident beam of particles (be they protons, deuterons, alpha
particles or heavy ions) which is accelerated to a desired energy and directed so as to strike a target of known
isotopic composition.
Should the incident particles emerge from the reaction deflected in angle but consistent in energy in the
centre-of-mass system, the scattering is said to be elastic, and the measurement and analysis of the cross section
yields parameters for the phenomenological optical potential, to be discussed in detail later.
However, it is also possible for an inelastic scattering event to occur, where the target nucleus is excited from
its ground state to some higher-energy state. In such a process, the incident particles are both deflected in angle
and also lose energy. Generally speaking, rearrangement processes can also be classified as inelastic scattering
events. Examples of these include, [5] :
• exchange scattering - an incident proton exchanges3 position in the nucleus with an ejected neutron.
1From which one may calculate the analysing powers.
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• knock-out reaction - similar to the above, however consider an incident proton scattered inelastically
and an additional proton is ejected4 from the nucleus.
• pickup reaction - again, similar to the above, however the ejected particles together with the scattered
incident particle form a bound5 state. Examples include (p, d)- and (p, α)- reactions.
• stripping reaction - in contrast to the above, the incident projectile is stripped of some of its nucleons
as it is scattered from the target nucleus (which forms a bound state with the stripped nucleons). Consider
for example (α, d)- reactions.
• Bremsstrahlung - after the incident particle has scattered, the excited nucleus subsequently decays emitting
a photon6.
Analysis of the cross sections for such events, in turn yields information regarding the spin and parity of the
nuclear transitions. These cross sections are sensitive to the wave functions of the nucleons which are excited.
Figure II.1:
Schematic of proton spectrum for proton-nucleus scattering showing from right to left: i) a few resolved levels near the beam
energy; ii) unresolved, but discrete levels; iii) and the compound-nucleus continuum, [7].
From a spectrum of cross section vs energy of emitted protons, [7], one observes very specific groupings.
Considering Fig.II.1, from the right-hand side, protons emitted with equivalent energies as the incident beams,
constitute elastically scattered particles. At somewhat lower energies, one finds a peak in the spectrum corre-
sponding to the excitation of low-lying levels in the target nucleus. These inelastic scattering events are designated
by spin and parity of the excited nuclear state. Following that is a region of higher-lying7 nuclear levels which are
closely spaced and subsequently the emitted protons cannot be resolved into discrete lines due to the following
two factors:
counter resolution: the ability of the detector to precisely measure the emitted proton’s energy, and
beam resolution: the spread in energy, across a wide range, of the incident accelerated particles.
The lowest emission energies correspond to a continuous spectrum of energy levels, related not to direct reactions
however, but instead to compound nuclear reactions.
1 .2 Direct and Compound Nuclear Reactions
The specific state of motion of each nucleon inside a nucleus, determines the overall energy state of the nucleus
itself, [9]. In discussions of nuclear reactions, it is useful to implement the nuclear shell model, which will be
discussed in detail later. Different energy states of the nucleus, simply relate to different rates of rotation of the
nucleus as a whole. Low-lying states that are close to the ground state, can be easily excited by an incident
4Also breakup reaction.
5Also inverse stripping reaction
6Also photon emission.
7States that absorb more of the incident energy.
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projectile.
Reactions in which there is very little change between the initial and final states of the nucleus, are referred to
as direct reactions. Such reactions are the results of the projectile interacting with a specific degree of freedom,
be it a single nucleon8, or a collective coordinate9 by simultaneously scattering coherently from all nucleons. In
either case, the projectile then causes a variation within that single degree of freedom, after which it escapes
without any further interactions or changes to either the quantum states of itself or that of the target.
It is then quite natural to describe compound nuclear reactions as those in which the incident projectile reacts
successively with a number of various nucleons, initiating a cascade of collisions, finally resulting in the majority
of its initial energy being distributed over many of these nucleons, [10]. A great deal of randomness is introduced
as the incident projectile interacts with a number of different nucleons, which in turn interact with many other
nucleons, resulting in a loss of memory regarding the type of particle that initiated the reaction and introduced
the energy, which is now shared throughout the nucleus.
The only sensible means of classification of a compound nucleus is by its overall residual energy due to the
large number of collisions and randomisation of the initial energy over many nucleons. It should be noted how-
ever, that the excess energy within a compound nucleus inevitably results in its composition being inherently
unstable. Nevertheless, since the energy is distributed over many nucleons; which are involved in the previously
mentioned cascade of interactions; the resulting lifetimes of compound nuclear reactions are comparatively longer
than those of direct reactions. Thus, the initial and final states of compound reactions are independent, whereas
in direct reactions, the final state is produced by a single ‘interaction step’ between the projectile and the degree
of freedom describing the target nucleus, [11].
The cross section of a direct reaction can thus simply be determined by a matrix element involving the overlap
between the initial and final state wave functions, [12], i.e. the cross section is directly related to the difference
between the initial and final nuclear states and independent of the states of the other nucleons. In principle every
nuclear state populated in a reaction could be produced by means of either compound reactions, direct reactions or
even some transient combination of the two; however, direct nuclear reactions will be the main focus of this study.
1 .3 Plane-Wave Theory
As already described above, direct nuclear reactions consist of simple rearrangements of a few nucleons or collec-
tive degrees of freedom in the target nucleus. These changes must be reflected in the energies and momenta of
the outgoing scattered10 particles and are restricted by the conservation laws and selection rules. The angular
distribution, or differential cross section for specific states involves the consideration of the cross section of a re-
action from a multitude of detector angles, [8]. From the restrictions imposed by the conservation laws, together
with the angular distribution of the particles which produced the specific nuclear states, one can determine the
exact energy, spin, parity and angular momentum exchanged between the scattered particle and nucleus during
the transition.
The above arguments can be conceptualised by considering the plane-wave Born approximation. Its exact
formulation is reserved for later, however the principles involved are accessible and illuminate some fundamental
ideas. Whilst the use of plane-waves is often considered too inaccurate in describing low-energy direct reactions, it
does provide a simple quantitative means of illustrating these points and those to be implemented later. Further-
more any improvements made, offer only quantitative corrections, and thus the following analysis is qualitatively
consistent with enhancements to the theory which will be evaluated later.
Using the notation mentioned in Appendix A.1, and using an example similar to that given in [13], one can
denote the initial and final state wave functions, in the centre-of-mass (c.m.) frame, for an arbitrary proton-
knockout, or A(a, cd)B reaction, by the following, [14] :
|initial〉 = exp (ika · ra)ΦA, (II.1)
|final〉 = exp (ika′ · ra′ ) exp (ikb · rb)ΦB , or (II.2)
|final〉 = exp (ikc · rc) exp (ikd · rd)ΦA−1, (II.3)
as already mentioned this is just the reaction11 a+A→ a′+ b+B. Also Φ denotes a nuclear wave function, ka,
8To a good approximation, lowest few states may differ only by state of one nucleon.
9Intrinsic structure of lowest few levels is approximately identical.
10I.e. the particles that are detected.
11Corresponding generalised form a+A→ c+ d+B, where c→ a′, and d→ b .
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kc and kd the relative momenta, similarly ra, rc and rd the relative coordinates.
The scattering amplitude, also denoted as T , plays a central role in the theory of scattering as it determines
the differential cross section for the reaction, from which experimental comparisons can be made. In the Born
approximation, this amplitude is simply given by the matrix element of the interaction potential12 responsible
for the transition between these two states.
T ∝ 〈final∣∣V ∣∣initial〉, (II.4)
=
∫
exp (−ikc · rc) exp (−ikd · rd)Φ∗A−1V (r) exp (ika · ra)ΦAd3A, (II.5)
where ra connects the c.m. of nucleus13 A and the incident proton, and where both rc and rd connect the c.m.
of nucleus14 A− 1 and the scattered / knocked-out protons.
Most of the above integrals are trivial as it is only the scattered proton and a knocked-out nucleon (formally
contained in the wave function for B), which change their state of motion. In the case of ideal shell model, the
only difference between ΦA and ΦA−1 is that while all the nucleons occupy the lowest shell model states in both,
the former however, has an additional nucleon, suppose in state φnlm, [3]. From the orthonormality of commonly





3(A− 1) = φnlm(rb), (II.6)
whence it follows for the amplitude:
T =
∫
exp (−ikc · rc) exp (−ikd · rd)V (r)φnlm(rb) exp (ika · ra)drbdra, (II.7)
where the one can describe the relative coordinates15, with respect to an arbitrary observer at r as,






rb − r (II.8)
Incorporating the above together with the expressions for the plane waves, and the use of Spherical Bessel
Functions, jL, see Appendix B.3 :

























This study aims to briefly describe how the calculation of the plane-wave Born matrix element for a direct
reaction, has been previously exploited to elucidate the fact that such reactions are not only sensitive to the
spin and parities of the nuclear levels, but the radial distribution of the particles as well, [15]. Moreover, the
work will elaborate on some of the shortcomings of the plane-wave Born approximation, including how in that
approximation plane-wave trajectories are assumed and that reactions only occur on the outer energy shell16. It
is from these simplifications that one can identify a necessity for the various improvements introduced, specifically
those that result from the Impulse approximation.
12V (rd − ra)
13B + p.
14B.
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2 Background on Nuclear Reactions and Scattering Theory
This chapter will elaborate further on the details necessary in describing interactions of the form A(a, a′b)B, i.e.
quasi-free knock-out reactions, see Appendix A.2 for details. This will include a brief summary of the nuclear
shell model, followed by a description of the partitioning of reaction channels. A means of approximating the
complete wave function describing such reaction will then follow, and then finally, as a first step in deriving the
distorted-wave Born approximation, a brief overview of the first Born approximation is detailed and its cross
section is derived.
2 .1 Nuclear Shell Model
The combination of A nucleons in the nucleus, forms a complicated A-particle structure, for which there is
simply no exact wave function. However, the short-range repulsion and relatively weak attraction of the nucleon-
nucleon interaction, combined with the Pauli exclusion principle, conspire in such a way as to allow the nuclear
shell model to still be a valid approximation under certain circumstances, [53], particularly those where there
are only few-particle operators17, such as those to be dealt with in direct reactions.








where the kinetic energy operator is given by Ti = −(~2/2mi)∇2i , the central potential acting on a single nucleon
together with the effective, averaged potential of the A− 1 other nucleons acting on the remaining one, through
the short range nucleon-nucleon force Ui = U(ri) and a phenomenological two-body potential that is smooth,
piece-wise continuous and generally well behaved Vij = V (ri − rj), that is often referred to as the residual po-
tential representing long range effects.
The central field Ui, is often represented as a Woods-Saxon or harmonic-oscillator potential, [7], depending on
the level of sophistication required in solving the problem. Whilst mathematically less convenient, the Woods-
Saxon potential is a preferable choice to the simple harmonic-oscillator as the asymptotic behaviour of the
Woods-Saxon potential can be adjusted to yield the separation energy of at least one state and its wave functions
to decay exponentially, while the unbounded nature of the harmonic-oscillator means that the wave functions
have the incorrect asymptotic behaviour. The Woods-Saxon form is also far less complicated than the potential
resulting from the Hartree-Fock method, [2]. Further details of such a potential will be provided when discussing
the optical model, before that however one must elaborate on the partitioning of Hamiltonians into separate
reaction channels.
2 .2 Reaction Channels or Partitions
In discussing scattering theories, one must have a grasp of concepts of single- and multi-channel scattering.
Consider for example, a beam of α-particles interacting with a nitrogen target. Of the many sets of particles
that can emerge, a few of the final configurations are:
α+ 14N → α+ 14N,
→ p+ 17O,
→ α+ α+ 10B,
...
etc.
Each of the possible final configuration of particles is referred to as a reaction channel, and is an available
outcome provided that there is sufficient energy in the entrance channel, [24]. Should there be enough energy in
the entrance channel, for a particular reaction to be available, then it is said that that reaction channel is open.
It follows therefore, that a process of this nature is known as a multichannel collision.
Single-channel processes do exist. Consider the low-energy elastic scattering of electrons off protons, or of
neutrons off α-particles:
e+ p→ e+ p,
or
n+ α→ n+ α.
17Especially in one-particle operators.
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However, it is important to note that the concept of a single-channel process serves only as an idealisation,
[34]. Because a small increase in energy in the n − α collision could result in the break-up of the α particle,
while there is always the possibility of low energy photon emission in the e − p reaction. Even though neither
of these examples are genuinely single-channel collisions, many processes (including the above examples) can be
successfully approximated as single-channel collisions, provided there are suitable conditions.
With the above considerations and following closely the discussions in [12] and [25], one can describe the
Hamiltonian for the entrance and exit channels, and indeed the Hamiltonian of the system for a A(a, a′b)B
reaction, as:
H = Ha +HA + Ta + TA + VaA (entrance channel),
= Ha′ +Hb +HB + Ta′ + Tb + TB + Va′b + VbB + Va′B (exit channel), (II.13)
where for the most part, the notation18 follows that in [7], and a summary of which is detailed in Appendix A.1.
In the entrance channel the projectile is denoted by a, and also represents the atomic number. The target nucleus
is denoted by A. The corresponding kinetic energies and Hamiltonians for these two nuclei are Ta and TA, and
Ha and HA respectively, and are generally taken to be shell-model Hamiltonians as shown above in Eq.II.12 and
Eq.II.13. The collision between the nucleon/particle a and nucleus A is mediated by the interaction Vab. The
corresponding Schro¨dinger equations are:
(Ha − εa)Φa = 0, (II.14)
(HA − εA)ΦA = 0, (II.15)
where ΦA is a nuclear wave function depending on the coordinates of nucleus A. The quantum numbers, including
total angular momentum JA, and parity piA, while suppressed here for clarity, would need to be specified. Lastly
εA is the eigenvalue.
In a reaction channel, one can also represent different two-body partitions (nuclear combinations) of the
original system, [51]. Different excited states within the partition are also referred to as different channels. For











the corresponding kinetic energy operator is given by:











a and A interact through the effective two-nucleon interaction19 denoted by Vij . It follows then, that the
total Hamiltonian in the entrance channel, excluding the c.m. energy can be written as:
H = Hα + Tα + Vα, (II.19)
where Hα simply represents the intrinsic structure of the two nuclei
Hα = Ha +HA, (II.20)





Furthermore, one can denote the intrinsic state of the two nuclei by
Φα = ΦaΦA, (II.22)
18Above description only considers two-body interactions, where in general V =
∑
i 6=j Vij .
19This may or may not correspond to the shell-model residual interaction. U will be introduced later to represent the central and
optical potentials.
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which in turn satisfies the following Schro¨dinger equation
(Hα − εα)Φα = 0, εα = εa + εA. (II.23)
Should one or both of the nuclei in a reaction channel be excited20 to a level above the ground state, then
that channel will be denoted by Φα′ , with energy εα′ . Lastly, the notation used in the case of the exchange of
nucleons between the nuclei, which subsequently produce a different partition of the system of a+A nuclei is,
a+A︸ ︷︷ ︸ → b+B︸ ︷︷ ︸
α β
→ c+ C︸ ︷︷ ︸
γ




Should there be sufficient kinetic energy of the relative motion of the nucleons in the entrance channel, then
multiple reaction partitions or channels will be opened. This then implies that the complete wave function of
the system, Ψ, must hold the details and information regarding all of these possibilities, [14].
Prior to the formal development of the impulse approximation, and as an initial step in developing a consistent
theory for the distorted-wave Born approximation, one can calculate the parts21 of Ψ, through the use of Green’s
functions in solving the integral equations[15], and determine the scattering amplitude, which is related to the
cross section. Lastly, it will be shown how one can considerably simplify matters, by the application of the first
Born approximation.
2 .3 Hamiltonian and Schro¨dinger Equation of System
Following the derivation in [10] and [13], the Schro¨dinger equation for the entire system of a + A nucleons can
be written as,
(H − E)Ψ = 0, (II.25)
where, as already mentioned the Hamiltonian can be represented by any of the partitions of the original nucleons
and given that α corresponds to the entrance channel, one can denote the total wave function in terms of the
initial state of the system,
H = Hα + Tα + Vα, (II.26)
= Hβ + Tβ + Vβ , (II.27)
it follows then that, Eq.II.25 can be reordered as:
(E −Hα − Tα)Ψα = VαΨα. (II.28)
Assuming for simplicity, that there are no interactions Vα between the nuclei, the solutions to the Schro¨dinger
equation then take the form of nuclear wave functions as the Hamiltonian is separable in terms of the coordinates
a, A and relative coordinate rα,
(E −Hα − Tα)φα = 0, (II.29)
where the eigenfunctions of the kinetic energy operator, Tα, are
φα = exp (ikα · rα)Φα, (II.30)
and the kinetic energy of relative motion is,
~2k2α/2mα = Eα = E − εα (II.31)
One can isolate the parts of Ψ, describing reactions of interest, by projecting onto the desired channel, [40].
Consider the case of elastic scattering, this can be accomplished by multiplying the total22 Hamiltonian of the
system, by the nuclear wave function for channel α, then integrating over the internal coordinates,
(Eα − Tα)(Φα,Ψα) = (Φα, VαΨα), (II.32)
20Accent on a Greek letter [α′], represents an excited channel and is not to be confused with the accent on a Roman letter [a′],
which represents an unbound, scattered particle outside of its original channel.
21Required in the description of the direct reactions which are of interest.
22In its representation in channel α.
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where the notation is as described in see Appendix A.1, in particular regarding parentheses23 in describing
integration coordinates,






∣∣Ψα〉 = ∫ φ∗αΨαd(all coordinates), (II.33)
both of which are functions only of the remaining coordinate rα. Furthermore one can denote the first by a wave
function describing the relative motion when the system is either in channel α, as is the case for elastic scattering,
ψα ≡ (Φα,Ψα), (II.34)
(Eα − Tα)ψα = (Φα, VαΨα), (II.35)
or in channel β for the generalisation to an inelastic or reaction channel [28], where one has the projection
and governing equation,
ψβ ≡ (Φβ ,Ψα), (II.36)
(Eβ − Tβ)ψβ = (Φβ , VβΨα). (II.37)
The integral equations, Eq.II.34 through Eq.II.37, can be solved, and an approximation for the total wave function
made and the scattering and transition amplitudes determined.
2 .4 Scattering and Transition Amplitudes
In both of the above cases, be it either for i) elastic scattering or ii) inelastic scattering or a reaction channel; the
initial partition is a + A, hence the label24 α on Ψ. Furthermore, both of these equations can be transformed
through the use of the appropriate Green’s functions into integral equations, discussed at length in [8], and
elaborated on when introducing distorted-wave functions later.
Figure II.2:
(a) Angle between incident and scattered wave vectors ~k0 and ~k or k and k′. (b) Incident plane-waves and outgoing spherical
waves, [14].
A collision event is depicted in the figure above, [14], for the case of elastic scattering,
a+A→ a+A,
where the two nuclei a and A are initially in a plane-wave state and due to the interaction, they are scattered,
subsequently causing spherical waves to emanate from the scattering site. As previously mentioned, application









exp (−ik′α · r)(Φα, VαΨ(+)α )dr, (II.38)
23Bracket notation.
24Ψ is the complete wave function representing all possible reactions, excitations and transitions for all channels.
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while the amplitude of the scattered wave in the direction k′α, is known as the scattering amplitude, [27], and
described in terms of
fαα(θ, ϕ) = − mα
2pi~2
∫
exp (−ik′α · r)(Φα, VαΨ(+)α )dr, (II.39)
where the angle between kα and k′α is denoted by (θ, ϕ), a (+) sign denotes the asymptotic outgoing wave condi-
tion at r →∞ and a (−) sign denotes an incoming wave. The two subscripts on the amplitude f(θ, ϕ)αα, indicate
that the entrance channel is α and that one has projected it onto itself, as is the case with elastic scattering.
Similarly, an expression for the scattering amplitude, for the case of a reaction channel,
a+A→ b+B,










exp (−ikβ · r)(Φβ , VβΨ(+)α )dr, (II.40)
and the corresponding scattering amplitude, with (θ, ϕ) denoting the angle between kβ and kα, has the form
fβα(θ, ϕ) = − mβ
2pi~2
∫
exp (−ikβ · r)(Φβ , VβΨ(+)α )dr, (II.41)
Finally, one can now introduce the concept of the transition amplitude, [11], in place of the scattering amplitude.





In the case where one is unable to formulate two particle partitions α, β, etc., as is the case for transfer or
knock-out reactions when particle a′ is in the exit channel as well, then the reaction channels can be denoted by
the residual nuclei and particles in those channels. For example, according to the notation used in [12], [4] and







As already mentioned, the unknown complete25 wave function Ψ(+) appears in the above expressions for the
scattering and transition amplitudes, and as such the scattering problem still remains unsolved. The asymptotic






















Having preformed several projections of the intrinsic nuclear states onto this function, some approximation
for Ψ(+) is required, thereafter one is positioned to determine the complete transfer matrix, T , for the elastic,
inelastic and transfer channels, [51], which also correspond to the terms in Eq.II.44 respectively.
2 .5 First Born Approximation and Cross Section
The lowest-order approximation involves calculating T as the matrix element of the interaction between unper-
turbed wave functions. In determining the total wave function in this instance, one has completely neglected the
effects of scattering, i.e. Ψ(+) ' φα. These are the simplifications to the transition matrix that constitute the




∣∣Vβ∣∣φα〉 = 〈 exp (ikβ · rβ)Φβ∣∣Vβ∣∣ exp (ikα · rα)Φα〉. (II.45)
Referring back to Fig.II.2, where the incident and unscattered particle beams are depicted by a plane wave,
and where the scattering between the incident beam and target, resulting in an interaction, is represented by the
outgoing spherical wave. The differential cross section is defined, [8], as the number of particles scattered into
25Must contain description of all possible events associated with the collision of a and A.
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an element of solid angle dΩ(= sin θdθdϕ), through the area dA = r2dΩ, in the direction26 k′ or (θ, ϕ) per unit









In defining the differential cross section, one first introduces the incident and scattered flux densities, or the




(ψ∗∇ψ − ψ∇ψ∗). (II.47)
In particular, the radial component of this expression gives the scattered flux passing through dA for a channel.
It follows therefore , that from the asymptotic form of the wave function, Eq.II.44, the scattered flux for the
transfer27 channel β is,



























This study will not deal with spin-transfer observables, and instead consider only unpolarized projectile beams,
unaligned targets and unknown final spin orientations of all ejectiles and residual nuclei. The cross section
associated with such a measurement, [5], is an average of Eq.II.50 over the initial angular momentum projections














Lastly, before discussing the details of the optical model, a brief digression is made to introduce the Q value of
a reaction, which is simply defined as the change in kinetic energy between the initial and final state partitions,
relative to the final partition, i.e. Q ≥ 0⇒ Eβ ≥ Eα
Q = Eβ − Eα,
= εβ − εα,
= εb + εB − εa − εA.
3 Optical Model
During period between the early to mid-1950’s, the concept of the phenomenological optical potential was origi-
nally motivated and justified by the experimental findings in the elastic scattering of nucleons from nuclei, [45].
These included experiments undertaken by Feshbach, Levier, Melkanoff, Woods and Saxon. Deviating from
this historical motivation, the driving force behind the further development of the optical potential has been in
improving the description of direct reactions, in particular, the formulation of the scattering wave-functions28.
Through investigations of the theoretical structure of the optical potential, it is now understood that the average
field acting between the target and projectile distorts the relative motion before and after the direction reaction.
In appreciating the basis for the formulation of the optical potential, one can firstly introduce a potential
U(rα), describing the elastic scattering and depending only on the relative coordinate of the two nuclei in channel
α, [43]. One can then describe the direct reactions as perturbing potentials, and since the elastic scattering will
in general be unique for each reaction channel under consideration, one can then define, Uα, Uβ , ..., etc.
If Uα describes the complete interaction between a and A, then the corresponding Schro¨dinger equation will
be,
(Hα + Tα + Uα − E)Ψ = 0, (II.52)
26~k in Fig.II.2.
27Other two components vanish at large distances.
28In A(a, b)B: a+A and a+B from optical potentials, while b+B is mediated by standard bound state potential.
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which is separable into the nuclear coordinates29 contained in Hα and the relative coordinate, rα contained in
Uα. One can also introduce the relative wave function30 χα(rα), satisfying the Schro¨dinger equation,
(Tα + Uα − E)χα(rα) = 0. (II.53)
In such a formalism, the potential U depends only on the relative coordinate, and typically describes elastic
scattering in that it produces no change in the nuclei. It is often referred to, [41], as the optical-model Schro¨dinger
equation and solutions to Eq.II.52 are products of nuclear wave functions and the relative wave functions,
Ψ = Φαχα(rα). (II.54)
As previously mentioned, for low incident projectile energies, the charged nuclei can only react elastically. An
increase in this energy results, [47] in an opening of the inelastic and reaction channels, corresponding to a de-
crease in flux in the original elastic channel. Consider the following derivation, first shown by Levier and Saxon
in 1952, regarding elastic and reaction channels, and the conservation or loss of flux, depending on the form of
the potential in the elastic α channel.
The Schro¨dinger equation for χ∗α(rα), is
(Tα + Uα − E)χ∗α(rα) = 0. (II.55)






= (U∗α − Uα)χ∗αχα. (II.56)
From which one then incorporates the definition of the quantum mechanical current, recall Eq.II.47,
−i~∇ · j = (U∗α − Uα)χ∗αχα,
or
~∇ · j = 2ρ ImUα. (II.57)
Finally after integration over a volume that includes the scattering centre, it follows that,
{
Uα ∈ R ⇐⇒ there is no net change in flux,
ImUα ≤ 0 ⇐⇒ there is a loss of flux. (II.58)
It follows therefore, that in order for U to accurately describe the elastic cross section when nuclear reactions can
occur, it must necessarily be complex with a negative31 imaginary part, [14], accounting for all strong absorption
effects. The following sub-section involves details regarding the parameterisation of the optical potential.
3 .1 Parameterisation
It is understood, [7], that for the scattering of light32 particles from a nucleus, the density ρ of nucleons in the
target nucleus, while more or less constant across the interior, gently decreases to zero outside of the nuclear
radius R, as shown in Fig.II.3.
29As in Eq.II.25.
30Which will also serve as the notation for distorted-wave functions later, as they too describe the relative motions of pairs of
particles in a channel.
31Positive imaginary part could imply an increase in flux, alluding to particle production and perhaps quantum vacuum fluctuations
within the nucleus, well outside the scope of the discussion at present.
32Such as protons and alpha particles.
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Figure II.3:
Nuclear density as a function from the centre of the nucleus, [7].
Due to the short range nature of the nucleon-nucleon force, in parameterisation of the potential U mediating
the interaction between the particle and nucleus, it is convenient to choose a potential with a radial dependence
that has a similar shape to the nucleon density. Such conditions can be satisfied by the Fermi distribution,
f(r) =
1
1 + exp [(r −R)/a] , (II.59)
which in the context of the optical model, is often referred to as the venerated Woods-Saxon form, [3].
Together with the preceding considerations, regarding the complex nature of the potential U , it follows from












where the nuclear radii are expressed in the form,
Rv = rvA
1/3, Rw = rwA
1/3, (II.61)
and where A denotes the mass of the target nucleus; V and W describe the strength of the real and imaginary33
parts respectively, of the central potential in the optical model; WD describes the surface absorption strength; rv
and rw denote the real and imaginary central radii respectively; lastly, av and aw the real and imaginary central
diffuseness. The physical meaning of the diffuseness parameter can be interpreted, [37], in the following way,{
a = 0 represents a square well potential,
a→∞ represents a constant potential well. (II.62)
As has already been mentioned, the imaginary terms of the potential, account for the inelastic reaction channels,
and subsequent absorption effects that can occur throughout the nucleus. An analysis discussed in, [45], has
confirmed that for low energies and weakly bound particles, the dominant contribution is the surface absorp-
tion, in part due to the modes of surface excitation and the Pauli exclusion principle. As the incident energy
is increased, the strength of the surface contribution decreases, while that of the volume absorption part increases.
In the case of charged particles, the potential corresponding to a spherical distribution with uniform charge
















, r > RC ,
(II.63)
where Z1, Z2 and e are the charge of the projectile, target and electron respectively, and RC the Coulomb
radius. In addition to the central terms above, spin-orbit and exchange terms may also be considered, [40], when
formulating the scattering potentials.
33In particular the volume absorption strength.
34Here e refers to charge of the electron.
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3 .2 Spin-Orbit Effects
The central potential in the nuclear shell model is believed to have a spin-orbit interaction due to the energy
splitting observed in odd-mass nuclei, for the spin-orbit partners j = l± 12 , [20]. It is natural then to expect the
optical potential, of spin dependent nucleons, to incorporate a spin-orbit interaction as well. The form of this











)2 + (−1)l Vex1 + e[(r−Rex)/aex] (II.64)






is known as the pion Compton wavelength squared factor denoted by g ∼ 2.00fm2 and where ~σ is









~σ = 0 for α particles.
(II.65)
Specifically one can describe the scalar product of the intrinsic and orbital scalar operators as{
~l · ~σ = l for j = l + 12 ,
~l · ~σ = −(l + 1) for j = l − 12 > 0.
(II.66)
where j and l are the total and orbital angular momentum quantum numbers for the incident nucleon35 re-
spectively, and where the remaining notation is the same as that already given, only this time corresponding to
spin-orbit and exchange terms respectively.
The contribution of the spin-orbit term is concentrated at the nuclear surface, [6]. This is due in part to the
fact that for a nucleon moving through the interior of the nucleus36, regardless of its spin orientation37 with the
orbital angular momentum, will experience no net change in potential energy as it encounters a similar number
of nucleons to either side of it. For a nucleon traversing near the surface of a nucleus, however, there is a higher
density of nucleons on one side of its trajectory than on the other. Aligned coupling of the nucleon spin and
angular momentum contributes an attractive addition, while anti-parallel coupling contributes a repulsive one.
Given that the potential is now dependent on spin-orbit and exchange, the wave functions that serve as
solutions to the Schro¨dinger equations, Eq.II.54, must be modified to reflect this change and thus become sensitive
to particle and target spin orientations. Finally, one can illustrate the potential to be implemented in this work,
by
U = UCentral + UCoulomb + Uso. (II.67)
3 .3 Energy Dependence and Non-locality
The parameters of the optical model are highly sensitive to variations of incident projectile or bombarding energy.
Moreover they also depend explicitly on the inherent structure of the different nuclei. It is postulated, [47], that
with an increase in energy (i) |W | increases and (ii) |V | slowly decreases corresponding to the,
(i) opening of channels, resulting in the reduction of flux in the initial elastic channel, and
(ii) the properties of the nucleon-nucleon interaction, which is repulsive at shorter ranges and higher energies;
and attractive at longer ranges and for lower energies respectively.
Furthermore, from a theoretical standpoint, the optical potential exhibits a nonlocal nature in the following
sense. Consider the Schro¨dinger equation of the following form,
(Hα + Tα − E)Ψ(r)−
∫
Uα(r, r
′)Ψ(r′)dr′ = 0. (II.68)
This implies that the nonlocal potential is actually an integral operator acting on a wave function. Furthermore,
as will be shown later, it is assumed that Uα(r, r′) = Uα(r′, r), which follows from the fact the kernel of the
35Spin, s = 1
2
, for a proton j = 1
2
.
36Where there is uniform nuclear matter.
37Parallel or anti-parallel.
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function is non-trivial.
One source of non-locality, [41], arises from the fact that in coordinate space, flux can leave the elastic chan-
nel at some point r, propagating into an inelastic channel, and finally scattering back into the original elastic
channel at some other point r′. Another source of non-locality is attributed to nucleon exchange between the
projectile and target nucleus. Thus the total wave function must necessarily be antisymmetric with respect to
the interchange of any two identical nucleons between nuclei. The anti-symmetrisation of the wave functions will
be dealt with in further detail within the following chapters.
The wave function Ψ(r′) in Eq.II.68 can be expanded in a Taylor series about r, provided that the “range” of
the nonlocality is not too large, [7],
Ψ(r′) = Ψ(r) + (r′ − r) ·∇Ψ(r) + 1
2
r2 · ∇2Ψ(r) + ..., (II.69)





where one has replaced ∇ = p/i~ and from the symmetry of the problem odd terms in r′ − r average to zero
and in doing so, the nonlocal potential has been replaced by an explicitly energy-dependent, phenomenological
local potential.
While the wave functions of local and non-local optical potentials may differ within the potential region, they
must however, be asymptotically equivalent in order to yield the same elastic cross sections. In principle, this
is of no significance to elastic scattering; but in the case of inelastic and other such scattering processes, the
introduction of a transition density and the dependence of the nucleon configuration within the potential region,
means that the choice of either local or non-local optical potential has great significance on the outcome of the
particular reaction cross section, [46]. Non-locality approximations and corrections are accounted for in this
work, and their quantitative details are described in the relevant chapter.
4 Distorted-Wave Born Approximation
The DWBA was first discussed by Mott and Massey (1933) in their famous book, “The Theory of Atomic Col-
lisions”. An understanding of the origin and formulation of the optical potential, enables one to describe the
formulation of the distorted-wave Born approximation. As has already been mentioned, the elastic scattering is
considered to be the dominant process and inelastic events are treated as perturbations. The colliding nuclei are
modelled according to the relevant optical potential before and after the scattering38 event. The direct reactions
are then simply considered as weak interactions, inducing a transition between the entrance and exit39 channels,
[50]. Distorted-waves are implemented in describing the relative motion of pairs of nuclei and nucleons in these
channels. With distorted-waves, any strong absorption effects are automatically taken into consideration with
the appropriate optical potential.
The remainder of this chapter is devoted to the derivation of an approximate form for the transition amplitude
and cross section, corresponding to the interpretation encompassed by the DWBA. The formalism is derived from
a general transformation of the transition amplitude, which was first introduced by Gell-Mann and Goldberger
in 1953, [14]. The optical potential is treated as an arbitrary auxiliary potential representing a solvable problem.
The transition amplitude is then transformed in such a way as to depend on the solution of said problem. This
derivation will be dedicated to the general problem, while specific reactions will the treated in the following
chapter, in which the impulse approximation is dealt with.
4 .1 Distorted-Wave Functions
Direct reactions have already been described as minor rearrangements of a single, or few degrees of freedom
within the states of the projectile and/or target nuclei, [6]. Naturally then, when discussing scattering reactions,
one can describe these direct reactions as weaker interactions, compared to the effects of the mutual central
field of the particles in the entrance40 channel. This is in turn described in terms of a phenomenological optical
potential, the adjustable parameters of which reproduce the elastic and reaction cross sections.
38Considered to be elastic.
39Or reaction.
40Projectile and target.
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Using the Schro¨dinger equation of the form in Eq.II.32 and subtracting a common term (Φα, UαΦα) from
both sides of the equation, leaves
(Eα − Tα − Uα)ψα = (Φα, [Vα − Uα]Ψα), (II.71)
where the relative motion in the channel α is described in terms of Φα, see Eq.II.34. While the nuclear wave
function in channel α, Φα depends only on intrinsic coordinates, the potential Uα, however, depends on the
relative coordinate rα, it follows then, see Appendix A.1,
(Φα, UαΨ) = Uα(Φα,Ψα) = Uαψα. (II.72)
Uα is introduced as an arbitrary potential with the restrictions that limrα→0 Uα = 0 and that it is unable to
change41 the internal states of ψα in the α system. As has already been discussed, the greatest contribution to
the interaction is in fact the average central field effects, in turn dominated by the elastic scattering, and thus
the remaining interaction Vα −Uα may then be treated as a small perturbation, [5]. Generally speaking Uα will
of the form of an optical potential, with all the considerations of the previous chapter.
The Green’s function corresponding to the above problem, satisfies,
(Eα − Tα − Uα)Gα(rα, r′α) = δ(rα − r′α), (II.73)
The accompanying general solution can be written in terms of,




α)[Φα, (Vα − Uα)Ψα]dr′ (II.74)
where χ is a solution to the Schro¨dinger equation introduced in Eq.II.53 and C is a constant, which together with
the particular Greens’ function are determined by the physical situation needing to be described. This derivation
of a formal solution follows that outlined in [8].
One can expand G in terms of spherical harmonics, see Appendix C.2




′)Y ml (rˆ) one-dimensional42,






′)Y ml (rˆ) three-dimensional,
(II.75)
where rˆ, as discussed in Appendix A.1, denotes the polar angles θ and φ of vector r. It follows therefore that the










′)Y ml (rˆ), (II.76)
where gl is a one-dimensional function parameterised by a spherical Bessel function, see Appendix B.3. Further-
more it can be shown that one may introduce an additional function fl which is also a one-dimensional function
parameterised by a spherical Bessel function, such that fl and gl are the two unique, linearly independent solutions
of the problem, satisfying














At the origin, fl(k, r) serves as a regular solution of the homogeneous Schro¨dinger equation, Eq.II.77. One
can construct another solution, which is irregular at the origin, and denoted by h(+)l (k, r). It can then be shown,
[63], that a general form the particular solution to the inhomogeneous Schro¨dinger equation, is a composition of









where r< is the lesser of r and r′.
41I.e. diagonal in the α system.
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It follows the above considerations that one can then form the required three-dimensional outgoing-wave
























































This represents the partial wave expansions for the wave function, where χ(−)α has the asymptotic form of incoming
spherical waves, in contrast to χ(+)α , which has outgoing spherical waves in the asymptotic limit. The relationship
between the distorted-waves having incoming (−) and outgoing (+) spherical waves is [50],
χ(−)∗α (k, r) = χ
(+)
α (−k, r). (II.82)
Details of the radial wave function and spherical harmonics are given in the respective appendices and the form
of the radial wave functions will be detailed in the following chapters. Furthermore the explicit forms of the




α will be provided in Section 5 .
4 .2 Transition Amplitude
Expanding on the general solution introduced in Eq.II.74, a particular solution describing an incident wave in
channel α and outgoing spherical waves can be formulated as follows, [18],
ψα = χ
(+)




α)[Φα, (Vα − Uα)Ψα]dr′α, (II.83)







∣∣Uα − Vα∣∣Ψ(+)α 〉. (II.84)
Similarly, the projection of the wave function Ψ(+)α onto some channel β, other than the entrance channel,
yields,








∣∣Vβ − Uβ∣∣Ψ(+)α 〉. (II.85)
Since χ(+)α has an outgoing wave, it follows directly from Eq.II.42, that its amplitude will have the form,〈
exp (ik′α · rα)
∣∣Uα∣∣χ(+)α 〉, (II.86)
form which, the entire T -matrix can be written as,
Tβα =
〈
exp (ik′α · rα)
∣∣Uα∣∣χ(+)α 〉δαβ + 〈χ(−)β Φβ∣∣Vβ − Uβ∣∣Ψ(+)α 〉. (II.87)
This two-potential formulation is known as the Gell-Mann–Goldberger transformation and is an exact result, and
as already mentioned, explicitly contains the exact scattering solution Ψ to the many-body problem.
In the distorted-wave Born approximation, one describes the motion in the entrance channel by the optical
potential Uα, while ignoring43 all other components of other channels which are in fact there,[43]. In essence, this
formulation encapsulates the effects of scattering of the optical potentials and strong absorption and distortion
effects through the respective wave functions of relative motion in each channel. Since ψ is simply a projection
onto Ψ, it follows that one can make the following approximation,
Ψ(+)α ' Φαχ(+)α (kα, rα). (II.88)
43Analogous to the first Born approximation.
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Finally, one can introduce the transition amplitudes as,
Tβα =
〈
exp (ik′α · rα)
∣∣Uα∣∣χ(+)α 〉δαβ + 〈χ(−)β Φβ∣∣Vβ − Uβ∣∣Φαχ(+)α 〉︸ ︷︷ ︸,
TDWBAβα .
(II.89)
where the DWBA concerns itself only with non-elastic effects and the distorted-wave functions χα and β are
obtained from solvable optical-model, two-body problems in channels α and β respectively, [18].
4 .3 Assumptions and Interpretation
The complete, and hence unattainable, wave function Ψ is used in the description of the exact transition ampli-
tude, Eq.II.87. The approximation introduced in deriving the DWBA amplitude, Eq.II.88, neglects the effects














∣∣Vβ − Uβ∣∣Φiψ(+)i 〉, (II.91)
' 〈χ(−)β Φβ∣∣Vβ − Uβ∣∣Φαχ(+)α 〉. (II.92)
From this, it follows that this ignores coupled multiple-step processes, such as the reaction undergoing intermedi-
ary excitations44 or channel transfers45, prior to decaying to the desired state, [36]. In other words, it is assumed
that the final channel β is reached in a single step from the entrance channel α.
Furthermore, the relative motion in these channels is described in terms of the distorted-wave functions, χα
and χβ . The respective optical potentials, whilst parameterised in such a way as to guarantee correspondence
to experiment through cross sections and analysing powers, only ensure the correct asymptotic behaviour of
the distorted-wave functions, [31]. Hence details of χα and χβ in the region of the nucleus are not necessarily
well-defined and are sometimes ambiguous, and it is in this region where the scattering occurs.
From the approximation ψα ' χα in going from Eq.II.91 to Eq.II.92, it is implied that the reaction is treated
to first order only in the interaction inducing the transition α→ β, [7]. This is a valid assumption as often many
other reactions channels can be suppressed, as their cross sections are comparatively insignificant alongside those
of the elastic reaction channel.
4 .4 Anti-Symmetrisation and Transition Operator
Taking for granted that the stationary state solutions for the shell-model problem, i.e. the wave functions Φa
and ΦA, are already antisymmetric; one can ensure that the wave function for the corresponding channel as a







where P is the permutation operator and the tilde (˜ ) denotes antisymmetry under particle interchange, [61].





which accounts for the different ways of permuting fermions between two clusters and where the number of
fermions in the projectile, target and in total are Np, Nt and N respectively. Not to be confused with the
normalisation constant, Nα, i.e. the number of ways of selecting the nucleons from A+ a.
Continuing from Eq.II.43, one can re-introduce the reduced transition amplitude for the particle (or cluster)48
knock-out reaction A(a, a′b)B, only now explicitly detailing the asymptotic wave functions. Recall from Appendix
A.1, that A denotes the target, a the projectile, the prime ′ identifies a in the exit channel and b is an emitted






45α→ γ → β.
46Using isospin formulation: protons and neutrons treated as single nucleon particle with up or down isospin respectively.
47Antisymmetric for fermions, symmetric for bosons.
48From here onwards, particle will also be inferred by the term cluster.
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Following the prescription in [12], and the previously stipulated definitions, it follows that Ψ(+)(A˜, a) is the exact
total wave function for the initial system, Φ(−)(B˜, a′, b) is the solution obtained when the potential Va′b, i.e. the
interaction49 between particles a′ and b in the exit channel, is neglected. And lastly, the ∼ denotes that the
wave functions are antisymmetric with respect to interchange of any nucleons. One can now introduce the wave
function Φ(+)(A˜, a) for the entrance channel, or initial state, in the absence of Va′b, acting between the projectile
a and the cluster b, where the transition operator tBA can then be defined as,
Va′b
∣∣∣Ψ(+)(A˜, a)〉 = tBA ∣∣∣Φ(+)(A˜, a)〉 , (II.96)














where Qra,A is an operator interchanging
50 r nucleons between a and A. Similarly for the exit channel or final
state wave function, it follows
















(−)s〈Qsa′+b,BΦ(a˜′, b)Φ(B˜)∣∣tBA∣∣Φ(+)(A˜, a)〉. (II.100)
Using the fact that Qsa′+b,B is Hermitian and that it must necessarily commute with
51 Va′b, together with the
following identities,
tBA
∣∣∣Φ(A˜, a)〉 = Va′b ∣∣∣Ψ(+)(A˜, a)〉 ,
Qsa′+b,BΨ
(+)(A˜, a) = (−)sΨ(+)(A˜, a),











































51Which cannot involve specific nucleon labels.
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One can now define the two-body anti-symmetrisation operator, which accounts for the different ways of per-


















where η(+)Aa and η
(−)
Bab describe the relative motions of the centres of mass of the particles in the entrance and exit
channels respectively.
5 Distorted-Wave Impulse Approximation
Continuing from the transition amplitude formulated in Eq.II.106, and adhering the prescription provided in











where just as in [12], the angular momentum and isospin quantum numbers for the target and residual nucleus
(i = A,B) are Ji (projection Mi) and Ti (projection Ni), respectively. Similarly, the corresponding quantities
for the projectile and scattered52 particles (j = a, a′, b) are sj(σj) and tj(νj).
One can now recast the expression for the wave function of the target nucleus A, by projecting it onto the
residual nucleus B, which results in a function of the coordinates of the remaining b nucleons. One can assume
that the nucleons in this projection contribute significantly to the cross section, only when their relative motions
and spin-isospin wave functions correspond exactly to those of the emitted nucleons in the cluster b. By projecting






×(tbνbTBNB |TANA)(JMJBMB |JAMA)(LΛsbσb|JM)φαLΛ(rbB), (II.108)
where φαLΛ(rbB) describes the motion of the centre-of-mass of b with respect to the centre-of-mass of B, and is
normalised to unity. The relative angular momentum of b and B is denoted by L (projection Λ), whilst all other
quantum numbers required to specify the motion are contained in α. The above equation is regarded, [37], as
defining the "cluster coefficient of fractional parentage," IAB(αLsbJtb), and as has already been described, is













∣∣tBA∣∣Aabη(+)Aa φαLΛ(rbB)Ψsaσataνa(a˜)Ψsbσbtbνb (˜b)〉, (II.109)
where (tbνbTBNB |TANA), (JMJBMB |JAMA) and (LΛsbσb|JM) denote the isospin and angular momentum
Clebsch-Gordan coupling coefficients respectively, necessary to conserve isospin and angular momentum. Fur-
thermore, the wave function for the target nucleus is described in terms of a single-particle bound state of the
particle b, φαLΛ and the "core" B, is described by ΦJBMBTBNB (B).
52Outgoing.
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5 .1 Factorised DWIA
The impulse approximation replaces the transition operator tBA by the two-body53 operator for the free a + b
scattering process t(+)f , or free-particle transition operator [38]. It can be shown that the anti-symmetrisation


















∣∣∣ t(+)f ∣∣∣η(+)Aa φαLΛ(rbB)Ψsaσataνasbσbtbνb(a˜, b)〉 . (II.110)
Following the prescription in [5], one can isolate the matrix elements of t(+)f , by employing expansions
54 of
the relative motion wave functions, combined with the assumption that the resultant reduced T -matrix varies
sufficiently slowly with momenta, so as to allow for the replacement of the arguments with their corresponding
asymptotic values. A convenient zero-range expression arises, which can be described as follows,
t(ra − rb) ' t(q2)δ(ra − rb), (II.111)
where, as in [60], the momentum transfer q, is defined as,







where ki and kf are the initial and final relative momenta of particles a and b; and where kaA, ka′B and kbB
are the relative asymptotic momenta between the particles in the entrance55 channel, and between the emitted
particles and56 the residual nucleus respectively. Lastly kB is simply the momentum of the residual nucleus B
in the exit channel.
The zero-range approximation, [37], is often implemented in solving nucleon transfer reactions, in particular,
for light incident, projectile nuclei. In such cases, the interaction is represented as a delta function of the relative











∣∣JAMA)(LΛsbσb∣∣JM)〈kf , σ′a, σ′b∣∣t(+)f ∣∣ki, σa, σb〉,
× 〈η(−)Bab∣∣δ(ra − rb)∣∣η(+)Aa φαLΛ(rbB)〉, (II.113)
where for brevity only the spin projection quantum numbers have been retained in expressing the two-body
reduced T -matrix and where the delta function is indicative of strong interactions. What is left now is to recast
Eq.II.113 into a form suitable for the three-dimensional method of calculation, by separating the matrix elements
of the two-body transition operator t outside the distorted-wave integral and application of the zero-range ap-
proximation as has already been shown, [59].
One can now simplify the notation by introducing definitions for the distorted momentum distribution,






∣∣δ(ra − rb)∣∣η(+)Aa φαLΛ(rbB)〉, (II.114)
and the spectroscopic factor, C2S, which represents the probability to reach a single particle hole state when a






(tbνbTBNB |TANA) = C, (II.116)
53Assumes that the incident particle only interacts with one target nucleon.
54In momentum space.
55a+A.
56a′ +B and b+B.
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Continuing from Eq.II.50 and introducing Fermi’s Golden rule, inserting the above and averaging over MA

























where v is the relative velocity of a and A in the entrance channel, ωB is the energy density of the final states,
also known as the phase space factor, [19].
5 .2 Evaluation of the Distorted Momentum Distribution
In order to evaluate the distorted momentum distribution, one can proceed in a similar manner to that in [25],
where it is useful to recall that the Hamiltonian of the A(a, a′b)B system can be written as,
H = Ha +HA + Ta + TA + VaA (entrance channel),
H = Ha′ +Hb +HB + Ta′ + Tb + TB + Va′b + VbB + Va′B (exit channel), (II.118)
where the Hi, Ti and Vij are the internal57 Hamiltonian and kinetic energy58 operators for particle i, and the
interaction potential between particles i and j respectively. As has already been mentioned, the initial and final
scattering states are generated using H ′ = H − Vab.
One can describe the relative coordinates of a with respect to the coordinates of the centre of mass in the
entrance channel as follows,
raA = ra −Ra+A, (II.119)










pa+A = pa. (II.122)
The unperturbed59 Hamiltonian in the entrance channel can be written as,
H − Vab = Ha +HA + TaA + VaB + 2mA +ma
2(ma +mA)2
p2a+A, (II.123)
where the optical potential for a + B scattering has been taken60 as VaA − Va′b ' Va′B(raA), which is in some

















57Act upon internal coordinates of particle i.




59In the absence of Vab.
60In general will be very similar to optical potential for a+A scattering.
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with the wave vectors ~kaA = paA and ~ka+A = pa+A. It follows then that η(+)Aa satisfies
(TaA + VaA − Vab − aA)η(+)Aa = 0, (II.125)
where aA is the relative kinetic energy.
For the exit channel scattering solution, one can eliminate the c.m. kinetic energy and re-express the Hamil-
tonian in terms of momentum operators conjugate to raB and rbB , [12]. Consider the unperturbed Hamiltonian
for the exit channel,
H − Va′b = Ha′ +Hb +HB + Ta′ + Tb + TB + Va′B + VbB , (II.126)
where the relative coordinates of a′ and b with respect to the c.m. in the exit channel can be written as,
ra′B = ra′ −Ra′+b+B ,





from which, the conjugate momentum operators follow as,
pa′B = pa′ − ma
ma +mb +mB
(pa′ + pb + pB) = pa′ − ma
ma +mb +mB
pa,
pbB = pb − mb
ma +mb +mB
(pa′ + pb + pB) = pb − mb
ma +mb +mB
pa,
pa′+b+B = pa′ + pb + pB = pa, (II.128)
and where pa, pa′ , pb and pB are the laboratory momenta for the incident particle and the three emitted
particles. It follows then, [61], that the total kinetic energy of the final state in the laboratory system is,

































pa′+b+B − pa′b − pbB
)2
,







=Ta′B + TbB + Tc.m. + Tcoup.





which can be omitted as a means of simplifying the three-particle wave functions. This is the so-called "kinetic
energy approximation" and it is clear that the coupling term is of little significance provided that mB  µaB





bB (kbB , rbB)e
ika′+b+B ·Ra′+b+B , (II.131)
whence χ(−)a′B satisfies
(Ta′B + Va′B − a′B)χ(−)a′B(ka′B , ra′B) = 0, (II.132)
where as in the previous case a′B = p2a′B/2µa′B and pa′B = ~ka′B . Similarly χ
(−)
bB satisfies,
(TbB + VbB − bB)χ(−)bB (kbB , rbB) = 0, (II.133)
with bB = p2bB/2µbB , pbB = ~kbB and ~ka′+b+B = pa′+b+B . And where, as has already been mentioned, the
potentials Va′B and VbB are taken to be the optical potentials which describe the a+B and b+B scattering at
the relative energies aB and bB , respectively.
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Strictly speaking, in order to generate the bound state wave function φαLΛ(rbB), one must project
61 the many-
body wave function for A onto the residual nuclei B and b. A simpler approach is to introduce a phenomenological
real (Woods-Saxon) potential VWS which is adjusted to reproduce the empirical A → B + b separation energy
SBb, [20],
(TbB + VWS − SbB)φαLΛ(rbB) = 0. (II.134)












bB (kbB , rbB). (II.135)
In turn the distorted-wave functions depend on the relative coordinates described by,






and in the zero-range approximation, where
lim
rab→0
ra′B = rbB ,
lim
ra′b→0
raA = γrbB , (II.138)
the interaction is assumed to be strongest.
Implementing the relative coordinates in the zero-range approximation, substituting for η(+)Aa and η
(−)
Ba′b and







aB (kaB , r)χ
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Consequently one is now in a position to recast the framework in a formalism suitable for a direct three-
dimensional method of calculation as opposed to evaluating Eq.II.139 using Racah algebra. Details regarding
the distorted-wave functions are provided in the appendices aand following chapters.
5 .3 Three-Dimensional Integration Method of Calculation
Recall that in the discussion the reactions are represented by A(a, cd)B where A = b+B. With this convention,
see Appendix A.2, it follows then that the subscripts a, c, d and b represent respectively properties (i) in the
entrance channel for a+A scattering, (ii) in the exit channel for c+B scattering and (iii) d+B scattering, and
lastly the bound state b + B. One is now in a position to formulate the three-dimensional integration method
of calculation. Following the prescription outlined in [20], taking the zˆ axis as parallel to the direction of prop-
agation, as this simplifies the distorted-waves, one can introduce three separate set of axes Qa, Qc and Qd, as
in Fig.II.4 below. All quantities expressed with respect to these axes are identified as un-primed, primed and
double primed respectively.
It follows therefore that the directions of propagation of particles a, c and d correspond to the zˆ−, zˆ′− and zˆ′′−
axes respectively. Outgoing particle trajectories are characterised by angles θc, θd and β, as depicted in Fig.II.4.
Such a characterisation permits calculations for non-coplanar geometries. Lastly, though not incorporated in this
work but for completeness, a fourth set of axes Qp(zˆ′′′) can be introduced for treatment of polarised projectiles,
[20],
61Work beyond the scope of this discussion.
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Figure II.4:
Relative three-dimensional orientation of axes used in calculation. Propagation directions for particles a, b and d are parallel to zˆ,
zˆ′ and zˆ′′. The incident particle polarisation axis is zˆ′′′, [20]
For simplicity one can assume all particles a through d to be spin 12 fermions, where the spin projections are
denoted by ρi, it follows that the transition amplitude in Qa is,〈
ρcρd
















where the rotation matrices D1/2mn(R) have been introduced and where Rca and Rda are rotations of Qc and Qd
into Qa respectively. It follows from the orthonormality condition of the D functions, that one can express the














(2J + 1)(2Sa + 1)
, (II.141)
where Sa = 12 is the spin of particle a. As already stipulated, this work will not concern itself with polarised
incident beams, but for the sake of completeness, one can construct the analysing power for an incident polarised













∣∣∣∑ρa 〈ρ′cρ′′d∣∣T ∣∣ρaJM〉D1/2ρaρ′′′a (Rap)∣∣∣2
(2J + 1)
, (II.142)
where again, Rap rotates Qa into Qp.
One can then proceed, [20] by introducing the following,














(LΛSbσb|JM)φLΛ(r) |σb〉 . (II.145)

















where, just as previously applied, one has made use of the usual factorisation approximation in separating the
matrix elements of the two-body transition operator t outside the distorted-wave integral. The three-dimensional
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5 .4 Validity of the Impulse Approximation
The validity of the method involves examining the circumstances where one can replace the transition operator
in the presence of core interactions, Vcore, by the free-particle transition operator t
(+)
f , [5]. This is facilitated by
ignoring the effects of the core interaction in the intermediate states and instead using the free-particles states
and associated free-particles energies.
The term "impulse approximation" was coined due to the following conditions. Intermediate states do not
conserve energy, moreover, the strength and shape of the two-body potential determines the spread ∆E, of
intermediate energies. Since the intermediate states have much higher energy than those of the core potential
they can essentially be treated as free-particle states and one may ignore the core potential contribution in these
states, [40]. The interaction period or collision time is τ ∼ ~/∆E where one expects the impulse approximation
to be valid when Vcore  ∆E or τ  ~/Vcore.
Given that ~/Vcore is the characteristic oscillation time resulting from the core interaction, it follows that the
condition implies that the motion may be neglected during the scattering and as such is an adiabatic condition,
suggesting an impulsive collision. In light of the fact that the duration of the collision is short and that the
scattering process is abrupt and impulsive, the nomenclature for the method is highly appropriate indeed.
6 Two-Body T -Matrix
The present section will develop the triple differential cross section. This will involve a description of the initial
and final energy prescriptions, which relate the determination of kinematic variables with either incident or
initial parameters or fixed by the exit channel or final parameters, to the scattering location with respect to
the t−matrix either on the energy shell, off the energy shell, or at some intermediate displacement, [22]. In
formulating the triple differential cross section the discussion will then naturally lead to a description of the
energy density.
6 .1 On-, Off-, Half-Shell




For convenience, this can be visualized as the momentum-space probability amplitude that an in-state of mo-
mentum p lead to an out-state of momentum p′. Furthermore, [4], it can be shown from the momentum-space
expression for energy conservation that
〈
p′
∣∣S∣∣p〉 is zero except when Ep′ = Ep.
In the simple case, when a single particle is scattering, its momentum changes while its energy remains the
same. From definition, the decomposition of the scattering matrix can be described in the following terms,〈
p′
∣∣S∣∣p〉 ∝ δ3(p′ − p)− 2piiδ(Ep′ − Ep)t(p′ ← p), (II.148)
where the first term represents, δ3(p′ − p), represents the probability amplitude that the particle passes through
the force centre without scattering, and it can be directly seen that the second (scattering) term conserves energy
however the components of its momentum must necessarily change. One can expect the factor t(p′ ← p) or the
T -matrix to be a smooth function of its arguments, and at the very least continuous62.
Now, due to the delta function δ(Ep′ − Ep) in the scattering term above, the T -matrix t(p′ − p), is only
defined for Ep′ = Ep; i.e. in the space of the variables p’ and p the function t(p′ − p) is defined only63 on the
“shell” p′2 = p2. The nomenclature for the function t(p′ ← p) follows as either the T -matrix on the energy shell,
or simply on-shell T -matrix.
One can define an operator T (z) with complex variable z, whose matrix elements
〈
p’
∣∣T ∣∣p〉 coincide with
those of t(p′ ← p) when p′2 = p2. I.e. when z = E + iε (E real) and in the limit ε → 0, for the special case
when Ep′ = Ep = E. The matrix
〈
p’
∣∣T (z)∣∣p〉 is defined for all p’ and p and is known as the off-shell T -matrix.
The preceding digression considered the scattering of a single particle off a fixed potential. In the following
discussions involving three64 or more particles, it will be shown, [61], how the on-shell many-body T -matrix can
be represented in terms of certain off-shell two-body T matrices.
62For a large class of potentials it can be shown that the T -matrix is an analytic function of the relevant variables.
63Cannot describe operator T , as to define operator one must provide matrix elements for “all” p’ and p.
64(p,2p) scattering for example.
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6 .2 Energy Density
By applying the impulse approximation to the A(a, a′)B reaction, one can introduce the T -matrix for the quasi-
free two-body reaction b(a, c)d, where in the case of quasi-free knock-out c = a′ and d = b. In the centre of mass
frame, the momenta are related by
pa = −pb = pi,
pa′ = −p′b = pf . (II.149)
(II.150)







Using the principle of conservation of energy it follows













from which it follows that





























where d3p′a has been replaced by p2fdpfdΩ.

























(Ea + Eb)(Ea′ + E′b)
,
× 1
(2sa + 1)(2sb + 1)
∑
σaσbσa′
∣∣∣〈kf , σ′a, σ′b∣∣t(+)f ∣∣ki, σa, σb〉∣∣∣2 . (II.158)










∣∣t(+)f ∣∣ki, σa, σb〉√Ea′E′b, (II.159)
and the corresponding sums and averages over spin variables M¯2. One can subsequently consider the kinematic
















65As applied in this “semi-classical” / “pseudo-relativistic” implementation.
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Here one can finally define the square of the two-body T -matrix averaged over initial spin projections and
summed over final spin projections,









from which, one can describe the triple differential cross section as done in the following section.
6 .3 Triple Differential Cross Section










b − 2pa′pb cos θa′b
] 1
2 . (II.162)
The angle between the three-momenta pa and pa′ in the rest a′+ b rest frame is known as the centre of mass









2 = (ECMa′ + E
CM
a )
2 = 2m2a + 2EaEa′ − 2papa′ cos θaa′ , (II.164)






)2 − 2PCMa PCMa′ ] = 2ECMa′ ECMa − 2EaEa′ + 2pa′pa cos θaa′ , (II.165)
again, it can be shown that
cos θCMaa′ =




where one can use the following relations to determine ECMa and ECMa′ ,
(ECMa+a′)
2 = m2a +m
2
a′ + 2EaEa′ − 2papa′ cos θaa′ ,
(ECMa+b)




b − 2pap′b cos θ′ab,
(ECMa′+b)




b − 2pa′p′b cos θ′a′b. (II.167)










b − pa′p′b cos θ′a′b
ECMa′+b
, (II.168)







6 .4 Parentage Amplitude and Spectroscopic Factors
Nuclear wave functions can be represented in a fractional parentage expansion, [36]. The generalized coeffi-
cients67 of this expansion, β, have values that depend on the detailed structure of the nuclear wave function.
One important property that the parentage amplitudes accessible to investigation by single-step transitions are
those for which the core nucleons remain unchanged by the reaction. The square of the amplitude β, is known
as the spectroscopic factor, which as was already mentioned, is determined solely by the properties of the nuclei.
The significance of the spectroscopic factor is that is measures the degree to which a state populated in a
transfer reaction is a pure single-particle state, [6]. Furthermore, in order to achieve agreement between theory
66I.e. in the exit channel.
67Also known as parentage amplitudes.
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and experimental data, one determines the cross-section through the use of shell-model wave functions φnl. This
is done for various values of l, until the desired agreement for the shape of the cross section is found. To appro-
priately scale the theoretical cross section, it must be multiplied by a number in order to achieve agreement in
magnitude. This provides the value of the spectroscopic factor.















2| ¯< t >|SLJ
∑
λ
∣∣TαLΓBA ∣∣2 . (II.171)
The spectroscopic factor SLJ is determined empirically by normalization to experimental results, [2]. This work
will implement the optimize module from the SciPy, Python package, and by making use of the least-squares
minimization and curve fitting algorithms to extract the spectroscopic factor.
Chapter III
Computational Framework
Two approaches are adopted for modelling (p, 2p) reactions. The first will be a theoretical calculation through
the distorted-wave impulse approximation, and the second through Monte Carlo simulations in GEANT4.
1 DWIA Software Development
Following the prescription from the previous chapters and together with considerations inspired by [16] and [44],
the calculation for the distorted-wave impulse approximation has been split into a logical modular structure
that can easily be adapted for any of the modern programming languages, be it Python, Java or C/C++. This
implementation will be specifically for a Python environment, for no other reason other than the free-flowing,
pseudo-code-like implementation, which is the easiest to read, understand, modify and extend.
1 .1 Overview
The main() method (or driver module) for this implementation is housed in the p2pDWIA program. This pro-
gram makes calls directly to the associated programs/methods. The basic program flow is outlined in Fig.III.1.
Each of the modules listed there will be discussed in detail below. Specifically, the parameterisation and imple-
mentation for the (p, 2p) reaction 40Ca(p, 2p)39K (2.52 MeV), will be given. The exact numerical values used in
the implementation will be provided in the next chapter.
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Figure III.1:
UML diagram of module relationships and dependencies in Distorted-Wave Impulse Approximation calculations of (p, 2p) reactions
in Python.
First, methods from the p2pInitialise module are called. These help establish the environment, read in the
necessary input variables and construct the required data structures depending on the build requirements. Next
a call is then made to the p2pKinematics module. Here all the calculations pertaining to kinematics param-
eters, optical potentials, bound state wave functions, nuclear wave functions are initiated and run, including
calls to sub-routines that determine the distorted potentials and make use of Numerov’s method to determine
the radial wave functions. The results of the methods from this module are then passed onto the methods of
the p2pObservables module. These methods then calculate transition amplitudes, cross-sections and analysing
powers. The last set of methods called from p2pObservables are to the suite of plotting functions provided by
the p2pOutput module. This prepares the calculated data in a series of structures available in either graphical
or textual context.
1 .2 Initialise Module
The routines and methods of this module are responsible for establishing the required variables, constants and
data structures, as well as preparing the environment for calculation of reaction cross sections and analysing
powers. Firstly the incident energy is recorded, as well as all the quantum number numbers, the atomic masses
and numbers of the target and residual nuclei in a container structure, kinematicControl. Next for each sys-
tem1, in their respective channels, ALL the optical model parameters are stored in the container structure,
optPotParams. Both these structures are derived from namedtuple() element, imported from the collections
class. These are then collected in an array, and prepared for distribution to the p2pKinematics module routines
through the getKinematicControl() and getOptPotParams() methods.
The initialize module is also responsible for gathering, collecting and organising all the integration and general
calculation limits. In this regard, additional data structures are required:
1p+40 Ca, p+39 K, Bound state, etc...
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dwiaCtrl: This data structure contains all the relevant kinematic and quantum information necessary to
calculate the distorted-wave functions, for a specific reaction / channel.
optMod: This is the governing structure for organising the optical model potential parameters per channel
and per interaction.
There are three methods in this class, namely:
• getKinematicControl() All quantum numbers, atomic data and integration parameters are listed here.
• getOptPotParams() Captures all optical potential data.
• main() The main method for this class, simply call the other two methods and neatly packages them for
the class importing and calling this one.
1 .3 Kinematics Module
The primary role of this module is the calculation of the distorted-wave functions and bound state wave function.
This is accomplished by firstly importing configuration details from the p2pInitialise module. Information such
as the number of partial waves, pion Compton wavelength, and total and orbital angular momentum quantum
numbers of the proton, etc..., then continues by defining lambda() functional forms and method definitions for
the Woods-Saxon forms and corresponding derivative forms of the Fermi distribution.
Continuing from the results of Chapter II, definitions for each of the potential terms are the provided. The
total central potential for each pair of particles in each channel is then determined. These, in turn are used to
generate the distorted-wave functions that appear in Eq.II.147, for a specific number of partial waves. Recall
from Fig.II.4 and as described in detail in [20], which depicts the propagation2 of particles a, c and d along the
zˆ, zˆ′ and zˆ′′ axes respectively, that the angular momentum j± = l ± 12 and that σi and ρi denote the projection








(l + 1)Ulj+(ka, r) + lUlj−(ka, r)
]






il [l(l + 1)]
1/2 [
Ulj+(ka, r)− Ulj−(ka, r)
]
dl10(θ)e
±iφ : σa = −ρa,
(III.1)
where the radial wave functions Ulj follow from Eq.C.12 and specific choice of axes kˆa ≡ zˆ restricts the explicit
expressions for the vector coupling coefficients to yield the above equations and where the rotation matrix ele-
ments dlmn(θ) are discussed in Appendix C.4. Additionally the incident particle polarisation axis is zˆ′′′.





































: σ′c = −ρ′c,
(III.2)









































: σ′d = −ρ′d,
(III.3)
2Corresponding to incident proton a, scattered proton c and ejected proton d.
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for particle d propagating parallel to the zˆ′′.
The set of axes are related by the following simple transformations,
(θ′, φ′) = (θ − θc, φ),
(θ′′, φ′′) = (θ + θd, φ+ φd), (III.4)
assuming that the incident and scattered proton remain in the same plane. This describes a calculation of the
solution of the corresponding Schro¨dinger equation for each of the relevant partial waves, then for each distorted-
wave function, in the respective channels, summing the partial waves in parallel.
The generateDSTWF() and generateTransitionAmplitude()methods in the kinematics class are responsible
for constructing and initialising the necessary data structure responsible for computing and iterating over all
partial waves, for each channel, spin orientation and spin projection. This is accomplished by functional calls
to sub-modules responsible for generating the required potentials and numerical evaluation of the Schro¨dinger
equation; namely p2pPotentials and p2pNumerov respectively.
1 .4 Observables Module
The transition amplitude or T -matrix is generated via a functional call to the sub-routines within the p2pKinematics
module. For each set of kinematic conditions the, transition amplitude and corresponding angles, energies, mo-
menta, etc..., are generated, from which, one can finally calculate the reaction cross sections3. The numerical
integration of the radial and angular mesh-points for the transition amplitude are done using the trapz() mod-
ule4 from the Numpy Python package. For the nucleon-nucleon interaction under investigation, the kinematic
approximation or “prescription” used to the off-shell T -matrix is the final energy prescription - where the mo-
mentum of c in the c+d rest frame for a+ b˜→ c+d. The scattering angle in the a+ b→ c+d system is equated
t the scattering angle between a and c in the a+ b→ c+ d system, [17].
1 .5 Output Module
Visual representation of all the data and information provided by the above modules is the sole responsibility of
p2pOutput. This is done through the use of the Python 2D plotting library and suite of utilities and functions
made available through the matplotlib package. The sets of data describes by the above modules can be
uniquely and individually called by their specific functional / sub-routine calls within this module. Alternatively,
the package comes full circle and the loop is closed, through the instantiation the driver module, which by
default is set to run p2pKinematics.runSimulation and p2pOutput.plotAll methods, which were responsible
for generating the data in the next chapter.
2 GEANT4 - Nuclear Scattering Detector Simulation
This section will include a brief discussion of the GEANT4 simulation toolkit. This discussion will include the
details regarding the simulation of the basic experimental set-up and procedures for the acquisition of data for the
(p, 2p) reactions under consideration. The accelerators, cyclotrons and facilities at iThemba LABS (Laboratory
for Accelerator Based Sciences) near Faure in the Western Cape, South Africa were used as a template with
emphasis on the specific details of the scattering chamber and its associated components.
What follows is a description of the one such scattering chamber housed in one of the facility’s research vaults,
[9]. At the centre of the chamber on a moveable, remotely adjustable frame, sits a target ladder. Also inside the
chamber, are two independently, and again, remotely adjustable telescope arms, which provide support for the
various collimators, pre-amplifiers and of course detectors. The results of the DWIA calculation will be compared
those generated in a Monte Carlo simulation using GEANT4. These in turn, together with the former will be
juxtaposed against experimental data.
First an overview of the toolkit with be outlined and the specific computational details of the experimental
set-up for a nuclear scattering detector application providing corroboration for both experimental and theoretical
results, numerically and computationally will be considered. Details of the driver class main(), from which an
executable is compiled are then given. Following that are the geometrical, logical, physical and spatial descriptions
for the detector properties and response. Then the mechanisms for generating the particle beams, tracking the
various particles and the physics processes involved are discussed. Simulation of events and user actions are given,
3And analysing powers.
4Composite trapezoidal rule.
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after which the methods of visualisation of the experimental set-up and specific events is provided. Finally, the
section will conclude with the details regarding program compilation and execution.
2 .1 Overview
GEANT4 is a toolkit for the simulation of the passage and propagation of particles through matter, encompassing
a broad spectrum of continually developing functionality and capabilities, including tracking, geometry, physics
modelling and visualization, [57]. GEANT4 boasts a wide user base through a number of projects and experiments
in a variety of application domains, from nuclear and high energy physics, accelerator and detector design, to
astrophysics and space engineering, and even medical physics and radiation protection. The toolkit is the product
of an ongoing worldwide collaboration of physicists and software engineers incorporating object-orientated design
paradigms implemented in the C++ programming language, [56]. GEANT4 is a toolkit, and it is up to the user to
define a main()method, within which one incorporates both native and derived toolkit classes. The nomenclature
reflects two acronyms:
• GEneration ANd Tracking (End of 1970’s beginning of GEANT4), and
• GEometry ANd Tracking (at present).
In a design of such a large integrated modelling program, it is not only practical, but indeed essential to
ensure that the design is well organised and the development simplified. Following the object-oriented analysis
and design methodology of Grady Booch [74], one can define smaller logical units, known as class categories.
Provided that these class categories are defined independent to each other as much as possible, their develop-
ment can commence in parallel, without severe interference. The cluster of classes within a class category have a
strong relationship implementing the "has-a" relation and are cohesive in nature. The coupling between clusters
of classes is loose; the relationship between classes of different class categories is weak, where a limited number
of these implement the "uses" relation.
Figure III.2:
UML diagram of class relationships and dependencies in main() program for Monte Carlo simulations of (p, 2p) reactions in
GEANT4. User defined classes and those native to the toolkit are clearly identified and corresponding methods listed.
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The filename and directory structure of the GEANT4 codes essentially follows that of the organization of
the above class categorisation. The naming convention and coding style dictate that each class part of the
GEANT4 kernel, has its name prefixed with G4. Basic types in the GEANT4 library consist of simply typedefs
to respective types defined in CLHEP5, STL6 or system libraries. Further details of this will be provided in
the compilation and execution subsections (Reference section here).
Before unpacking the specific details of each of the classes implemented in the simulation, what follows is a
brief summary of the role of each class category.
Run and Event
These two categories are related to the generation of events, interfaces to event generators and the production
of any secondary particles. Their principle roles are to primarily provide particles to be tracked by the Tracking
Management System.
Tracking and Track
These two categories are responsible for the propagation of a particle through:
• the analysis of the factors limiting the tracking step, and
• the application of the relevant physics processes.
One design aspect emphasized is that a generalized GEANT4 physics interaction, or physics process, is able to
perform actions, along a tracking step, either specifically localized in space, or specifically localised in time, or
arbitrarily distributed in both space and time, or any possible configuration resulting from the various permuta-
tion built from the afore mentioned use cases. It should be noted however, that particles are not transported in
the tracking category - despite its name. G4TrackingManager is an interface class responsible for brokering and
negotiating transactions between events, tracks and tracking categories.
Geometry and Electromagnetic Fields
As the name implies, these class categories are related to the solid modelling or geometrical definition of a detector
and computation of all the parameters related to distances to / between solids. The GEANT4 geometry solid
modeller observes full compliance with the ISO Step Standard, allow for future integration with CAD systems
and other geometrical information exchange interfaces. A notable feature of the GEANT4 geometry, which
permits the tracking component to work identically for various representations, is that the volume definitions
are independent of the solid representation. Such an abstraction in the interface also allows for the exchange of
various numerical and field propagation algorithms without fundamentally affecting any other component of the
toolkit.
Particle Definition and Matter
The management and definition of materials and particles is the responsibility of these two categories.
Physics
All the physics processes involved in the interactions of particles with matter are managed by this class category.
Due to the nature of the abstraction of the physics processes’ interface, multiple implementations of physics
models per interaction (or per channel) are permitted. Models can be implemented according to energy range,
material, particle type, etc... Transparent access to the cross sections is made possible via data encapsulation and
polymorphism. The physics is open to the end-user as both electromagnetic and hadronic physics are handled
in a uniform manner.
Hits and Digitisation
The manifestation of hits and their implementation during the digitisation phase is managed by the Hits and
Digitisation categories. Volumes are aggregated in sensitive detectors, while the hits collections represent the
logical readout of the detector. Various methods exist for the creation and management of hits collections,
notably for both single hits types and calorimetry hits types. These are all stored into and retrieved from an
Object Data Base Management System.
5Computing Library for High Energy Physics - set of Class Libraries containing many basic classes for use in High Energy Physics.
6C++ Standard Template Library - general purpose library of generic algorithms and data structures included as part of the
C++ Standard Library.
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Visualization
The visualization of solids, the trajectories of particles and their hits when they interact with matter are managed
by the Visualization class category. It is also responsible for mediating the interaction with the underlying
graphical libraries and drivers such as OpenGL, Qt, X11 etc...
Intercoms and Interfaces
Interactions of the program with external software and the production of the graphical user interface (GUI) are
handled by these categories. An expandable command interpreter is provided by the Intercoms category, which
also serves as the key mechanism of the infrastructure that enables the GEANT4 kernel to realise secure user
interactions across categories without the risk of dependencies amongst the categories themselves.
2 .2 The main() Program
The primary class for the GEANT4 application is p2pG4Simulation. This imports all the necessary header infor-
mation and also contains the all-important main() method. The main() method is implemented by two toolkit
classes, G4RunManager and G4UImanager ; and three derived classes p2pDetectorConstruction, p2pPhysicsList
and p2pPrimaryGeneratorAction which will be elaborated on in the subsequent sections.
The first responsibility of the main() is to create a new instance of the G4RunManager class, which controls
the overall program flow and manages the event loop(s) within a run. It also manages the initialisation proce-
dures, including methods in the user initialisation classes. This is the only manager in the GEANT4 kernel which
should be explicitly created in the main() as all the other major managers are automatically instantiated, called
(and destroyed) when the G4RunManager is created (and deleted). The run manager receives all the information
necessary to build and run the simulation from the user initialisation classes, including details for the detector
construction, all particles and physics processes to be simulated and the production of primary particles in an
event(s) etc,...
New objects for the three user initialised classes, p2pDetectorConstruction, p2pPhysicsList and p2pPrimary
GeneratorAction must be created and their pointers passed to the run manger. They are derived from the toolkit’s
abstract base classes G4VUserDetectorConstruction, G4VUserPhysicsList and G4VUserPrimaryGenerator Ac-
tion respectively. GEANT4 does not provide default behaviour for these. Following that, the run manager calls
the initialize() method, which performs the detector construction, creates the particles and establishes the
physics processes, determines the cross sections and generally prepares the run. The last run manager method
called in main() is the beamOn method. It may be called any number of times with each invocation representing a
separate run of numberOfEvent sequentially processed events. The detector set-up and physics processes remain
fixed for the duration of an entire run, however can be altered between separate runs. In this case specifically,
the detector arm, an Assembly of Volumes, is rotated around the scattering chamber between runs.
The simulation can be conducted either in batch mode or interactively. The latter requires a user interface
manager, G4UImanager to be defined. One is free to also define optional user action classes and explicitly
track and manage erroneous output through g4errout . From the instantiation directory, data capturing can be
performed with specification in the batch or interactive mode of the location and format of the various .out files.
With this brief understanding of the general structure of the main method one can now introduce the specific
details of the detector to be used in the Monte Carlo simulations.
2 .3 Detector Properties and Response
The p2pDetectorConstruction user defined class is a user initialisation class derived from the G4VUserDetector
Construction native toolkit class. This is where one must describe the entire detector set-up including, the geome-
try, materials used in its construction, definitions (and corresponding readout schemes) of its sensitive regions, etc.
The theoretically calculated and computationally generated results will be compared to experimental results
obtained from the Indiana University Cyclotron Facility, [18]. The protons emitted from the 40Ca(p, 2p)39K (2.52
MeV) reaction were detected by a solid-state counter telescope and magnetic spectrograph7 positioned coplanar
with, and on opposite ends of the beam.
The first proton is detected by a solid-state detector telescope consisting of a 1 mm thick Si surface-barrier
∆E detector, a 1 cm thick intrinsic Ge E detector and a NaI(Tl) veto detector or standard 76 mm × 127
mm scintillation detector which serves as an energy stopping (E) detector. The second proton is detected by a
7Spectrometer.
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quadrupole-dipole-dipole-multi-pole spectrograph using a helical wire chamber in the focal plane followed by two
plastic scintillators used for particle identification and background suppression.
As has already been identified, again following the templates outlined in [55], the definitions for the two
detectors require the representations of their geometrical elements, their corresponding materials and electronic
properties, as well as any visualisation attributes and user defined properties. The geometrical representations of
detector elements focuses on the definitions of solid models, in turn details of the properties and characteristics
of these solid models and materials contained therein are represented in the description of a logical volume,
lastly the relative spatial positioning of these logical volumes to not only each other but additionally a world
volume, is represented by a physical volume.
The concept of ’Logical Volume’ is used to manage the representation of detector element properties, while
the concept of ’Physical Volume’ is implemented to manage the representation of spatial positioning of detector
elements and their corresponding logical relations. Lastly the concept of ’Solid’ is used to manage the represen-
tation of detector element solid modelling.
This study aims to investigate the simplification introduced by representing the detector elements8 within
the experimental set-up as concentric hemispheres encapsulating the target and the forward angles of the beam
path. This will be discussed in further detail below.
Detector Construction Class
Representation of the detector materials is accomplished through the use of three static member data classes:
• G4Element - Matter is comprised of various combinations of the elements. This class describes various
aspects of elements such as the effective atomic number, effective mass per mole, number of isotopes, shell
energy and many other properties such as the cross section per atom for example.
• G4Isotope - Elements can exist in nature9 as various isotopes. Together with the properties described
above, this class describes the atomic number, number of nucleons and mass per mole for a specific isotope.
• G4Material - This class describes the macroscopic properties of chemical compounds and mixtures; i.e.
density, temperature, state, pressure and other macroscopic quantities such as radiation length, mean free
path, energy deposition per step, etc... In addition, the class contains methods to add one by one the
elements comprising the material.
Each of these can be represented in the form of a table to track instances of the respective classes created. The
G4Material class encapsulates all the necessary information relevant to its constituent elements and isotopes.
Thus the implementation of the G4Element and G4Isotope classes is effectively hidden from the rest of the toolkit,
whilst tracking, geometry and the physics are all mediated through interaction with the G4Material class which
is visible to the rest of the toolkit. Various databases also exist for the construction / definition of materials.
One may create elements, isotopes or even materials using the internal GEANT4 material database NIST or the
third-party High Energy Physics database10 HEP.
All the volumes of the detector geometry must be contained, with some margin, within the largest volume
known as the World volume. Each volume is created by describing its geometrical shape and physical attributes
and characteristics, and then placing this "daughter" volume inside of a "mother" volume. The daughter volume
is placed relative to the coordinate system of the mother volume.
While the GEANT4 modeller is STEP compliant11, offering support for multiple solid representations, the
solids in this simulation are developed using the Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) representation. CSG is
easy to use, provides adequate levels of details, and usually superior performance; however this representation
cannot always reproduce complex solids, such as those implemented or developed in CAD systems. CSG solids
are defined directly as three-dimensional primitives, described by a minimal set of necessary to define the shape
and size of the solid. These include Boxes, Tubes, Cones, Spheres, Orbs12, Wedges, Toruses and their respective
sections. For example, the constructor for a box is as follows:
• G4Box(const G4String& pName, G4double pX, G4double pY, G4double pZ),
8NaI and Si components.
9Or be manufactured in the laboratory.
10Implemented for describing exotic particles.
11STEP is the ISO standard defining the protocol for exchanging geometrical data between CAD systems.
12A solid sphere, i.e. 0 < r < R, 0 < θ < 2pi, 0 < φ < pi.
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which will create a box named pName, extending from -pX to +pX in X, from -pY to +pY in Y and from -pZ
to +pZ in Z.
One can combine simple solids using Boolean operations, allowing for the description of solids with peculiar





Consider for example the brass collimator, which essentially is a cylinder, G4Tubs, that has been hemmed or
reduced by a corresponding cylinder or sphere, through the subtraction Boolean operation.
Furthermore, two methods exist for positioning one of the Boolean solids relative to the coordinate system of
the other:
• Passive - the coordinate system of the second solid is transformed to that of the first solid through the use
of a rotation matrix and translation vector,
• Active - through the creation of a transformation that moves the second solid from its desired position to
its standard position,
where the relative centre of coordinates considered for the positioning of a volume associated to a Boolean solid,
is the one related to the first of the constituent solids.
A Logical Volume represents a hierarchy of un-positioned daughter volumes, whose relative positions to each
other and within this mother volume are well defined. In this way, through detailed definitions and representa-
tions of Solid and Material type, a Logical Volume manages the information associated with detector elements
independently from their physical positioning within the detector. Through the G4UserLimits interface, the
Logical Volume also manages information related to the Visualization attributes and any user-defined parame-
ters regarding: tracking, electromagnetic fields and/or cuts. Placed instances of Logical Volumes are known as
Physical Volumes, which represent the spatial positioning of the volumes describing the detector elements.
Hit Classes
The G4VHit class is an abstract base class which represents a “hit”, from which one can describe their own
concrete hit class(es). A hit is essentially a snapshot of the physical interaction of a track within the sensitive
region of a detector. Information associated with the G4Step object can be stored within a hit, and contains any
combination of the following, which can be tracked and stored;
1. position and time of step,
2. momentum and energy of track,
3. energy deposition of the track,
4. geometrical information.
When events, represented by a G4Event object, are processed, a number of hit class objects will be cre-
ated, collected and associated with the event. It follows therefore that for each concrete hit class, one must
prepare a concrete class derived from G4VHitsCollection, which is an abstract class which represents a vector
collection of user defined hits. Each event G4Event, has a container class object to manage collections of hits,
G4HCofThisEvent.
Sensitive Detector Classes
The G4VSensitiveDetector is an abstract base class representing a detector, with the sole mandate of constructing
hit objects through the use of information from steps along any particular particle track. Using the G4Step objects
as inputs, this task is accomplished by the ProcessHits() method of the G4SensitiveDetector class. One can
categorize detectors, where the concrete detector class should be instantiated with a unique identifier, associated
with one of more global names, which are delimited with a forward slash “/”, i.e.
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1. • SiEMCal = new MyEMcal("/SiDet/SiCal/SiEmCal"),
• SiHadCal = new MyHadcal("/SiDet/SiCal/SiHadCal"),
2. • NaIEMCal = new MyEMcal("/NaIDet/NaICal/NaIEMCal"),
• NaIHadCal = new MyHadcal("/NaIDet/NaICal/NaIHadCal"),
with similar definitions for a second detector armature, as would be the case for a more rigorous simulation.
In order to set the sensitivity of the volumes comprising the detector set-up, one must assign the pointer to
the sensitive detector to one or more G4LogicalVolume objects and register it to the G4SDManager class. The
G4VSensitiveDetector class has three major virtual methods:
ProcessHits()
Whenever a step is composed in the G4LogicalVolume containing a pointer to this sensitive detector, the
ProcessHits() method is invoked by the G4SteppingManager. Depending on the relevance or significance
of the current step with respect to the detector set-up, one or more G4VHit objects may be instantiated and
created. Arguments of this method include a G4Step object for the current step and a G4TouchableHistory
object should a “Readout Geometry”13 be implemented.
Initialize()
This method is invoked at the beginning of each event. One of the arguments of this method can be
associated to the hit collections object14 which in turn can be used for “during the event processing”
digitisation.
EndOfEvent()
In contrast to the above method, this one is invoked at the end of each event. But just as the method
above, the G4HCofThisEvent object is one of the arguments to the method and as such, hit collections
occasionally created in one’s sensitive detector can be associated with this object.
2 .4 Physics Processes, Particle Generation and Tracking
In the user initialisation class derived from G4VUserPhysicsList, one must define all the particles to be used in the
simulation, the range cuts for all the particles and all the corresponding physics processes to be incorporated into
the simulation. Interactions can be generically described through the various DoIt and GetPhysicalInteraction
methods of the G4VProcess class, which serves as a base class for all processes. “Current” information15 of par-
ticles is stored in G4Track object, as well as any and all “static” information16. As the particle is transported
along its trajectory, the G4Track object persists during invocation of all AlongStepDoIt methods and is updated
on invocation of a PostStepDoIt method.
Transient information regarding a step is stored in the G4Step. This object stores the change in track prop-
erties between the two endpoints of the step, containing the points’ coordinates and volumes which house the
points; namely PreStepPoint and PostStepPoint. Recall that the afore mentioned properties, including energy,
momentum, ..., are continuously updated as the various active processes are invoked. Any changes are proposed
as a result of interactions through ParticleChange. Secondary particles are passed as tracks from G4Tracks from
a physics process to a tracking object through a number of AddSecondary() methods from the G4ParticleChange
class, available to a process.
From a tracking point of view, the generalization and abstraction of physics processes opens the framework
for one to easily create novel and domain-specific custom processes, which one may then assign to a particle type.
The (GPIL) or GetPhysicalInteractionLength and DoIt are two groups of methods that play a vital role in
tracking and are contained in each process:
1. Based on a specific process’ cross sectional information, the GPIL method calculates the probability of
interaction and uses this information to provide step length details from one space-time point, to the next.
2. The DoIt method is then invoked at the end of the step and through the implementation of the details
of the interaction, will update the particle’s energy, momentum and position; and will generate secondary
tracks where necessary.
As will be explained later, such changes are tracked via G4VParticleChange objects.
13A virtual, parallel geometry for retrieving corresponding channel numbers.
14Where the hits produced in this particular event are stored.
15I.e. energy, momentum, position, time, etc...
16I.e. mass, charge, life, etc...
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Physics List Class
The user defined class p2pPhysicsList is one of the mandatory user base classes as explained previously. It is
derived from the toolkit class G4VUserPhysicsList and must instantiate the following pure virtual methods:
• ConstructParticle(),
• ConstructProcess(),
for each particle and process to be implemented in the simulation respectively. One can also override the default
implementation for the SetCuts() virtual method, which is used for establishing range cut values for all particles.
The following set of families or categories of particles are implemented in this particular application:
1. baryon - G4BaryonConstructor,
2. lepton - G4LeptonConstructor,
3. meson - G4MesonConstructor,
The individual particles are characterized by name, mass, spin, etc... These particles are organised and
maintained by the G4ParticleDefinition class. It should be noted emphatically that one "MUST DEFINE
ALL17 PARTICLE TYPES", to be used in the respective application. Again it should be noted that this
includes both primary particles and secondary particles generated from the physics processes one has chosen to
implement. A dictionary of particles is provided through the G4ParticleTable class, through a number of utility
methods, for example FindParticleG4String particle_name.
It necessary to establish a threshold, below which no secondary particles will be generated for some electro-
magnetic processes in order to avoid infra-red divergence. Due to this requirement, it is mandatory that gammas,
electrons and positrons be defined with production thresholds. The range thresholds are described as a distance
or range cut-off. The GEANT4 kernel will internally convert this distance into an energy value for specific mate-
rials and particle types. One must define the range thresholds during18 the initialisation phase, through the use
of the virtual method of the p2pPhysicsList class, SetCuts(). For the most instances, and in general as in this
application, the G4RunManager class handles the sequence of initialisations and instantiations.

















17This excludes heavy ions.
18Invocation of SetCuts() should be preceded by creation of particles, materials and processes.
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A collection of processes that a particle may undergo is stored in the G4ProcessManager class. Physics pro-
cess validations can only be done once processes have been registered to the G4ProcessManager class. Contained
within is information regarding the order in which processes should be invoked, and the type of DoIt() methods
valid for all the processes to be considered. Specifically, process ordering details are handled by the AddProcess()
and SetProcessOrdering() methods. G4ProcessManager objects are attached to the G4ParticleDefinition classes
outlined in the ConstructParticle() class; furthermore a separate object is created and registered for each particle.





(d) pwba (- plane wave Born approximation),
2. neutron -
(a) inelastic scattering,
3. hadrons / ions -
(a) Ionisation (class name G4hIonisation, G4ionIonisation),
(b) Multiple scattering (class name G4hMultipleScattering),
(c) Bremsstrahlung (class name G4hBremsstrahlung),
(d) radioactive decay,
4. X-rays and optical protons produced by charged particles (PMT) -
(a) Transition radiation,
(b) Cerenkov radiation,
(c) Scintillations (class name G4Scintillation).
Objects derived from the G4HadronicProcess class may be associated with a number of cross section data
sets19, which in turn are derived from the abstract class G4VCrossSectionDataSet. The physical interaction
length is determined by a process through the use of cross section data sets, which may be restricted to spe-
cific energy ranges and/or particle types. One can implement the G4CrossSectionDataStore class to detail, as
required, a sequence of priority ordered data sets for a process, ensuring appropriate selection based on energy
range, particle and material.
Mentioned with regards to completeness and scope for future development, the G4HadronCrossSections sin-
gleton class encapsulates the defaults for total cross section data and calculations. Such is the case for each of





which are pre-packaged with a cross section data store and default cross sectional data set. One may override
in whole or in part the default cross sections, or completely replace the default data store, using the methods
GetCrossSectionData Store and SetCrossSectionDataStore of the singleton base class G4HadronicProcess,
respectively. One is free to implement whatever sort of underlying structure that may be appropriate, given that
G4VCrossSectionDataSet specifies on the abstract interface between physics processes and their data sets.
Registering physics processes usually begins by first gaining access to a particle’s process manager, for example
registering an inelastic process model for the proton can be summarized by the following steps:
19An object encapsulating methods and data used to determine total cross sections for a given process.
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1. Get pointer to particle’s process manager:
G4ParticleDefinition proton = G4Proton::ProtonDefinition();
G4ProcessManager protonProcMan = proton->GetProcessManager();
2. Create instance of particle’s inelastic process:
G4ProtonInelasticProcess protonIEProc =
new G4ProtonInelasticProcess();
3. Create instance of model determining secondaries produced during interaction, and calculating particle
momenta:
G4LEProtonInelastic* protonIE = new G4LEProtonInelastic();
4. Register model with particle’s inelastic process:
protonIEProc->RegisterMe( protonIE );
5. Complete by adding particle to list of discrete processes:
protonProcMan->AddDiscreteProcess( protonIEProc );
The proton’s inelastic process class20, G4ProtonInelasticProcess, is derived from theG4HadronicInelasticProcess
class, which in turn is derived from the G4HadronicProcess class21, which lastly is derived from the G4VDiscrete
Process class. The elastic, inelastic, capture and fission processes are all derived from the G4HadronicProcess
class.
2 .5 Generating Primary Events and User Actions
The user action class p2pPrimaryGeneratorAction is derived from G4VUserPrimaryGeneratorAction and is used
to describe the initial state of the primary event. The public virtual method generatePrimaries() is then in-
voked at beginning of each event. There is no default defined in GEANT4, it is one of the mandatory classes from
which the user must define a concrete class, specifying exactly how a primary event should be generated. The
concrete classes of G4VPrimaryGenerator will be responsible for the actual generation of primary particles. The
p2pPrimaryGeneratorAction is simply responsible arranging the manner in which primary particles are generated.
Primary Generator Action Class
Within the constructor22 of the p2pPrimaryGeneratorAction class, the primary generators G4ParticleGun()
and G4GeneralParticleSource(), are instantiated and their initial conditions are set. The generation of an
event is established by invocation23 of the pure virtual generatePrimaries(). This method must be invoked at
the beginning of each event and in this method in turn, the user must invoke the G4VPrimaryGenerator concrete
class instantiated via the generatePrimaryVertex() method.
The G4ParticleGun is a generator provided by GEANT4, which generates primary particle(s) with a given
energy, momentum and24 position. The constructor takes an integer parameter, from which it generates primaries
of identical kinematics. It does not provide native randomising support, however, randomization of energy, mo-
mentum and / or position can be achieved with the various set methods of the G4ParticleGun class. These
methods should be invoked within the generatePrimaries() method of the p2pPrimaryGeneratorAction class,
prior to the invocation of generatePrimaryVertex() of G4ParticleGun.
The GEANT4 General Particle Source module (GPS) allows the user to generate primary particles in a more
sophisticated manner. Through the implementation of the G4GeneralParticleSource, one can control various
aspects and characteristics of the primary particles, including, but not limited to:
• Spectrum: linear, exponential, power-law, Gaussian, black-body, or piece-wise fits to data.
• Angular Distribution: unidirectional, isotropic, cosine-law, beam or arbitrary (user-defined).
• Spatial Sampling: on simple 2D or 3D surfaces such as disks, spheres and boxes.
• Multiple Sources: multiple independent sources can be used during the same run.
20Including all of the specific particle inelastic processes.
21Top-level hadronic process class.
22Subsequently deleted in the destructor.
23Invoked at the beginning of each event.
24Definition, time and polarisation.
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Through the implementation of optional user action classes, whose objects must be registered with the
G4RunManager after instantiation, one may gain control of the simulation at various stages by overriding the
methods of certain virtual classes. With a clean default implementation, one is free to inherit and implement
desired classes and methods at will.
Run Action Class
The p2pRunAction class has the following virtual methods that are invoked by the G4Runmanager class for each
run:
• GenerateRun()
This method is invoked prior to the calculation of the physics table, at the beginning of BeamOn(); making
it the ideal location to set variables affecting the physics table (i.e. production thresholds) and store some
information for a specific run. This is due to the fact that one can create the own concrete class by inheriting
from the G4Run class.
• BeginOfRunAction()
This method is invoked after the calculation of the physics tables, prior to entering the event loop and is
typically used to initialize and/or book histograms for a particular run.
• EndOfRunAction()
This method is invoked at the very end of the run processing and is typically used for simple analysis of
the processed run.
Event Action Class
The p2pEventAction class has two virtual methods which are invoked by the G4EventManager class for each
event:
• beginOfEventAction()
This method is invoked prior to converting the primary particles to G4Track objects and is typically used
to initialize and/or book histograms for a particular event.
• endOfEventAction()
This method is invoked at the very end of event processing and is typically used for simple analysis of the
processed event. One can invoke the fpEventManager->KeepTheCurrentEvent() method in order to keep
the currently processing event in the G4Run object until the end of the current run. This is useful when
one is to simulate a vast number of events and wishes only to visualise the ones of most interest.
Stacking Action Class
The p2pStackingAction class contains three virtual methods, which one may override in order to control the
various track stacking mechanisms:
• PrepareNewEvent()
This method is invoked at the beginning of each event, prior to any primary particles having being converted
to tracks. Whilst there may be tracks in the postponed-to-next-event stack at this point, the urgent and
waiting stacks are empty. For each the tracks in the postponed-to-next-event stack, the ClassifyNewTrack()
method is invoked and the track is assigned to the appropriate stack.
• ClassifyNewTrack()
This method is invoked by the G4StackManager whenever a new “G4Track” " object is "pushed" onto a
stack by the G4EventManager. Based on the origin of the track, a value is assigned indicating to which
stack, if any, the track will be sent to:
– fUrgent - track is placed in the urgent stack,
– fWaiting - track is placed in the waiting stack, not to be simulated until the urgent stack is empty,
– fPostpone - simulation of the track is postponed until the next event,
– fKill - track is deleted immediately and is not stored in any stack.
• NewStage()
This method is invoked whenever the urgent stack is empty and while the waiting stack holds at least one
G4Track G4Track object. All the tracks in the waiting stack are transferred to the urgent stack, should
there be no user intervention. One may kill or re-assign tracks in the waiting stack through invocation of
stackManager->ReClassify()method, which in turn, sends an invocation call to the ClassifyNewTrack()
method. One may also abort the current event, by invoking the stackManager->clear() method.
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Tracking Action Class
These classes represent the actions that one can take at the end of each stepping event. One can even implement
unnatural/non-physical actions. Consider for example killing a track during a simulation within one of the user
action classes. Is such cases one must be mindful that all the physics information associated with the killed track
will be lost, i.e. total energy conservation will be broken. It will be up to the user to ensure that the energy of
the terminated track is added to the total energy deposit; or to implement GEANT4 kernel killer processes25 to
automatically manage energy conservation.
GEANT4 provides generic treatment for all its processes, including transportation of particles. An instance
of the G4TrackingManager class is responsible for brokering the communications between an upper hierarchi-
cal object - the event manager, i.e. a singleton instance of the G4EventManager class - and all the lower
hierarchical objects in the tracking category. Specifically, the G4TrackingManager aggregates the pointers to
G4SteppingManager, G4Trajectory and G4UserTrackingAction.
Stepping Action Class
An essential role is played by G4SteppingManager regarding particle tracking. This class is responsible for all
communication between objects in different categories relevant to the transportation of a particle; i.e. message
passing between objects representing the geometry and interactions in matter. By means of an intricate algo-
rithm, the public method G4SteppingManager->Stepping() essentially “steers” the stepping of a particle as it is
transported through matter. Within the sequence of processes of the aforementioned algorithm, user intervention
can be invoked through methods of the G4UserrackingAction and G4UserSteppingAction classes, granting one
access to the GEANT4 kernel at specific points in the tracking.
2 .6 Program Compilation and Execution
GEANT4Config.cmake
The GEANT4 application was built using CMake. The GEANT4 kernel installs a file namedGEANT4Config.cmake
in the following path:
• PATH_TO_G4INSTALL_DIR/lib/GEANT4-9.6.0/GEANT4Config.cmake
It is designed for implementation with the CMake scripting language find_package command. Together
with other CMake commands, within the CMake script CMakeLists.txt, the find_package command is used
to locate the GEANT4 installation and describe the build of the application against it. One should be mindful
that the CMakeLists.txt file must be located in the root directory of the program application.
Program Directory Structure
The p2pG4Simulation p2pG4Simulation application has the following directory structure and class hierarchy:
• PATH_TO_GEANT4_APPLICATION_DIR/
> include/
– » class header files [.cc]
> src/
– » class source files [.cc]
> build/
– » application build and cmake files
> input macro files [.in, .mac]
> output file [.out]
> application driver class [p2pG4Simulation.cc]
> GNUmakefile and CMakeLists.txt
25G4UserLimits and G4UserSpecialCuts.
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where the p2pG4Simulation.cc file contains the all important main() for the program application, with the
include/ and src/ directories containing the implementation class headers and sources respectively. The build/
directory contains the files and resources used during compilation of the application. The .in and .mac scripts
detail sets of GEANT4 macro input and UI commands for use at run time. The .out file is used to save any run
time output that would otherwise be flushed from the terminal on run completion.
CMakeLists.txt
Details of the CMakeLists.txt, see Appendix D.2.8, follow below:
1. Basic Configuration - The cmake_minimum_required command guarantees one is using a stable, suitable
build of CMake, whilst the project command sets the name of the project and initialises the C\C++
compilers.
2. Locate and Configure GEANT4 - The find_package command with the REQUIRED argument, will cause
CMake to fail and throw an error if it cannot locate and configure GEANT4. The option command and
conditional block wrapped around find_package, permit one to configure the use of GEANT4 UI and
Visualisation drivers by the package through ui_all and vis_all "components" arguments.
3. Implementation of GEANT4 and Project Headers - The include command is implemented to automatically
configure the header path, compiler flags and compiler definitions that may be required for linking with
the GEANT4 kernel. And the include_directories command adds the project header directory to the
compiler’s search path.
4. List Sources - Through the implementation of the “globbing" functionality’‘" of the file command, lists
of the project source and header files are prepared.
5. Define and Link Executable - The build of an application is defined by the add_executable command
which produces an executable named after the first argument, and is compiled from the sources identified
in the arguments thereafter. Following this, the command target_link_libraries is then implemented
to link the executable with the GEANT4 libraries
6. Copy Runtime Scripts to Build Directory - Generally speaking it is a good programming practice not to
combine CMake generated files with actual source files. Any scripts required by the application are to be
copied to the build directory. The foreach command is used to iterate over the list of scripts constructed,
whilst the configure_file command performs the actual copy within the loop.
Generating Makefiles
The flexibility of CMake grants the user freedom to expand on the functionality, for a vast array of use cases.
For example the inclusion of third-party packages26 through the use of ( find_package ), or for platform specific
development configurations. Building an application is a two-step process,
1. CMake is run to generate the build scripts, or Makefiles, that describe the build,
2. The Makefiles in turn, are run by the build tool of choice, make, to compile and link the application.
The distinction of the build directory, (where one generates the build scripts and runs the build) and the
source directory, (where the actual sources reside), allows the user to have multiple builds against a single source,
without the need to clean-up build scripts and compilation files, reconfigure make files and re-build the application.
From the application source directory, the above procedure can be summarised by the creation of a build
directory from which one can run:
• cmake -DGEANT4_DIR=.../GEANT4-install/lib64/GEANT4-9.6.0 ../
• make -jN
As can be seen above CMake is run to generate the Makefiles required to build the application, where the first
argument directs CMake to the GEANT4 library installation, specifically the GEANT4Config.cmake file which
assists CMake in implementing GEANT4. The second argument points back to the source directory of the
application to be built. Once the Makefiles27 have been generated, the application can be built by running make
where the -j switch allows one to set the N number of processing cores available for compilation. I.e. N = 2 on
a dual core processor.
26In particular, Root implementation for analysis will shown later.
27CMake generated Makefiles support parallel builds.
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Program Execution
With the build configured, editing of the application source code in its source directory, only requires one to
re-run make in the corresponding build directory. All changes will be detected, re-compiled and re-linked. Once
the application has been successfully built with the make command, the application executable will have been
created in the build directory, and the application can be run in place.
Through the expandable command interpreter, provided by the Intercoms category, GEANT4 UI commands
can be issued and processed through interactive sessions (mediated by the abstract G4UIsession class), batch
mode via macro files, or via direct C++ calls:
• batch mode - purely "hard-coded" into source files,
• batch mode - through a macro script of commands,
• interactive mode - terminal-based command input,
• interactive mode - Graphical User Interface,
where the concrete interactive implementations of the terminal and GUI modes, are provisioned for through the
interfaces category. This application has followed the general case, wherein the structure of the main() method
permits the application to be run in either in batch or interactive modes.
2 .7 Detector and Event Visualisations
The GEANT4 visualization mechanism was designed in order support a diverse family of graphics systems through
an abstract interface mandated to incorporate the following paradigms:
1. Quick response for studying geometries, trajectories and hits.
2. Output of high quality suitable for publication standards.
3. Ability to debug complex geometries through flexible camera controls.
4. Means and tools for identifying volume overlap errors in detector geometries.
5. Means and tools (interactive picking) for accessing additional information on visualized objects.
The GEANT4 libraries on which the simulation was undertaken were built and compiled with X11 OpenGL
visualization driver support, incorporating it as part of the graphics systems. The visualization drivers are then
incorporated into the application through the instantiation and initialisation of a subclass of G4VisManager
which in turn implements the pure virtual function RegisterGraphicsSystem(). All this functionality is already
provided for through the G4VisExecutive class. The following chapter will demonstrate the above discussions by
way of example.
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Chapter IV
Calculations and Simulation
This chapter will tabulate the specific numerical parameters and describe the method and choice of implementa-
tions for both the numerical DWIA calculation and the GEANT4 Simulation. What follows is a brief overture
of intermediate results, their implications and how they will be applied in the formulation and derivation of
observables that will be evaluated in light of the available experimental data.
1 Experimental Data
Experimental results and comparative integration data were reported from [47], [20] and [21]. Proton beams
from the University of Maryland sector-focused isochronous cyclotron were focused at the centre of a scattering
chamber of diameter 1.5 m on a natural calcium target, with an energy spread of approximately 150 keV. A
7.6× 10−3 mm Havar foil covered the entrance and exit windows of a set of brass collimators.
Detector telescopes were configured in a coplanar geometry, on either side of the incident beam. Each detector-
telescope arrangement comprised of a 540 µm thick silicon surface barrier ∆E detector, together with a pure
germanium stopping E detector. This ∆E−E configuration detected the particles were detected in coincidence,
and from the energy deposition one can infer particle identification.
1 .1 Binding Energy Spectra
Two distinct peaks can be identified in Fig.IV.4 for the 40Ca(p, 2p)39K reaction corresponding to the (0.0
MeV) 32
(+) ground state and the (2.52 MeV) 12
(+) first excited state of 39K:
E = Tc + Td + TB ,
= Ta − SbB , (IV.1)
where Ta is the incident projectile energy, Tc and Td are the detected particles kinetic energies, TB is the (com-
puted) kinetic energy of the residual nucleus and SbB is the proton-core binding energy.
Also included for completeness, is the spectrum for the 16O(p, 2p)15N reaction. Here specific attention should
be brought to the weak second peak identified as an unresolved (5.27 MeV)52
(+) and (5.299 MeV)12
(+) doublet
states of 15N. The excitation of these states suggests the existence of 2p − 2h components in the structure of
16O, [21]. Moreover, such states cannot originate from the single-step knock-out of a p-shell proton, and thus
may arise from multi-step processes.
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Figure IV.1:
Binding energy spectra for (a) the 40Ca(p, 2p)39K and (b) the 16O(p, 2p)15N reactions at 101.3 MeV and for θc/d = ±41.0
◦
, [21].
Future work may investigate the significance of (2p − 2h) components in the 16O target, and of multi-step
transitions via low-lying collective excitations.
1 .2 Energy Sharing Distribution
Fig.IV.2 depict the calculated cross sections normalised to the data, for a given incident energy and at all
scattering geometries. It is clear that the effects of spin-orbit potentials are negligible, [21]. It can be shown that
it is indeed possible to reproduce much of the major features of the available experimental data , such as the
detected energy and angular dependence. It should be noted however that within the DWIA calculations for the
L = 0(2.52MeV) data there tends to be an over-prediction of the cross section for larger recoil momenta, resulting
in a broadening of the state. Naturally one may conclude that such discrepancies may reflect shortcomings in
either the bound state wave functions or the optical model potentials.
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Figure IV.2:
Energy sharing distribution for the 40Ca(p, 2p)39K reaction at 101.3 MeV and at detection angles (a) 41.0
◦
/− 41.0◦ , (b)
46.7
◦
/− 35.0◦ , (c) 52.2◦/− 29.0◦ , and (d) 57.0◦/− 23.0◦ , [21].
1 .3 Quasi-Free Angular Distribution
Negligible contributions have been reported from the introduction of spin-orbit distortions in calculations of the
so-called "factorization test", [20], wherein the angular variation of the differential cross section is measured for
kinematic conditions such that the residual nucleus recoil ~P3 = 0. The requirement1 that both the detected
particles have minimum energy of 20 MeV, restricts the angular range at forward angles. The calculations are
presented as a function of the effective p+ p c.m. scattering angle.
1Minimizes possible contributions from sequential processes.
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Figure IV.3:
Quasi-Free angular distribution for the 40Ca(p, 2p)39K (2.52 MeV)) reaction at an incident projectile energy of 148.2 MeV as a
function of the effective p+ p scattering angle, chosen for ~P3 zero residual nucleus recoil momentum, [20].
where the solid curve refers to a treatment with the inclusion of spin-orbit distortions; the dashed curve refers
to a treatment omitting spin-orbit distortions; and the intermediate curve includes spin-orbit distortions for the
entrance channel only. As has been already reported, [20], inclusion of the spin-orbit contributions results in
negligible qualitative variations, except for a small reduction in the peak cross section,
1 .4 Coplanar Symmetric Angular Distribution
(CSAD)2 measurements describe configurations where particles are detected with equal energies, in a plane with
equal angles, on either side of the incident beam. From this description, it follows that for (p, 2p), the polarization
analysing power must necessarily be zero, due to the left-right symmetry of the experiment, [20].
2Coplanar symmetric angular distribution.
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Figure IV.4:
Calculations of the coplanar symmetric (Tc = Td; θc = θd) angular distribution of the differential cross section for 40Ca(p, 2p)39K
(2.52 MeV) L = 0, 2s1/2 at an incident energy of 148.2 MeV, [20].
The predictions for the L = 0, 2s1/2 transition where spin-orbit distortions are omitted agree very well with
the predictions which including spin-orbit effects. Thus one can surmise that the prediction of the anticipated
shape with a single peak at low recoil momenta for both instances could imply that the special distortion effect
is presumably absent.
2 DWIA Integration
Following a similar prescription as that dealt with in [21], the investigation will ultimately determine cross sec-
tions for the reaction 40Ca(p, 2p)K39 ( 12
+
, 2.52s MeV), at an incident energy of 148.2 MeV, under kinematic
conditions such that the recoil momentum of the residual nucleus is zero, for scattering geometries consistent
with the formation of quasi-free angle pairs. Furthermore this study will focus on those transitions that have
been observed to lead to the 2s1/2 and 1d3/2 hole states.
This section will detail the specific optical model potential parameters used in this investigation, for the
entrance channel, exit channel and bound state. These potentials will be depicted graphically and their complex
nature elucidated. Then an overview and description of the relativistic kinematic and integration parameters
will follow. Descriptions and depictions3 of the radial wave functions solving the semi-relativistic Schro¨dinger
equation will follow after that. Finally, the distorted-wave functions for each channel will be investigated, after
which this section concludes with a description of the distorted momentum amplitude.
3For brevity, this will be restricted to forward scattering angles.
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2 .1 Optical Potential Parameters
Following the semi-empirical techniques for determining global optical potential parameters of [43] and [42],
wherein the data was obtained from fits to elastic scattering data, a similar methodology is applied here. This data
is well described by optical potentials with Woods-Saxon form factors. Furthermore the average dependence of the
optical potential parameters on incident bombarding energy Ep [MeV] and target mass A [amu] was determined









rv ∼ 1.18 + (0.34 + 6.5A−1)10−3Ep,
av ∼ 0.77− 1.2× 10−4A0.4(180− Ep),
WD ∼ 3.8 + 3N
Z
+ 1.23× 10−3(E>p − 135)2,
rw ∼ 1.16× β ln(185− Ep), where β ≡ 0.065, for Ca,
aw ∼ 0.37 + 1.8× 10−3Ep, (IV.2)
Vso ∼ 16.5(1− η lnEp), where η = 0.16 + 0.06N − Z
A
,
Wso ∼ 5.2(1− 0.262 lnEp),
rso ∼ 1.015 + 5× 10−4A,
aso ∼ 0.60,
(IV.3)
where all strength parameters and energies are in MeV, geometry parameters in fm and E>−E0 implies a nonzero
term only for Ep > E0. Detailed descriptions of the above parameters, as well as their physical interpretations
are given in Chapter II, Section 3 .1.
System V rv av rc W WD rw aw
(MeV ) (fm) (fm) (fm) (MeV ) (MeV ) (fm) (fm)
p+40Ca 10.800 1.005 0.309 1.272 (1.32) 16.02 1.12 1.372 0.513
p+39K 20.757 1.258 0.765 1.272 (1.32) 15.98 7.189 0.229 0.645
Bound State 12.0 1.1 0.3 1.3
System Vso rso aso Wso
(MeV ) (fm) (fm) (MeV )
p+40Ca 3.55 1.067 0.612 +2.71
p+39K 3.095 1.034 0.609 -1.652
Bound State 12.0 1.3 0.6
Table IV.1:
Global optical model parameters for 40Ca(p, 2p)39K(2.52 MeV) at an incident energy of 153 MeV. The data was obtained from fits
to proton elastic scattering data, [43] and [42].
where the signs of the spin-orbit optical potential parameters, Wso, have been explicitly listed in relation to
Eq.II.58, where there is a loss of flux in the exit channel due to absorption effects.
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Optical Model Potentials for Projectile and Target
Figure IV.5:
Graph of entrance channel optical model potential UaA(r) [MeV] against radial displacement r [fm] for L = 0 and J = 12 .
Figure IV.6:
Graph of entrance channel optical model potential UaA(r) [MeV] against radial displacement r [fm] for L = 0 and J = 12 .
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Optical Model Potentials for Ejectiles and Residual Nucleus
Figure IV.7:
Graph of exit channel optical model potential UcB(r) [MeV] against radial displacement r [fm] for L = 0 and J = 12 .
Figure IV.8:
Graph of exit channel optical model potential UcB(r) [MeV] against radial displacement r [fm] for L = 0 and J = 12 .
Bound State Potential
The generation of the bound state wave function, ΦαLΛ(~rbB), is accomplished by projecting the many-body wave
function for A on the residual nuclei B and b. This procedure is somewhat involved however, and instead one
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can introduce a phenomenological real (Woods-Saxon) potential VWS, adjusted in such a way that the solution
is an eigenfunction which is set to reproduce the empirical A→ B + b separation energy SBb,
(TbB + VWS − SBb)ΦαLΛ(~rbB) = 0. (IV.4)
2 .2 Kinematic and Integration Parameters
The choice of approximation for the corresponding t−matrix with the on-shell amplitude is based on the final
relative energies, this is referred to as the final energy prescription (FEP). Under consideration is the proton
knock-out reaction, 40Ca(p, 2p)39K (2.52 MeV), which is a 2s1/2L = 0 transition, for incident energies of 150
MeV. The kinematic conditions are chosen such that the residual nucleus recoil is zero, and so that the ejected
protons are detected in coincidence, in a laboratory geometry that is symmetric and coplanar. All kinematic
quantities are completely determined by specifying the rest masses (mi) of all particles i = (a,A, a′, b, B),
laboratory kinetic energy of incident particle Ta, laboratory kinetic energy of scattered particle Ta′ , laboratory
scattering angles θa′ and θb, as well as the binding energy of the proton that is to be knocked out of the target
nucleus, SbB .
2 .3 Radial and Bound State Wave Functions
The distorted-wave appearing in the integral for the transmission amplitude in Eq.II.147, are obtained by sum-
ming over the real and imaginary components of the partial waves ul(kij , r)’s, from which the radial part of the
scattering wave functions are comprised. These partial wave functions are determined using a finite difference
approximation4 and boundary conditions:
1. from the definition of the optical potential, U(r) is assumed to vanish with increasing r, such that it may
be neglected beyond some radius r = R, and
2. limr→0 ul(r) = 0, the condition that the partial waves vanish at the origin guarantee that the distorted-wave
functions are finite everywhere.
Following [42], the analysis can be undertaken using a semi-relativistic generalisation of the scattering process
described by the conventional Non-relativistic Schro¨dinger formulation. For the target mass in consideration5, it
is assumed that the target motion in the c.m. frame can be treated in a non-relativistic manner at the proton
energies in question6. Relativistic kinematics were used for the projectile however, where a “semi”-relativistic
Schro¨dinger - type wave equation was formulated by appropriate reduction of the Dirac equation for a massive
energetic fermion (mass m, c.m. wave number k) moving in a localized, central potential field U(r). As discussed
elsewhere in this work, the potential U(r) was chosen to be the fourth component7 of a Lorentz vector potential,
satisfying conditions:
• U  m,
• ∇U/U  k,
both of which are good approximations for intermediate-energy proton scattering.
Radial Wave Functions for Projectile and Target Nucleus
The Schro¨dinger equation solved for the entrance channel scattering is of a similar form to that found in [42].
Where in the reduced two-body problem with relativistic projectile (mass m), but Non-relativistic target (mass










ul(ρ) = 0, (IV.5)
where ρ = kr, k = ME
√
T (T + 2m), T is the projectile laboratory kinetic energy and E denotes the total energy of
the system in the c.m. frame. The above equation carries the form of the conventional Non-relativistic Schro¨dinger
equation, but with relativistic kinematic variables8 and a renormalised total9 Optical Model potential.




8In units where (~ = c = 1).
9Including Coulomb and nuclear parts.
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Radial Wave Functions For Scattered Particle and Residual Nucleus















where Kc.m. is the relativistic (three-body) c.m. momentum and E1E2(E1+E2) is the reduced mass calculated from
the relativistic c.m. energies. The rather peculiar kinematic adjustments above, i.e. made to the Nadsen et
al potential, result from the renormalising factors to the potential strengths, needed to properly reproduce the
current choice of reduced mass.
With the above prescriptions, one can demonstrate the use of the code in generating both the real and the
imaginary parts of the radial wave functions for the different partial waves, that could be used in a knock-out
calculation.
Figure IV.9:
Graph of real component of the radial part of the wave functions, for different partial waves, uaAl (r) against radial displacement r
[fm], which can be used in the knock-out calculation.
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Figure IV.10:
Graph of real component of the radial part of the wave functions, for the first four partial waves, uaAl (r) against radial
displacement r [fm], which can be used in the knock-out calculation.
Figure IV.11:
Graph of imaginary component of the radial part of the wave functions, for different partial waves, uaAl (r) against radial
displacement r [fm], which can be used in the knock-out calculation.
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Figure IV.12:
Graph of imaginary component of the radial part of the wave functions, for the first four partial waves, uaAl (r) against radial
displacement r [fm], which can be used in the knock-out calculation.
Bound State Wave Function
The normalised 2s1/2 state is the second s-state in the nucleus and has a single node.
Figure IV.13:
Graph of bound state wave function ΦαLΛ(r) against radial displacement r [fm] for 2s1/2(2.52) MeV First Excited State.
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2 .4 Distorted-Wave Functions
The interaction in knock out reactions and other direct reactions, takes place predominantly at the nuclear
surface, r ∼ 4 fm. Chapter IV, Section 2.3 details the requirements for the boundary conditions.
Figure IV.14:





Graph of imaginary component of entrance channel distorted-wave function χaA(r) against radial displacement r [fm] for L = 0
and J = 1
2
.
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3 GEANT4 Simulation
The scattering chamber is to be modelled after a steel, spherical shell using the G4Orb constructor10. This
is then filled with “evacuated air”, which serves as the base material for the scattering chamber. The nature
of the simulation is such as to necessarily require explicit definitions for all materials inside the chamber. For
example, the air within the experimental hall is derived explicitly from definitions of the constituent elements,
14N and 16O. Furthermore one can subsequently describe its pressure, density and temperature: 0.001 Pa, 1.29
mg·cm−3 and 24◦K, respectively. Thus the geometric construct of type G4Orb, has been ascribed the properties
of the evacuated air material, from which one forms the G4LogicalVolume, which in turn must be orientated
and positioned in space as a “physical volume” through G4PVPlacement. The scattering chamber is the “mother
volume”, which describes the coordinate system, relative to which all other materials and objects are defined.
10A solid G4Sphere.
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Figure IV.16:
GEANT4 interactive interface, depicting wire-frame rendering of scattering chamber / “mother volume”.
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3 .1 Detector Environment Configuration
As has already been exhaustively described in detail above, the process for constructing a simulation environ-
ment, involves the parameterisation of geometric solids with material definitions and properties, followed by the
placement of these solids in “physical” space, i.e.
G4“Solid” → G4LogicalVolume → G4PVPlacement
The calcium target, kapton and tantalum shields were geometrically described as objects of the form G4Box,
whilst the Si surface-barrier11 and NaI scintillation12 detectors where modelled as concentric hemispheres using
G4Sphere. In the framework prescribed in this work, the proton beam is directed along the z-axis, and the
pertinent property of all solids, is their “thickness” along this axis,
G4Solid Thickness
(mm)





GEANT4 simulation elements z-axis parameters.
All materials are referenced from definitions provided by an instance of the materials database manager
G4NistManager and its corresponding method FindOrBuildMaterial. Material definitions exist for the following,








The target foil is situated at the centre of the scattering chamber13, which coincides with the origin of the
co-ordinate system. The Kapton film, Si and NaI detectors are located along the positive z-axis. The origin of
the proton beam lies on the negative z-axis, while the beam itself is directed along the positive z-axis. Recall
that the target foil and Kapton film are rectangular, whilst the two detectors are concentric hemispheres. This
configuration is described by the following sequence of simulation images. Note the blue tracks represent the
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Figure IV.17:
GEANT4 side-on view, depicting wire-frame rendering of detector environment configuration.




pan view, depicting wire-frame rendering of detector environment configuration.




pan view, depicting wire-frame rendering of detector environment configuration.




pan view, depicting wire-frame rendering of detector environment configuration.
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Figure IV.21:
GEANT4 isometric view, depicting wire-frame rendering of detector environment configuration.
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3 .2 Runtime Parameters
The batch command macros responsible for initiating and executing the above configuration are included in
the appendices. These macros establish the visualisation engine, control the parameters of the viewing window,
and specify the nature of the beam and run under investigation. They can be changed between runs, without
requiring recompilation of the source. A sample of the runtime terminal output follows,
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Figure IV.22:
GEANT4 runtime terminal output - Table of materials 1.
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Figure IV.23:
GEANT4 runtime terminal output - Table of Materials 2.
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Figure IV.24:
GEANT4 runtime terminal output - Table of materials 3.
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Figure IV.25:
GEANT4 runtime Terminal Output - Registration of graphical systems and model factories.
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Figure IV.26:
GEANT4 runtime terminal output - Instantiation of target material.
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Figure IV.27:
GEANT4 runtime terminal output - Registration of physics processes 1.
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Figure IV.28:
GEANT4 runtime terminal output - Registration of physics processes 2.
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Figure IV.29:
GEANT4 runtime terminal output - List of nuclear reactions 1, [(p, 2p) highlighted ].
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Figure IV.30:
GEANT4 runtime terminal output - List of nuclear reactions 2.
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Figure IV.31:
GEANT4 runtime terminal output - List of nuclear reactions 3.
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Figure IV.32:
GEANT4 runtime terminal output - List of nuclear reactions 4.
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Figure IV.33:
GEANT4 runtime terminal output - List of general particles.
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Figure IV.34:
GEANT4 runtime terminal output - Momentum balance.
3 .3 Scattering Analysis
From the above considerations and from the definitions detailed in the preceding sections, one can compute the
total cross section from direct evaluation of the mean free path. Furthermore as has been previously explained,
the G4PhysicsList Factorymay be used to build the Physics List, whilst G4HadronicProcessStore is exploited
to access and compare cross sections, as well as to identify nuclear reactions. Finally the ROOT Toolkit, [75],
has been implemented in plotting the energy spectra14 of not only the secondary particles resulting from the
nuclear interactions, but various other parameters as well. As an illustration of the power of flexibility offered
within the framework of Geant 4 and its associated extensions, such as ROOT, demonstrated below are the set
of histograms generated over a sequence of 10 000 runs.
14Refer to p2pSteppingAction.cc .
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Figure IV.35:
ROOT histogram - Kinetic energy spectrum of scattered incident proton.
Figure IV.36:
ROOT histogram - Energy spectrum of recoil momenta.
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Figure IV.37:
ROOT histogram - Kinetic energy spectrum of gamma photons.
Figure IV.38:
ROOT histogram - Kinetic energy spectrum of neutrons.
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Figure IV.39:
ROOT histogram - Kinetic energy spectrum of protons.
Figure IV.40:
ROOT histogram - Kinetic energy spectrum of alpha particles.
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Figure IV.41:
ROOT histogram - Kinetic energy spectrum of other ions.
Figure IV.42:
ROOT histogram - Q Values.
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Figure IV.43:
ROOT histogram - Momentum balance.
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The histograms above support a qualitative and intuitive agreement with the quoted experimental data and
preceding numerical calculations. From Fig.[IV.54], it is clear that the predominant reaction mechanism is
elastic scattering, in which the primary incident proton retains most of its energy. This does however raise a
question regarding the validity of the coplanar, symmetric, equal energy-sharing distributions modelled with
the DWIA. Further investigations, supported by an equivalent experimental configuration may yield interesting
results, specifically with regards to the parameterisation of the optical model potentials. Many of these pa-
rameterisation methodologies rely on elastic scattering data and the results which may be simulated using the
framework outlined in this work may prove useful.
The results from the histogram for the recoil momenta, Fig.IV.55, corroborates the assumption used in the
DWIA calculations, that is the assumption that the recoil momentum of the residual nucleus is zero. Furthermore,
these results would not only prove useful for investigations involving cluster knock-out reaction mechanisms, but
by analysing the profiles for the energy spectra of the alpha particles together with those for the recoil momenta,
one may also gain insight into the nuclear mechanisms responsible for compound nuclear reactions.
In analysing the profiles for the kinetic energy of the emitted neutrons and protons across all reactions, it is
interesting to observe that the nucleons are distributed relatively evenly across the energy spectrum, up to the
energy of the incident projectile. However there is somewhat of a stark increase in number of nucleon entries
detected with an energy approaching zero. The large number of low energy nucleons detected is indicative of
not only multi-ejectile reactions and in agreement with the observation of the large number entries in which the
incident scattered particle retains most of its energy. One may adjust the results of these histograms, and fine
tune the descriptions of the bins necessary to isolate events related to a reaction of particular interest. This in
turn may be used to optimally calibrate an experimental configuration.
The final two histograms merely provide a sanity check in the verification and preservation of the fundamental
conservation laws, where any minor discrepancies are attributed to the numerics involved in the simulation.
Whilst a rigorous quantitative comparison of the techniques implemented herein is outside the scope of the current
work, the above discussions nonetheless endeavour to provide the necessary scaffolding for future investigations.
What follows is a summary of the dissertation and a selection of extensions that may be proposed for future
study.
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Chapter V
Concluding Remarks
This last chapter will include a brief summary detailing the objectives of the work and outlining the results
obtained. Following that will be a discussion pertaining to the difficulties encountered in the re-implementation
of the distorted-wave impulse approximation and development of the particle generator and its description in
the article as a whole. Finally an overview of possible improvements that could be investigated as scope for
future developments, in particular modifications involving both the theoretical and computational concepts will
be discussed.
1 Summary
This work began with a preliminary description of direct and compound nuclear reactions, as the foundation
for the theoretical framework undertaken in this study. Then it detailed how observables are measured from
experiments and predicted from calculations. The Hamiltonian operator and Schro¨dinger Equation of the system
were introduced in the context of the nuclear shell model. The first born approximation was developed from the
plane-wave scattering theory, and in turn was extended to the optical model formulation.
From the optical model parameterisation, one could then incorporate considerations for spin-orbit, energy
dependence and non-locality effects. The distorted-wave Born approximation, and the corresponding assump-
tions and interpretation were derived and formed the launchpad for proposing the three-dimensional method of
calculation for the distorted-wave impulse approximation. Finally the theoretical treatment was concluded with
consideration of the two-body T -matrix, which is the critical link between theoretical calculations and experi-
mental observation, through the choice and evaluation of the energy prescription, triple differential cross section
and spectroscopic factors.
The above formulations were complemented with a numerical calculation and Monte Carlo simulations. The
computational framework consisted of a number of Python modules that were developed to support the inte-
gration of the distorted-wave impulse approximation. The various optical potential parameters, as well as the
kinematic and integration parameters were established within the Initialise module.
The optical potentials, radial wave functions, bound state wave functions and the distorted wave functions
were calculate within the Kinematics module, with the support of the Potentials and Numerov sub-routines.
The results from these would in turn be parsed to the Observables module, which determined the distorted
momentum distribution, the T -matrix, triple differential cross sections (for varying kinematic configurations) and
the estimated spectroscopic factors. Finally all the results we realised graphically through the Output module.
The GEANT4 simulation proceeded with the definition of the detector, including the spacial and material
properties, as well as the nature of the response for the instrument. The physics processes to be utilised in the
simulation were then registered to the run-time kernel. This included a means of generating and subsequently
tracking secondary particles. The description for establishing a primary generator action, which is used to gen-
erate primary events was then described, along with any supporting user action classes. All of these classes we
instantiated from a main() program, and the discussion then detailed the methods of compilation and execution
of the driver program.
Finally, a selection of experimental and integration data was reported from the literature. This covered
representations of the binding energy spectra, energy sharing distributions, as well as quasi-free and coplanar,
symmetric angular distributions. What follows is a brief digression which assesses some of the reasons for any
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disagreement between the calculations, simulations and experimental data. Primarily though the identification of
the major approximations employed in obtaining the results. After which, mitigating strategies will be outlined,
which could be incorporated in a future study to improve agreement of the results to the available data.
1 .1 Discussion of Theoretical Calculations and Computational Simulations
The DWIA procedure described in this work permits calculation of quasi-free knock-out reactions in which a
three-dimensional numerical integral replaces the angular momentum coupling and the Clebsh-Gordon coeffi-
cients, necessary in the explicit Racah algebra formulation, [21]. Secondly, in the impulse approximation a free
scattering operator t(+)f replaces the exact operator tBA. Furthermore, within regions of configuration space con-
tributing significantly to the cross section evaluations, both the ( i) momentum distortion caused by the optical
potentials, as well as the ( ii) variation of the free scattering operator t(+)f , must be negligible. This permits the
factorization approximation made in evaluation of the integration.
Lastly, this work approximates the bound state wave function, ΦαLΛ(~r), using a phenomenological, real Woods-
Saxon, Elton-Swift potential, [52], in place of projection of the many-body wave function for A, onto residual
nuclei B and b, [12]. This is one of the major assumptions introduced in this work. What follows is a brief
digression into some of the theoretical and computational techniques one may adopt to mitigate the cumulative
effects of all such generalisations used in developing the calculations.
2 Relativistic and Theoretical Considerations
Within the description of the distorted-wave impulse approximation, the kinematic parameters and observables
have already been specified with a relativistic treatment, [23]. However, this is unfortunately not the case for
the dynamical equations of motions and many of the intrinsically relativistic parameters. Moreover, much of
the quantum mechanical treatment was superimposed as a phenomenology, sacrificing some of the rigor required
within the framework of a full relativistic, quantum mechanical implementation. What follows is a brief overview
of some of the modifications that can incorporated into the treatment to improve the results.
2 .1 Polarisation and Spin Transfer Observables
Inclusion of spin dependence within the framework of the optical model permits the investigation of cluster
knock-out reactions induced by polarized incident beams. One can investigate the spin-dependency of nuclear
reaction mechanisms through measurements of the analysing power, [51]. The analysing power is itself one of
many polarisation (spin) transfer observables, which specifically relates a particular component of the scattered
beam polarisation to an associated component of the initial / incident beam polarisation in terms of the scattering
matrix, [59].
It has been proposed that it may indeed be necessary to investigate complete sets of polarisation transfer
observables for the exclusive knock-out of protons from deeper-lying states in a variety of nuclei, [62]. Such a
study would allow one to establish more conclusive details with respect to the influence of the nuclear medium
on the strong interaction.
2 .2 Density Dependence of NN Interaction
There are a number of ways to investigate the influence of the nuclear matter density dependence of the nucleon-
nucleon a− b two-body interaction. One of these ways include the introduction of modifications to the two-body
t matrix in a local density approximation wherein, as a result of strong nuclear potentials, the NN interaction is
assumed to depend on the enhancement of the lower components of the nucleon wave functions, [23]. Using an
Eikonal model, one can characterize this enhancement by the implementation of an average effective mass M∗ of
∼ (0.8− 0.9)M .
Another alternative approach is to perform the calculations using several density-dependent effective interac-
tions within the framework of the local density approximation, wherein one can fit empirical effective interactions
from isoscalar1 normal parity transitions, to both elastic and inelastic data, [24]. It has been shown that the
empirical interaction is essentially independent of target or state, whilst strongly dependent on the local density.
Nonetheless, it has been determined in [21], that the inclusion of these alternative treatments for the density
dependence improves the agreement with the experimental analysing power distributions to more or less the same
1In particle physics, isoscalar refers to the scalar transformation of a particle or field under the SU(2) group of isospin.
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degree. Furthermore it can be generalised that any inclusion or treatment of the density dependence improves
the agreement with the data in all cases.
2 .3 Dirac Equation
The relativistic Dirac formulation as the underlying dynamical equation of motion has many advantages over the
non-relativistic Schro¨dinger equation. Including, but not limited to the fact that spin is an intrinsically relativis-
tic phenomenon and the resulting success of the phenomenology in describing the properties of nuclear matter,
nuclear structure and proton induced spin observables for both elastic and inelastic scattering, [60]. Furthermore,
while the spin-orbit interaction is usually introduced by means of adjustments that support phenomenological
descriptions of the elastic scattering data within the framework of the non-relativistic Schro¨dinger equation, [38],
there exists a microscopic connection within the relativistic framework. And it is through this connection that
the real and imaginary components of the spin-orbit potential are directly related to the Lorentz properties of
mesons propagating the strong interaction, [40]. Furthermore, the description of the analysing powers for s-state
knock-out in (p, 2p) reactions, requires these real and imaginary components, and hence the relativistic Dirac
formulation.
Zero-Range versus Finite-Range RDWIA
The superiority of the relativistic Dirac equation, as compared to the Non-relativistic Schro¨dinger equation has
been demonstrated for the distorted-wave descriptions of the exclusive proton knock-out (~p, 2p) reaction, from
205Pb at 200 MeV, [62]. Given that “elastic” scattering investigations imply that there should be no discernible
differences between the relativistic Dirac and Non-relativistic Schro¨dinger formulations, [26], as well as the rel-
atively low incident energies, such an improvement in agreement with experiment was unanticipated. Moreover,
both the zero-range and finite-range approximations to the RDWIA formalism, provide excellent descriptions of
the analysing power data.
Predictions from the zero-range approximation to the RDWIA suggest that it is not necessary to consider
nuclear medium modifications to the NN interaction, as the scattering matrix for NN scattering in the nuclear
medium is comprehensively accounted for by the corresponding matrix for free NN scattering, [60]. This is not
the case however for the finite range approximations, where one must necessarily include modifications of the
meson-coupling and meson masses by the nuclear medium. Specifically a modest reduction of said constants is
required in order to provide a consistent description of the scattering.
2 .4 Fadeev Equations
The dynamical equations of motion for the exit channel can be described by the Faddeev equations, which simul-
taneously describe all the possible interactions / exchanges of a three-body system. All the particles in the system
are given a full quantum mechanical treatment and the set of equations can be solved iteratively. The equations
are named after their proposer, Ludvig Dmitriyevich Faddeev, [15]. Specifically for the case investigated in this
work, the dynamics of the exit channel can be described by potentials between the scattered proton and residual
nucleus, Ua′B , the knock-out proton and residual nucleus, UbB , and the scattered and knock-out protons Ua′b.
Furthermore, three-body interactions can be incorporated into the formalism.
The Faddeev equations are the most ubiquitous, non-perturbation formulations of the uniformly solvable
quantum mechanical three-body problem. For the specific case of (n, 2n) and (p, 2p) reactions on deuterium
targets, the Faddeev equations have been used to analyse the “off energy shell” nucleon-nucleon interactions.
This is accomplished by approximating the NN interaction as a series of separable potentials2, [13]. On the
other hand, for the proton scattering problem, the Faddeev solutions must necessarily be matched to long range
Coulomb solutions for the Coulomb interaction between the two protons in the exit channel, as this is a special
case where the Faddeev expansion into separable potentials is divergent. It is believed that such a treatment may
offer better results for the bound state proton and hence provide an overall general improvement of the work.
3 Computational Considerations
Many of the historical limitations previously realised by computational physicists and mathematicians have since
been overcome due to the availability of increased processor ability. This is in line with the predictions of Moore’s
Law, which stipulates that
2Interactions not preserving a particle’s location.
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"...over the history of computing hardware, the number of transistors on integrated circuits doubles
approximately every two years."
None the less however, due to the nature and complexity of modern applications, optimisation of some form is
still a requirement - wherein some aspects of the program or software system run more efficiently or utilise fewer
resources. Such optimisations can take many different forms or styles, and can be applied a number of different
levels or layers within the application. What follows is a brief discussion of some of the possible modifications
that would manifest as overall general improvements to the computational treatment provided within this work.
3 .1 Parallelization
Applications developed in GEANT4 and Python cover a wide range of categories including business logic, data
analysis and scientific calculations. Combined with the ubiquitous availability and use of SMPs3 computers, a
shared memory environment, as well as HPCs4, there exists a need for parallel processing / execution. The most
widely adopted implementation for developing parallel applications for SMP computers is through the use of
threads5.
Python
It should be noted that even through the use of threads in the development of Python modules, one is still
restricted from running Python byte-code in parallel. This restriction is a direct result of the use of GIL6 by the
python interpreter. A number of Python-related libraries and implementations exist to overcome this apparent
limitation.
One such implementation, specifically for SMPs, is Parallel Python, [76]. The PP Module internally invokes
ppsmp, which in turn uses IPCs7 to organise parallel computations. Not only does this overcome the constraints
of the GIL, but all the details and complexities associated with parallelization are automatically accounted for
within the PP module’s framework, and application developers need only be concerned about the submission of
jobs, and subsequent retrieval of the corresponding results. Moreover, such an implementation expands naturally
for heterogeneous and multi-platform cluster or grid environments, where the cross-platform portability and
dynamic load-balancing permit the libraries of the module to efficiently parallelize computations.
GEANT4
Many implementations exist for the incorporation of parallelism within the overall framework of GEANT4. One
such implementation includes ParGEANT4, which is a parallel version of GEANT4 simulating separate events on
remote processors through the implementation of event-level parallelism, [77]. The default ParGEANT4 modules
are designed to make use of their own subset of the MPI ( MPINU ) libraries, provided through the TOP-C8
and Marshalgen9 libraries.
The development of a parallel GEANT4 application involves the addition / modification of a few lines of
annotations10 in the class header (*.h) files for each hit type defined by the application. The user is then
required to replace the call to the G4RunManager constructor in the driver class or main routine, with a call to
the ParRunManager, which is a derived class of G4RunManager. The user then creates the parallel application
through the invocation of a predefined GNUMakefile. A procgroup file declares the names, locations, etc..., of
the remote hosts to be used in the parallel computation, where by default slave process are addressed via ssh
protocol connections. The binary generated with the linked ParGEANT4 libraries is executed in exactly the same
manner as one would call a GEANT4 binary, with the exception that results should be reported much faster.
3 .2 Web-Based Graphical User Interface
Under current development is an integrated combination of the databases on nuclear properties and experimen-
tal cross sections of nuclear reactions along with computer codes of the corresponding theoretical models. The
aspirations of the on-going work there is to hopefully unify all the data from the various key role-players in the
3Symmetric multiprocessing - multiple-processors or multiple-core CPUs.
4High performance clusters or grids - nodes / cores connected via network.
5Smallest sequence of programmed instructions that can be managed independently by an operating system scheduler.
6Global Interpreter Lock.
7Inter-Process Communications.
8Task Orientated Parallel C/C++ - package facilitating ease of scripting parallel applications for both shared and distributed
memory architectures.
9Semi-automatic marshalling for C/C++.
10C/C++ comments indicating deep versus shallow copying of pointers, etc...
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industry, including but not limited to, AMDC11, Nuclear Data Viewer12, NDC13 and the NNDC14, to name but
a few. This unique collaboration has been christened with the name “the Knowledge Base on Low Energy Nuclear
Physics”, with the underlying software known as the NRV, or “Nuclear Reaction Video”, [72].
The projects hopes to provide free access to a user-friendly, web-based server, that supports multi-user
architectures in providing and processing nuclear reaction data, where the results can be output in either a
hypertext or graphical representation. The infrastructure of the NRV servers can be loosely summarized as
follows:
• Computing Codes - C/C++, Java, Fortran, Python
1. Processing of Experimental Data
– Visualization of Data




– Fusion (Langevin Equations)
– α, β - Decays
– Optical Model
3. Nuclear Dynamics
– Kinematics (2-Body, 3-Body. Q-Calculator)
– (In)Elastic Scattering, Transfer Reactions and Breakup (DWIA)
– Decay of Excited Nucleus
• Databases - MySQL, Java-Script, PHP
1. Properties of Nuclides
– Spin, Parity, Half-Life, Decay Modes
– Mass, Q-Values, Excited States
– Radius Deformations




3. Dynamic Linking to External Databases and Publications
– Access to Latest Chart of Nuclides Available
Further development of this work together with the NRV project would be mutually beneficial in that this would
provide an additional set of nuclear models for dynamical and kinematic processing, i.e. an additional set of
physics validation protocols to the NRV project.
3 .3 Using GEANT4 to Model Experimental Configurations at iThemba Labs
As already discussed at length within this work and the corresponding references, GEANT4 is a simulation
toolkit for modelling the passage of particles through matter. It is the reference simulation engine for the LHC
experiments at Cern and other high-energy physics laboratories worldwide, [75]. The Monte Carlo simulation
software is based on a sound object-orientated design, favouring a variety of application development by the
community itself, and has found rooting in a wide array of real world applications, [57] :
• High-Energy, particle and neutrino Physics experiments and detector design.
• Health physics, dosimetry, radiotherapy, biological damage studies and radiation shielding.
• Space science, investigations of the radiation environments of planets, and cosmic rays.
11Atomic Mass Data Centre.
12Los Alamos.
13Nuclear Data Centre of Japan’s Atomic Energy Agency.
14National Nuclear Data Centre of the Brookhaven National Laboratory.
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• etc...
Many advantages exist in such a toolkit, [55], some of these include:
• State-of-the-art physics models, regularly check and validated against experimental data, combinable to
achieve the highest simulation quality.
• Powerful user interface and visualisation engine, capable of supporting complex 3D geometries such as
the detectors of the LHC, complete with geometry modeller able to efficiently track particles within such
geometries.
• Full description of materials describing specific set-ups, down to composition of molecules, elements and
isotopes.
• Infrastructure is easily extendible and adaptable to external software frameworks.
It is for these considerations that GEANT4 be the toolkit of choice in the development of an integrated
workbench for simulating scattering experiments; modelled after the Solid-Pole Injector Cyclotrons (SPC1/2)
and Separated-Sector Cyclotron (SSC) at iThemba Labs. Not only could this be exploited as a teaching aid and
a research workbench tool. Such a tool would excel not only in anticipating required experimental configurations
for proposed projects, but also in the validation, verification and predication of results of on-going and future
experiments.
3 .4 Incorporation of DWIA Formalism as Physics List Process in GEANT4
One can extend the current functionality of the GEANT4 toolkit, by using the prescriptions provided in the
User’s Guide for toolkit Developers, [54], and the Physics Reference Manual together with a detailed under-
standing of the design about the design of GEANT4 classes as well as a working knowledge of programming in
C++, within the framework of object-oriented analysis and design. The processes category contains the imple-
mentations of particle transportation and physical interactions. Moreover, while all physics processes conform to
the basic interface G4VProcess, different approaches have been adopted for the detailed implementation of each
sub-category, i.e. the decay sub-category and electromagnetic15 sub-category, for example.
Such a methodology for the implementation of the physics processes provides robust openness and extensibility,
where alternative physics models, which obey the same abstract interface, are often available for a specific type
of interaction. Due to the large number of possible modelling approaches for hadronic physics, an additional set
of implementation frameworks have been incorporated to accommodate the basic interface to other GEANT4
categories. The top-level infrastructure specifically provides inclusive cross sections and final state generation
data, satisfying the more general use-case scenarios for hadronic shower simulations.
A hierarchy can be built, in which each level implements the level specified by the level above it, wherein
lower level frameworks are refined for increasingly more specific use-cases. This Russian dolls approach to Object
Oriented design allows one to exploit the framework for hadronic generators in GEANT4, such as to realise all
three basic types of modelling; data-driven, parameterisation-driven and theory-driven modelling. Such an
implementation, [54] manifests itself as the following 5 levels of frameworks and corresponding use-cases:
1. Level 1 Framework - Processes User who wants to choose the processes used for his particular simula-
tion; or a physicist wishing to write code for processes of his own and use these together with the rest of
the system in a seamless manner.
2. Level 2 Framework - Cross Section and Models At this level of abstraction, only processes that occur
for particles in flight are considered. A user may wish to combine various cross sections and final state
configurations or isotope production models as provided by GEANT4; or a physicist wishing to implement
his own model for a particular situation, adding cross-section data sets relevant to his particular analysis.
3. Level 3 Framework - Theoretical Models The main use-case at this level is for the use of theoretical
models in general, and the use of various intra-nuclear transport or pre-compound models together with
models simulating the initial interactions at very high energies
4. Level 4 Framework - String Parton Models and Intra-Nuclear Cascade The use-cases of this level
are reserved for an expert user who wants to alter specific details of a model; or a theoretical physicist
studying the details of a particular model.
5. Level 5 Framework - String De-Excitation At this level the user is matching or exceeding the current
state of the art, and his extensions and changes to interfaces are likely to be included in subsequent releases.
Here the user or theoretical physicist wants to understand the systematic effects involved in combining
various fragmentation functions with individual types of string fragmentation.
15Further sub-divided into packages for handling low energy, muon, x-rays and optical interactions.
Appendix A
Notational Conventions
Using a similar format as [7], [4] and others for general notation, it follows that for vectors representing the states
of a quantum-mechanical system, one can implement Dirac’s ket notation, where the Greek letters |φ〉 , |ψ〉 , . . .
are reserved exclusively for proper normalisable vectors. While the improper vectors, the plane wave states |p〉,
scattering states |p+〉, angular momentum eigenstates |E, l,m〉-are labelled by the relevant (roman) eigenvalues.
As far as possible operators and matrices will be denoted by capital letters and numbers by lower case, i.e. an
operator A and its eigenvalue a. For all other vectors, especially those which can be represented in coordinate
space, bold font and hats will be used for the vectors and their corresponding unit vectors, i.e. r and rˆ respectively.
In rare cases where it is not necessarily clear, an arrow may be used for emphasis, ~r.
1 Terms and Definitions
A anti-symmetrisation operator
A, a intrinsic coordinates of nuclei A and a respectively, of which then are 3(A - 1) and 3(a - 1)
α, α′, α′′ various channels in the partition α, where the un-primed α represents a typical or ground-state
channel, while α′ or α′′ represent channels where either nuclei A or a or both is/are excited
α, β, ... denotes two-body partitions A+a, B+b, ..., of a many-nucleon system
A(a, a′b)B general notation for quasi-free knock-out reaction, where there is a collision between target A and
incident projectile a, in the entrance channel. In the exit channel, the is the scattered particle a′,
ejected particle/cluster b and residual nucleus B.
B, b similar to A, a, but for nuclei B and b
χ±α optical model wave function in channel α in which the relative motion is distorted by an optical
potential and where the asymptotic condition of outgoing (+) or incoming (-) waves is indicated
E eigenvalue of H, eigenfunction Ψ , or Ψ±α
Eα kinetic energy in channel α, eigenvalue of Tα, eigenfunction of exp (ikα · rα); i.e., (Eα = (E− εα))
εα eigenvalue of Hα, eigenfunction of Φalpha, and where εA and εa are eigenvalues of HA and Ha,
with eigenfunctions of ΦA and Φa respectively; i.e., (εα = εA + εa)
H total Hamiltonian of the A + a = B + b..., many-nucleon system, ordered in terms of various
partitions; i.e., (H = Hα + Tα + Vα = Hβ + Tβ + Vβ ...)
HA, Ha nuclear Hamiltonians for nuclei A and a respectively
Hα HA +Ha
kα wave number of relative motion in a channel; i.e., α (k2α = 2mαEα/~)
lˆ 2l + 1




combinatorial symbol for N !/[(N − n)!n!]
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Φα product (ΦAΦa) of nuclear wave function in channel α and therefore a function of A and a
intrinsic coordinates and also of spin and isospin
φα many-nucleon wave function in channel α when the relative motion is a plane (or Coulomb) wave;
i.e., Φα exp(ikα · rα)
ΦA,Φa nuclear state vectors or wave functions, (if coordinate space representation is implied or specified),
for nuclei A and a respectively and are functions of their respective intrinsic coordinates and also
of spin and isospin (a can also sometimes represent a light nucleus like 3He)
φnlm single-particle spin-orbit wave function
Ψ state vector or wave function for the A + a many-nucleon system
Ψ
(+)
α Ψ for which the boundary conditions have been specified as follows: there is a plane (or Coulomb)
wave in partition α representing the incident beam in a collision, and asymptotically at infinity
there are outgoing waves in all open channels of all partitions; the wave function is a function of
the coordinates of A + a nucleons, which in the centre-of-mass frame are taken as A, a and rα〈
Ψα
∣∣Ψ′α〉 the integration ∫ Ψ∗αΨ′α carried out over all position coordinates and the summation carried out






∣∣Ψ′α〉 however the relative coordinate is not integrated (unless otherwise defined); and
hence the bracket is a function of rα




α) unless otherwise defined
Q change in kinetic energy between final and initial partitions
rˆ θ, φ polar angles of r, or just unit vector directed along r
rα relative coordinate between nuclei A and a
Tα kinetic energy (−(~2/2mα)∇2α) of relative motion in channel α
Uα optical potential in channel α
Ui shell-model potential acting on nucleon labelled i
unl radial part to wave function φnlm, (may also depend on m if the shell model potential depends on
spin)
Vα interaction other then optical potential in channel α, of a sum of two-body effective interactions
W statistical weight of direct integrals contributing to the amplitude of a nucleon transfer reaction
Xµ1/2(σ) nucleon spin eigenfunction (or isospin if τ replaces σ)
XMS (σ1, σ2) two-particle spin eigenfunction with eigenvalues S
2 = S(S + 1), S = 0 or S = 1 and with Sz = M
2 The A(a, cd)B Reaction
In the discussion of scattering theory, the notation as in [17] is used to represent the direct reaction
a+A→ c+ d+B, (A.1)
whereby an incident particle a, collides with target A. However, the residual nucleus B in the exit channel, is
related1 to the original target A in the entrance channel by A = B + b, and thus it is assumed that particles c
and d result from the quasi-free two-body reaction b(a, c)d. The notation used is very general and applicable to
all forms of scattering and transfer2 reactions, for various permutations of a,b,c and d.
Finally the specific reaction A(a, a′b)B, is known as “quasi-free” knock-out, a special case in which a→ a′ = c
and b = d. For the sake of completeness, but not included in this discussion, the use of polarised beams in the
detection and measurement of spin transfer observables also uses a similar notation A(~a, c~d) ~B.




Bessel functions were first defined by the mathematician Daniel Bernoulli and later generalised by Friedrich







+ (x2 − α2)y = 0, (B.1)
for an arbitrary complex number α, which is of the order of the Bessel function. Bessel functions are also
commonly known as cylinder functions or cylindrical harmonics, due to the fact that they appear in the solution
to Laplace’s equation in cylindrical coordinates. Lastly, two linearly independent solutions must exist due to the
fact that Bessel’s differential equation is of second-order.
1 First Kind
Denoted by Jα(x), Bessel functions of the first kind are solutions to Bessel’s differential equation which are
divergent at the origin in the limit as limx→ 0Jα for α < 0 and α ∈ Z, and finite at the origin , i.e. x = 0, for










where Γ (z) represents the gamma function1. For α /∈ Z, the functions Jα(x) and J−α(x) are linearly independent
and constitute the two solutions of the differential equation. However for α ∈ Z, the two solutions are linearly
dependent, since it can be shown that:
J−n(x) = (−1)nJn(x). (B.3)
The second linearly independent solution arises as the Bessel function of the second kind.
2 Second Kind









From a combination of the Bessel function of the first and second kind, one can represent the Hankel function of
the first kind as:
H(1)n (z) ≡ Jn(z) + iYn(z). (B.6)
1Shifted extension of the factorial function, generalised for non-integer arguments.
2Also known as Weber functions after German Heinrich Friederich Weber, or Neumann functions after Carl Gottfried von Neumann
and are sometimes denoted by Nα(x).
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4 Spherical Bessel Functions
The radial part of the Helmholtz equation3, when solved by the separation of variables in spherical coordinates,







+ [x2 − n(n+ 1)]y = 0. (B.7)
The Spherical Bessel functions jn and yn′ are the two linearly independent solutions of this equation and are
















where yn is sometimes denoted by either nn or ηn, which are referred to as spherical Neumann functions.
3Partial differential equation, ~∇2A+ k2A = 0, named after Hermann von Helmholtz.
Appendix C
Partial-Wave Expansions
Both the bound state wave function and distorted-wave functions are described in terms of spherical harmonics
and radial wave functions. Following [5], it is understood that such aspects of the scattering that manifest
themselves in elastic scattering by a central, spherically symmetric potential can be quite generally described
with the time-independent Schro¨dinger equation used as a basis for development.
1 Schro¨dinger Equation




∇2 + V (r)
]
Ψ(r) = EΨ(r). (C.1)
2 Laplace Equation
































The operator L2 in Eq.C.3, simply follow as,
L2 = (r× p) · (r× p) = −~2(r× ~∇) · (r× ~∇), (C.4)
where L2 represents the square of the orbital angular momentum, r the position vector and p the momentum
vector.
The spherical harmonics are then described to be eigenfunctions of both L2 and the z component of L.
3 Spherical Harmonics
From the above the spherical harmonics Y ml (θ, φ) follow as








l (θ, φ) = m~Y ml (θ, φ). (C.7)
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If one allows for a brief digression, from the closure and orthonormality conditions∫



























= Y µλ (rˆ), (C.8)
it follows that






′)Y ml (rˆ), (C.9)
where rˆ denotes the polar angles θ and φ of the vector r, which in three dimensions can be written as








′)Y ml (rˆ). (C.10)
The function
ψlm(r) ≡ r−1ul(r)Y ml (θ, φ), (C.11)






k2 − U(r)− l(l + 1)
r2
]
ul(r) = 0, (C.12)
where k2 = (2m/~2)E and U(r) = (2m/~2)V (r).
The energy can be taken to be positive and equivalent to the kinetic energy of the projectile when it is far
from the scattering centre. And taking the potential V (r) to vanish1 sufficiently rapidly with increasing r, such
that it may be neglected beyond some radius r +R.
From the requirement that the wave function ψ(r) and its gradient be finite everywhere2, it follows that ul(r)
must necessarily vanish at the origin. This boundary condition is sufficient to determine the radial wave function,
to within an over-all normalisation constant.
1Assumption does not hold for potential that vanishes at infinity as r−n such as the Coulomb potential.
2In particular at r = 0.
Appendix D
Numerical Methods
It is necessary to employ numerical techniques in the evaluation of the radial wave functions that arises from the
partial wave expansions, that are involved in the solution of the Schro¨dinger Equation. What follows is a brief
discussion of some of the key finite-difference approximation methods utilised within this work.
1 Numerov’s Method
Numerov’s method is a numerical method to solve second-order ordinary differential equations, in which first
order terms do not appear. The technique incorporates an implicit, fourth-order linear multi-step method, for





y(x) = 0, (D.1)
where, specifically for the radial Schro¨dinger equation for arbitrary potentials[
∂2
∂r2





(E − V (r))
]
u(r) = 0, (D.2)
where f(x) = 2µ~2 (E − V (x))− l(l+1)x2 . It follows then, that the general method can given by:
yn+1 = 2yn − yn−1 + 1
12
h2(fn+1 + 10fn + fn−1). (D.3)
The function y(x) is sampled in the interval [a, b] at equidistant positions xn and where fn = f(g(xn), xn),
yn = y(xn) are the functions values at positions xn and h = xn − xn−1 is the distance1 between any two
consecutive samples. Thus one can numerically solve the radial Schro¨dinger equation Eq.C.1.
1 .1 Derivation
Starting with a Taylor series expansion of y(x) about a point x0:














Letting h = x− x0 and noting that x = x0 + h, the above can be reexpressed as:














Similarly, by replacing h→ −h, it follows













The sum of the above two equation
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Isolating for y′′n and using Eq.D.1, it follows that









One can replace the second derivative, d
2
dx2 , with a central finite difference, i.e.
d2
dx2F (x) ≈ Fn−1−2Fn+Fn+1h2 , second
order difference quotient, leaving
























yielding Numerov’s method, which estimates yn+1 accurately to terms of order O(h6). Following [63], it can be
shown that the order of convergence is 4, where stability has been assumed.
As can be seen from Eq.D.11 above, in evaluating the yn+1, one not only requires the yn, but the yn−1 is
needed as well. It is therefore necessary to evaluate the first two steps of the Numerov Method by other means
prior to iterating the integration.
2 Runge-Kutta Method
Runge-Kutta methods are ubiquitous throughout all of numerical analysis as an important family of implicit
and explicit iterative methods used in temporal discretisation for the approximation of solutions to ordinary
differential equations. The particular class of techniques were developed around 1900 by German mathematicians,
C. Runge and M. W. Kutta.
2 .1 Fourth-Order Method
The most common member of the family of Runge-Kutta Methods is the fourth-order variant, which is of-
ten referred to as the "classical Runge-Kutta method", "RK4 method", or simply "the Runge-Kuta
method".
Consider the following initial value problem:
y′ = f(x, y), y(x0) = y0, (D.12)
where one can use the definitions of the preceding section, such that y is an unknown scalar or vector function
of x. This function is to be approximated over N number of steps, separated by intervals of step-size h. The
integration is then given by:
yn+1 = yn +
h
6
(k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4) ,
xn+1 = x0 + nh, (D.13)
= xn + h.
for x ∈ [0, 1, 2, ..., N − 1], where
k1 = f(xn, yn),














k4 = f(xn + h, hk3).
(D.15)
The approximation yn+1 is determined by the present value yn and the weighted average of four increments:
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• k1 increment determined by gradient at the beginning of the interval, based on y′, this is essentially Euler’s
method2;
• k2 and k3 are increments determined by the gradient at the midpoint of the interval, based on y′ + 12hk1
and y′ + 12hk2 respectively;
• k4 increment determined by gradient at the end of the interval, based on y′ + hk3,
In the above averaging of the four increments, it is clear that greater weight is given to the increments at
the midpoint. The form of the increments is selected such that should f = f(x), i.e. independent of y, reducing
the differential equation to a simple integral then, the RK4 reduces to Simpson’s Rule3 for integration. Being a
fourth-order method, the local truncation error is on the order of O(h5), whilst the total accumulated error is of
order O(h4).
2First-order numerical method.
3Numerical approximation of definite integrals.






2 Program conta in ing main method f o r DWIA ca l c u l a t i o n
3 Subc l a s s e s : I n i t i a l i s e , Kinematics , Observables , Output




8 # Impor t s
9 ##########
10





16 de f main ( ) :
17 p2pObserva lb les . runSimulat ion ( )
18 p2pOutput . p l o tA l l ( )
19 r e turn 0
20
21 i f __name__ == ’__main__ ’ :
22 main ( )
1 .2 p2pInitialise.py
1 #! / u s r / b in / env python
2 # −∗− c od i ng : u t f −8 −∗−
3 #
4 """
5 I n i t i a l i s a t i o n c l a s s f o r (p , 2 p) r e a c t i on c a l c u l a t i o n us ing DWIA
6 Reads in a l l nece s sa ry v a r i a b l e s . Bui lds r equ i r ed data s t r u c t u r e s
7 Requires Pylab , S c i l ab and Co l l e c t i o n s packages to be i n s t a l l e d .
8
9 Al l the va lue s here , w i l l be d i s cu s s ed in Ca l cu l a t i on s and Simulat ions Sec t i on
10 """
11
12 # Impor t s
13 from c o l l e c t i o n s import namedtuple
14 import numpy as np
15
16 # I n i t i a l i s e v a r i a b l e s f o r DWIA c a l c u l a t i o n
17 # f o r A( a , a ’ b )B or r a t h e r A( a , cd )B r e a c t i o n , s p e c i f i c a l l y ( p , 2 p )
18
19 #g l o b a l
20 #A_Ca, Z_Ca , A_K, Z_K = 40 . 0 7 8 , 2 0 . , 3 9 . 0 9 8 3 , 1 9 .
21
22 # Kinemat i c Con t r o l Data S t r u c t u r e
23 # P a r t i a l wave l i m i t s
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24 # Step l i m i t s i n i n t e g r a t i o n s t e p s
25 # For each run the a n g l e s w i l l be f i x e d .
26 # I t e r a t e ove r a l l r ’ s and f o r each r , i t e r a t e ove r number o f p a r t i a l waves f o r t ha t d i s t o r t e d
wave
27 de f getKinematicControl ( ) :
28 # k i n ema t i cCon t r o l = [ ]
29 # k inCt r l , i n tC t r l , dw i aCt r l
30 # This may not work as in t ended , may need / be f o r c e d to use namde t u p l e o r ano th e r
c o l l e c t i o n ?? merge with the s t u f f above ?
31 # ∗∗∗∗ Using namedtuple h e r e
32 # Are commas needed a f t e r e n t r i e s ?
33 # need to c l e a r dw i aCt r l f i r s t ?
34
35 #k i n ema t i cCon t r o l = namdetuple ( ’ k i n ema t i cCon t r o l ’ , ( ’ E0 ’ , ’M_A ’ , ’M_B ’ , ’M_a ’ , ’M_c ’ , ’M_d
’ , ’Z_A ’ , ’Z_B ’ , ’Z_a ’ , ’ Q_val ’ , ’J_A ’ , ’J_B ’ , ’ J_a ’ , ’ J_c ’ , ’ J_d ’ , ’L_a ’ , ’L_c ’ , ’L_d ’ ,
’L_max_a ’ , ’L_max_c ’ , ’L_max_d ’ , ’N_dr ’ , ’ dr ’ , ’R_min ’ , ’R_max ’ , ’K_aA ’ , ’K_cB ’ , ’K_dB
’ , ’K_cd ’ ) )
36
37 # Conta i n e r c o n t r o l l i n g a l l r e q u i r e d i n f o rma t i o n f o r c a l c u l a t i o n
38 # A l l quantum number book k e ep i n g i s done he r e mass , a tomic numbers , t o t a l a n gu l a r momentum
, o r b i t a l a n gu l a r momentum
39 # p a r t i a l wave a n a l y s i s d e t a i l s c o n t a i n e d he r e as w e l l
40 # k i n ema t i c c a l c u l a t i o n s and d e t a i l s c o n t a i n e d
41 # d e t a i l s f o r bound s t a t e wave f u n c t i o n qm numbers
42 # and l a s t l y g a u s s i a n i n t e r g r a t i o n pa rame t e r s f o r c a l c u l a t e d d i s t o r t e d momentum
d i s t r i b u t i o n a r e a l s o h e r e
43 kinemat icContro l = namedtuple ( ’ k inemat icContro l ’ , ( ’M’ , ’Z ’ , ’ J ’ , ’L ’ , ’ kinmat ’ , ’ bnd ’ , ’
gauss ’ ) )
44
45 # Reac t i on c l a s s f o r a l l p r o p e r t i e s o f e l emen t s A( a , cd )B
46 r e a c t i on = namedtuple ( ’ r e a c t i on ’ , ( ’A ’ , ’B ’ , ’ a ’ , ’ c ’ , ’ d ’ ) )
47
48 # Gene ra l P r o p e r t i e s
49 M_A = 40.078 # Atomic Mass Target : ^40Ca
50 M_B = 39.0983 # Atomic Mass Re s i d u a l : ^39K
51 M_a = 1.0 # Atomic Mass o f p r o j e c t i l e : p ro ton
52 M_c = 1.0 # Atomic Mass o f e j e c t i l e : p ro ton
53 M_d = 1.0
54 mass = r ea c t i on ( M_A, M_B, M_a, M_c, M_d )
55
56 Z_A = 20.0 # Atomic Number Target
57 Z_B = 19.0 # Atomic Number Re s i du a l
58 Z_a = 1 .0 # Atomic Number o f p ro ton
59 Z_c = 1 .0
60 Z_d = 1.0
61 z_num = rea c t i on ( Z_A, Z_B, Z_a, Z_c , Z_d )
62
63 # D i s t o r t e d−Wave I n t e r g r a t i o n P r o p e r t i e s
64 J_A = 0.0 # Tota l angu l a r moment o f t a r g e t nu c l e u s (A)
65 J_B = 0.0 # Tota l angu l a r momentum o f r e s i d u a l n u c l e u s (B)
66 J_a = 0 .5 # Tota l angu l a r momentum quantum number f o r p r o t e c t i l e ( p ro ton )
67 J_c = 0 .5
68 J_d = 0.5
69 j_num = rea c t i on ( J_A, J_B, J_a , J_c , J_d )
70
71 L_A = 0.0 # Must be checked
72 L_B = 0.0 # Must be checked
73 L_a = 0.0 # Orb i t a l a ngu l a r momentum quantum number f o r p ro ton
74 L_c = 0 .0
75 L_d = 0.0
76 l_num = rea c t i on ( L_A, L_B, L_a, L_c , L_d )
77
78 # P a r t i a l wave a n a l y s i s and r e a c t i o n k i n ema t i c s
79 kinmat = namedtuple ( ’ kinmat ’ , ( ’E_a ’ , ’E_c ’ , ’E_d ’ , ’E_B’ , ’Q_val ’ , ’L_max_aA ’ , ’L_max_cB ’ ,
’L_max_dB ’ , ’N_dr ’ , ’ dr ’ , ’R_min ’ , ’R_max ’ , ’K_aA’ , ’K_cB ’ , ’K_dB’ , ’K_cd ’ ) )
80 E_a = 148 .2 # In c i d e n t ene rgy (MeV) l ab ??? w i l l need d e t e c t e d e n e r g i e s h e r e somewhere
81 E_c = 0.0 # To be c a l c u l a t e d i n k i n ema t i c s c l a s s e s , t h e r e f o r e maybe remove from s t r u c t ???
82 E_d = 0.0 # ???
83 E_B = 0.0 # ???
84 #M_Ca = 0 . 0 # Mass o f Target (MeV)
85 #M_K = 0 . 0 # Mass o f R e s i du a l (MeV)
86 #M_p = 0 . 0
87 Q_val = 0 .0 # Q−va l u e f o r f r e e two−body r e a c t i o n a+b = c+d [MeV]
88 L_max_aA= 20#25#15#250 # p a r t i a l waves i n a+A
89 L_max_cB= 15#20#10#151 # p a r t i a l waves i n a ’+B or c+B
90 L_max_dB= 15#20#10#151 # p a r t i a l waves i n b+B or d+B s c a t t e r i n g
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91 N_dr = 1000 # number o f s t e p s i n r used f o r g e n e r a t i n g o f d i s t o r t e d waves and bound s t a t e
wave f u n c t i o n
92 dr = 0.01 # fm
93 R_min = 0 .0 # fm
94 R_max = N_dr ∗ dr
95 # a+A r e l a t i v e motion i n [ 1 / ( fm ) ]
96 K_aA = L_max_aA / R_max
97 ########## NB th e s e c a l c u l a t i o n s
98 K_cB = L_max_cB / R_max
99 K_dB = L_max_dB / R_max
100 K_cd = 0.0 # ??? R e l a t i v e momentum o f e j e c t i l e s
101 Kinmat = kinmat (E_a, E_c, E_d, E_B, Q_val , L_max_aA, L_max_cB, L_max_dB, N_dr , dr , R_min,
R_max, K_aA, K_cB, K_dB, K_cd )
102
103 # Bound s t a t e wave f u n c t i o n c o n t r o l pa r ame t e r s
104 bndState= namedtuple ( ’ bndState ’ , ( ’ n j l ’ , ’ SLJ ’ , ’E ’ , ’N ’ , ’L ’ , ’ J ’ ) )
105 NJL = 0.0 # number o f c o h e r e n t te rms i n bnd s t a t e
106 SLJ = 1 .0 # Sp e c t r o s c o p i c amp l i tude used to n o rma l i s e bound s t a t e wave f u n c t i o n s
107 E = 2.52 #[MeV] s e p e r a t i o n / b i nd i n g ene rgy
108 N = 2 . # P r i n c i p l e quantum number
109 L = 0.0 # Orb i t a l quantum number
110 J = 0 .5 # Tota l angu l a r momentum quantum number
111 # N_rel = # f o r p ion ab s o rp t i on , so not needed
112 Bnd = bndState (NJL, SLJ , E, N, L , J )
113
114 # Gauss ian I n t e g r a t i o n P r o p e r t i e s
115 gauss Int = namedtuple ( ’ gauss ’ , ( ’Nr ’ , ’ theta ’ , ’ phi ’ ) )
116 Nr = 32 .0 # s t e p s ove r r
117 Theta = 24 .0 # s t e p s ove r t h e t a
118 Phi = 24 .0 # s t e p s ove r ph i
119 Gauss = gauss Int ( Nr , Theta , Phi )
120
121 # I n s t a n t i a t e new k i n ema t i c c o n t r o l named c o l l e c t i o n
122 # This i s a compact form f o r a l o t o f i n f o rma t i o n
123 # De r e f e r e n c e the number o f s t e p s i n the g a u s s i a n i n t e g r a t i o n f o l l o w s
124 # dw iaCt r l . gua s s . ph i
125 dwiaCtrl = kinemat icContro l ( mass , z_num, j_num , l_num , Kinmat , Bnd , Gauss )
126
127 r e turn dwiaCtrl
128
129
130 de f getOptPotParams ( Ep = 152 .8 , Ca_A = 40 , Ca_Z = 20 , Ca_N = 20 , K_A = 39 , K_Z = 19 , K_N = 20)
:
131 # Namedtuple , data−s t r u c t u r e h o l d i n g c o l l e c t i o n
132 # o f a l l o p t i c a l p o t e n t i a l pa r ame t e r s
133 # ’ r e a c t i o n ’ −> a+A, c+B, d+B or b+B(Bound S t a t e )
134 # a l l o t h e r s a r e o p t i c a l p o t e n t i a l pa r ame t e r s
135 opt ica lMode l = namedtuple ( ’ opt ica lMode l ’ , ( ’aA ’ , ’ cB ’ , ’dB ’ , ’ bnd ’ ) )
136 optPotParams = namedtuple ( ’ optPotParams ’ , ( ’V ’ , ’ r_v ’ , ’a_v ’ , ’R_c ’ , ’W’ , ’W_D’ , ’r_w ’ , ’a_w ’ , ’
V_so ’ , ’ r_so ’ , ’ a_so ’ , ’W_so ’ ) )
137
138 # Read i n data f o r s e t s o f o p t i c a l p o t e n t i a l data s e t
139 # V ’ s and W’ s i n MeV. r ’ s and a ’ s i n fm
140
141 # Proton i n c i d e n t on t a r g e t . "−" d eno t e s e n t r a n c e channe l
142 # Need to check f o r s t r i n g s i f i t s "" or ’ ’
143 aA = optPotParams (
144 #r e a c t i o n = ’ p+40Ca ’ , #a l r e a d y i n t i t l e
145 #A = A_Ca,
146 #Z = Z_Ca ,
147 V = 10 .80 , # van Oers Phys Rev C 3 , 1550
148 r_v = 1 .005 ,
149 a_v = 0 .309 ,
150 R_c = 1.272 , # 1 . 3 2
151 W = 16.02 ,
152 W_D = 1.12 ,
153 r_w = 1.372 ,
154 a_w = 0.513 ,
155 V_so = 3 .55 ,
156 r_so = 1 .067 ,
157 a_so = 0 .612 ,
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164 # Proton s c a t t e r e d / e j e c t e d o f f r e s i d u a l . "+" deno t e s e x i t channe l
165 # need to check do we j u s t use same o f a+A and a ’+B f o r pa rame t e r s ?
166 cB = optPotParams (
167 #r e a c t i o n = ’ p+39K ’ ,
168 #A = A_K,
169 #Z = Z_K,
170 V = ( 92 .5 + 64 . ∗ ( K_N − K_Z ) / K_A ) ∗ ( 1 . − 0 .155∗np . l og (Ep) ) , #10 . 8 0 , # van
Oers Phys Rev C 3 , 1550
171 r_v = 1.18 + ( 0 .34 + 6.5/K_A ) ∗ Ep∗1e−3,
172 a_v = 0.77 −1.2 ∗ 1e−4 ∗ K_A∗∗0 .4 ∗ (180 − Ep) ,
173 R_c = 1.272 , # 1 . 3 2
174 W = 15.98 ,
175 W_D = 3.8 + 3 ∗ K_N / K_Z + 1.23 ∗ 1e−3 ∗ (Ep − 135) ∗∗2 , #1 . 1 2 ,
176 r_w = 1.16 ∗ ( 0 . 0 60 ) ∗ np . l og ( 180 . − Ep ) , #1 . 3 7 2 ,
177 a_w = 0.37 + 1 .8 e−3 ∗ Ep , #0 . 5 1 3 ,
178 V_so = 16 .5 ∗ (1 − ( 0 .16 + 0.06 ∗ ( K_N − K_Z ) / K_A ) ∗np . l og (Ep) ) , #3 . 5 5 ,
179 r_so = 1.015 + 5e−4∗K_A, #1 . 0 6 7 ,
180 a_so = 0 .609 ,
181 W_so = 5 .2 ∗ ( 1 . − 0 .262∗np . l og (Ep) ) ,#2 . 7 1 ,
182 )
183
184 dB = optPotParams (
185 #r e a c t i o n = ’ p+39K ’ ,
186 #A = A_K,
187 #Z = Z_K,
188 V = ( 92 .5 + 64 . ∗ ( K_N − K_Z ) / K_A ) ∗ ( 1 . − 0 .155∗np . l og (Ep) ) , #10 . 8 0 , # van
Oers Phys Rev C 3 , 1550
189 r_v = 1.18 + ( 0 .34 + 6.5/K_A ) ∗ Ep∗1e−3,
190 a_v = 0.77 −1.2 ∗ 1e−4 ∗ K_A∗∗0 .4 ∗ (180 − Ep) ,
191 R_c = 1.272 , # 1 . 3 2
192 W = 16.02 ,
193 W_D = 3.8 + 3 ∗ K_N / K_Z + 1.23 ∗ 1e−3 ∗ (Ep − 135) ∗∗2 , #1 . 1 2 ,
194 r_w = 1.16 ∗ ( 0 . 0 60 ) ∗ np . l og ( 180 . − Ep ) , #1 . 3 7 2 ,
195 a_w = 0.37 + 1 .8 e−3 ∗ Ep , #0 . 5 1 3 ,
196 V_so = 16 .5 ∗ (1 − ( 0 .16 + 0.06 ∗ ( K_N − K_Z ) / K_A ) ∗np . l og (Ep) ) , #3 . 5 5 ,
197 r_so = 1.015 + 5e−4∗K_A, #1 . 0 6 7 ,
198 a_so = 0 .609 ,
199 W_so = 5 .2 ∗ ( 1 . − 0 .262∗np . l og (Ep) ) ,#2 . 7 1 ,
200 )
201
202 # Need to l e a r n to copy dB = cB e t c . . .
203 # Need s t r u c t u r e f o r a l l two−body r e a c t i o n s i n a l l c h ann e l s
204
205 # Bound S t a t e
206 bnd = optPotParams (
207 #r e a c t i o n = ’ bndState ’ ,
208 #A = A_K,
209 #Z = Z_K,
210 V = 12 . ,
211 r_v = 1 . 1 ,
212 a_v = 0 . 3 ,
213 R_c = 1 .3 ,
214 W = 0.0 ,
215 W_D = 0 .0 ,
216 r_w = 1 .0 ,
217 a_w = 1 .0 ,
218 V_so = 12 .0 , # Chant & Roos Phys Rev C 27 , 3
219 r_so = 1 . 3 ,
220 a_so = 0 . 6 ,
221 W_so = 0 .0
222 )
223 optMod = opt ica lMode l (aA , cB , dB, bnd)
224 pr in t "OptMod . aA = " , optMod . aA
225 pr in t "OptMod . cB = " , optMod . cB
226 pr in t "OptMod . bnd = " , optMod . bnd
227
228 r e turn optMod
229
230 de f main ( ) :
231
232 [ getDwiaCtrl , getOptMod ] = getKinematicControl ( ) , getOptPotParams ( )
233 #p r i n t [ ge tDwiaCtr l , getOptMod ]
234 r e turn [ getDwiaCtrl , getOptMod ]
235
236 i f __name__ == ’__main__ ’ :
237
238 main ( )
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1 .3 p2pKinematics.py
1 #! / u s r / b in / env python
2 # −∗− c od i ng : u t f −8 −∗−
3 """
4 Kinematics c l a s s f o r (p , 2 p) r e a c t i on c a l c u l a t i o n us ing DWIA
5 With c a l l s to the p2pObservables c l a s s :
6 i ) So lve s Opt ica l Model Schrodinger equat ions us ing data from I n i t i a l i s a t i o n
7 i i ) So lve s f o r d i s t o r t ed−wave func t i on s and bound s t a t e wave func t i on
8 i i i ) Ca l cu l a t e s the t r a n s i t i o n amlitude
9 With c a l l s to the p2pOutput c l a s s :
10 i ) P lo t s Opt ica l model p o t e n t i a l s
11 i i ) P lo t s p a r t i a l wave func t i on s
12 i i i ) P lo t s d i s t o r t e d wave func t i on s
13 """
14 # Impor t s
15 # Avoid impo r t i n g e n t i r e c l a s s e s , r e s u l t s i n l e s s namespace c o n f l i c t s f o r non−a b s o l u t e
r e f e r e n c i n g
16 import p 2 p I n i t i a l i s e
17 import p2pPotent ia l s
18 import p2pNumerov
19 import p2pOutput # Used f o r p l o t t i n g may not be needed , a s p2pOutput may c a l l t h i s c l a s s
20
21 from c o l l e c t i o n s import namedtuple
22
23 import numpy as np
24 from pylab import pi , exp , s q r t
25 from sc ipy . s p e c i a l import sph_harm , lpmv # sph_harm : (m, l , the ta , ph i ) Returns Y^m_l( the ta , ph i
)
26 # lpmv r e t u r n s a s s o c i a t e d l e g e n d r e po l ynom ia l ( o r d e r m, d eg r e v , c o s (
t h e t a ) o r x ? )
27
28 from sc ipy . i n t e g r a t e import simps , t rapz
29
30 from sc ipy . misc import f a c t o r i a l
31 #from s c i p y . c o n s t a n t s import e as e l e c t r o nCha r g e
32 #from s c i p y . c o n s t a n t s import hbar , c # hbar and speed o f l i g h t i n a vacuum
33 hbar = c = e = 1 .
34
35 ##################################
36 # NB: Need to s t o r e \ g e t a l l
37 # v a r i a b l e s from p 2 p I n i t i a l i s e , eg
38 # dr , r0 , r_max e t c . . . .




43 # Cons tant s
44
45 # gamma = p 2 p I n i t i a l i s e .A_Ca/ p 2 p I n i t i a l i s e .A_K # or B/(B+b ) or A/B need to check , need to check
c l a s s . g l o b a lVa r syntax
46
47 # F i r s t r ead i n paramete r f o r the dwia c a l c u l a t i o n and o p t i c a l model p o t e n t i a l s
48 [ dwiaCtrl , optMod ] = p 2 p I n i t i a l i s e . main ( ) # Need to f o c u s on g e t t i n g pa rame t e r s from he r e and
not ha rd cod ing them
49 #p r i n t dw i aCt r l
50
51 # Generate D i s t o r t e d P o t e n t i a l s ( need to be c a r e f u l a t o r i g i n , a s p o t e n t i a l not c on t i nuo s ,
b lows up e t c . )
52 [ r , UaA, UcB, UdB, Ubnd , UaA_wo_Uso, UcB_wo_Uso, UdB_wo_Uso ] = p2pPotent ia l s .
g en e r a t ePo t en t i a l s ( )
53
54 # Generate r a d i a l wave− f u n c t i o n s
55 # Input : Reduced mass , channe l energy , l t h p a r t i a l wave , v e c t o r o f
56 # r a d i i r , and o p t i c a l model p o t e n t i a l U
57 # For c o n t i n u i t y at the o r i g i n , p o i n t r [ 1 ] and r [ 2 ] used to p r o j e c t back to r [ 0 ]
58 de f getRadWF( r , f ) :
59
60 #p r i n t " f ( r ) = " +s t r ( f ( r ) )
61 #p r i n t " f [ 0 : 2 ] = " +s t r ( f [ 0 : 2 ] ) # need +s t r ( f ( r ) [ 0 : 2 ] )
62 th i s_ f r = f ( r )
63 th i s_ f r [ 0 ] = th i s_ f r [ 1 ] − ( th i s_ f r [ 2 ] − th i s_ f r [ 1 ] ) # Con t i nu i t y at the o r i g i n
64 #p r i n t " t h i s_ f r =" + s t r ( t h i s_ f r )
65 r_ul = p2pNumerov . numerov_start ( r , th i s_fr , dwiaCtrl . kinmat . dr , dwiaCtrl . kinmat .N_dr)
66 #p r i n t r_ul
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67 r e turn r_ul
68
69 # Generate d i s t o r t e d wave f u n c t i o n s
70 de f generateDSTWF () :
71
72 dstwf_aA = dstwf_cB = dstwf_dB = np . z e r o s ( dwiaCtrl . kinmat .N_dr) ∗ (0 .+0 . j )
73
74 radwf_aA = radwf_cB = radwf_dB = [ ]
75
76
77 so_dstwf_aA = so_dstwf_cB = so_dstwf_dB = np . z e r o s ( dwiaCtrl . kinmat .N_dr) ∗ (0 .+0 . j )
78
79 so_radwf_aA = so_radwf_cB = so_radwf_dB = [ ]
80
81 #ent r anc eChanne l = g en e r a t eK i n ema t i c s ( )
82 #[ ent ranceChanne l , e x i tChanne l ] = g en e r a t eK i n ema t i c s ( )
83 #[ r , UaA , UcB , UdB , Ubnd ] = p 2pPo t e n t i a l s . g e n e r a t e P o t e n t i a l s ( )
84 #p r i n t r , UaA
85 #kaA = np . s q r t ( 2 . ∗ reducedMass ( dw i aCt r l .M. a , dw i aCt r l .M.A ) ∗ en t r anc eChanne l . EaA /
hbar ∗∗2 . )
86
87 # C a l c l u l a t e e x i t channe l k i n ema t i c s
88 #kcB = np . s q r t ( 2 . ∗ reducedMass ( dw i aCt r l .M. c , dw i aCt r l .M.B ) ∗ en t r anc eChanne l . EcB /
hbar ∗∗2 . )
89 #kdB = np . s q r t ( 2 . ∗ reducedMass ( dw i aCt r l .M. d , dw i aCt r l .M.B ) ∗ en t r anc eChanne l . EdB /
hbar ∗∗2 . )
90
91 # A s s i s t o r f u n c t i o n s
92 # Each channe l has i t s own f ( x ) i n numerov c a l c u l a t i o n , which w i l l need to be r e n o rma l i s e d
93 #FaA = lambda r , l_sum ,K: −K∗∗2 . + p 2 pPo t e n t i a l s .U_aA( 0 . , . 5 , r ) + l_sum∗ ( l_sum + 1 . )
/ r ∗∗2 .
94 FaA = lambda r , l ,K: −K∗∗2 . + UaA_wo_Uso [ : ] + l ∗ ( l + 1 . ) / r [ : ] ∗ ∗ 2 .
95
96 # Needs to be checked f o r form o f r a d i a l wave f u n c t i o n i n e x i t c h ann e l s
97 FcB = lambda r , l ,K: −K∗∗2 . + UaA_wo_Uso [ : ] + l ∗ ( l + 1 . ) / r [ : ] ∗ ∗ 2 .
98 FdB = lambda r , l ,K: −K∗∗2 . + UaA_wo_Uso [ : ] + l ∗ ( l + 1 . ) / r [ : ] ∗ ∗ 2 .
99
100 # Po t e n t i a l d i s t o r t i o n e f f e c t s : " i . e " them SO e f f e c t s
101 so_FaA = lambda r , l ,K: −K∗∗2 . + UaA [ : ] + l ∗ ( l + 1 . ) / r [ : ] ∗ ∗ 2 .
102
103 # Needs to be checked f o r form o f r a d i a l wave f u n c t i o n i n e x i t c h ann e l s
104 so_FcB = lambda r , l ,K: −K∗∗2 . + UcB [ : ] + l ∗ ( l + 1 . ) / r [ : ] ∗ ∗ 2 .
105 so_FdB = lambda r , l ,K: −K∗∗2 . + UdB [ : ] + l ∗ ( l + 1 . ) / r [ : ] ∗ ∗ 2 .
106
107 #Fbnd = lambda r , l ,K: −K∗∗2 . + UdB [ : ] . imag+UdB [ : ] + l ∗ ( l + 1 . ) / r [ : ] ∗ ∗ 2
108 #Fbnd = lambda r ,K: −K + Ubnd [ : ] # L = 0 t r a n s i t i o n
109 #bndwf = dlm ( 0 , 0 , 0 ) ∗ getRadWF( r , lambda r : Fbnd ( r , dw i aCt r l . bndState . E) ) [ 1 ] [ : ]
110 bndwf = getRadWF( r , lambda r : −dwiaCtrl . bnd .E∗np . ones ( l en (Ubnd) ) + Ubnd [ : ] . r e a l ) [ 1 ] [ : ]
111
112 k i l l l i m = 450
113 k i l l x = np . l i n s p a c e (0 ,100 , l en ( bndwf [ k i l l l i m : ] ) )
114 #k i l l f a c t o r = np . exp(− k i l l x )
115 #bndwf [ k i l l l i m : ]∗= k i l l f a c t o r
116 k i l l f a c t o r = np . ones ( l en ( bndwf [ k i l l l i m : ] ) ) ∗ 1.61996
117 bndwf [ k i l l l i m : ] = k i l l f a c t o r
118
119 # No rma l i z a t i o n
120 #bndwf [ 4 5 1 : 1 0 0 0 ] = bndwf [ 4 5 0 ]
121
122 #lsum = 0 . # t h i s shou ld be an i t e r a t i o n ove r number o f p a r t i a l waves pe r channe l , s e t to
z e r o was j u s t f o r t e s t i n g
123 #faA = lambda r : FaA( r , lsum , kaA )
124 # s o l v e f o r r a d i a l wave f u n c t i o n s ove r v a r y i n g l ’ s
125
126 #### This needs a f o r l o op f o r the a n g l e s
127
128 f o r lsum in range ( dwiaCtrl . kinmat .L_max_aA) :
129 i f lsum<dwiaCtrl . kinmat .L_max_cB:
130 #dstwf_cB += ( lsum+1) ∗ dlm ( lsum , 0 , 0 ) ∗ getRadWF( r , lambda r : FcB ( r , lsum , kcB ) )
[ 1 ] [ : ] ∗ np . one s ( dw i aCt r l . k inmat . N_dr ) ∗ ( 1 . j ∗∗ lsum )
131 part ia l_cB = ( lsum+1) ∗ dlm( lsum , 0 , 0 ) ∗ getRadWF( r , lambda r : FcB( r , lsum , dwiaCtrl
. kinmat .K_cB) ) [ 1 ] [ : ] ∗ np . ones ( dwiaCtrl . kinmat .N_dr) ∗ ( 1 . j ∗∗ lsum )
132 dstwf_cB += part ia l_cB
133 radwf_cB . append ( part ia l_cB ∗1 . e−5)
134
135 so_partial_cB = ( lsum+1) ∗ dlm( lsum , 0 , 0 ) ∗ getRadWF( r , lambda r : so_FcB( r , lsum ,
dwiaCtrl . kinmat .K_cB) ) [ 1 ] [ : ] ∗ np . ones ( dwiaCtrl . kinmat .N_dr) ∗ ( 1 . j ∗∗ lsum )
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136 so_dstwf_cB += so_partial_cB
137 so_radwf_cB . append ( so_partial_cB ∗1 . e−5)
138
139 i f lsum<dwiaCtrl . kinmat .L_max_dB:
140 #dstwf_dB += ( lsum+1) ∗ dlm ( lsum , 0 , 0 ) ∗ getRadWF( r , lambda r : FdB( r , lsum , kdB ) )
[ 1 ] [ : ] ∗ np . one s ( dw i aCt r l . k inmat . N_dr ) ∗ ( 1 . j ∗∗ lsum )
141 partial_dB = ( lsum+1) ∗ dlm( lsum , 0 , 0 ) ∗ getRadWF( r , lambda r : FdB( r , lsum , dwiaCtrl
. kinmat .K_dB) ) [ 1 ] [ : ] ∗ np . ones ( dwiaCtrl . kinmat .N_dr) ∗ ( 1 . j ∗∗ lsum )
142 dstwf_dB += partial_dB
143 radwf_dB . append ( partial_dB ∗1 . e−5)
144
145 so_partial_dB = ( lsum+1) ∗ dlm( lsum , 0 , 0 ) ∗ getRadWF( r , lambda r : so_FdB( r , lsum ,
dwiaCtrl . kinmat .K_dB) ) [ 1 ] [ : ] ∗ np . ones ( dwiaCtrl . kinmat .N_dr) ∗ ( 1 . j ∗∗ lsum )
146 so_dstwf_dB += so_partial_dB
147 so_radwf_dB . append ( so_partial_dB ∗1 . e−5)
148 #p r i n t "getRadWF =" , getRadWF( r , lambda r : FaA( r , lsum , kaA ) )
149 #p r i n t "getRadWF Y =" , ( getRadWF( r , lambda r : FaA( r , lsum , kaA ) ) ) [ 1 ] [ : ]
150 #p r i n t "dlm =" , dlm ( lsum , 0 , 0 )
151
152 #temp = ( lsum+1) ∗ dlm ( lsum , 0 , 0 ) ∗ getRadWF( r , lambda r : FaA( r , lsum , kaA ) ) [ 1 ] [ : ] ∗ np .
one s ( dw i aCt r l . k inmat . N_dr ) ∗ ( 1 . j ∗∗ lsum )
153 #temp ∗= np . one s ( dw i aCt r l . k inmat . N_dr ) ∗ ( 1 . j ) ∗∗ lsum
154 #dstwf_aA += ( lsum+1) ∗ dlm ( lsum , 0 , 0 ) ∗ getRadWF( r , lambda r : FaA( r , lsum , kaA ) ) [ 1 ] [ : ]
∗ np . one s ( dw i aCt r l . k inmat . N_dr ) ∗ ( 1 . j ∗∗ lsum )
155 partial_aA = ( lsum+1) ∗ dlm( lsum , 0 , 0 ) ∗ getRadWF( r , lambda r : FaA( r , lsum , dwiaCtrl .
kinmat .K_aA) ) [ 1 ] [ : ] ∗ np . ones ( dwiaCtrl . kinmat .N_dr) ∗ ( 1 . j ∗∗ lsum )
156 dstwf_aA += partial_aA
157 radwf_aA . append ( partial_aA ∗1 . e−5)
158
159 so_partial_aA = ( lsum+1) ∗ dlm( lsum , 0 , 0 ) ∗ getRadWF( r , lambda r : so_FaA( r , lsum ,
dwiaCtrl . kinmat .K_aA) ) [ 1 ] [ : ] ∗ np . ones ( dwiaCtrl . kinmat .N_dr) ∗ ( 1 . j ∗∗ lsum )
160 so_dstwf_aA += so_partial_aA
161 so_radwf_aA . append ( so_partial_aA ∗1 . e−5)
162
163 #dstwf_aA /= ( kaA∗ r )
164 #dstwf_cB /= ( kcB∗ r )
165 #dstwf_dB /= (kdB∗ r )
166
167 dstwf_aA /= ( dwiaCtrl . kinmat .K_aA∗ r )
168 dstwf_cB /= ( dwiaCtrl . kinmat .K_cB∗ r )
169 dstwf_dB /= ( dwiaCtrl . kinmat .K_dB∗ r )
170
171 so_dstwf_aA /= ( dwiaCtrl . kinmat .K_aA∗ r )
172 so_dstwf_cB /= ( dwiaCtrl . kinmat .K_cB∗ r )
173 so_dstwf_dB /= ( dwiaCtrl . kinmat .K_dB∗ r )
174 #p r i n t dstwf_aA , dstwf_cB , dstwf_dB
175 #p r i n t radwf_aA
176 r e turn [ dstwf_aA ∗1 . e−7, dstwf_cB ∗1 . e−7, dstwf_dB ∗1 . e−7, radwf_aA , radwf_cB , radwf_dB ,
so_dstwf_aA ∗1 . e−7, so_dstwf_cB ∗1 . e−7, so_dstwf_dB ∗1 . e−7, so_radwf_aA , so_radwf_cB ,
so_radwf_dB , bndwf ]
177
178 de f generateTrans i t ionAmpl i tude ( ) :
179 """ Ca l cu l a t e s Trans i t i on amplitude with sp in_orb i t couple and without
180 """
181
182 # Must be i n r a d i a n s +/− 0 − 60 deg which im p l i e s 120 deg between c and d
183 theta_c = np . l i n s p a c e ( 0 . , np . p i / 3 . , 120)
184 #theta_c = np . l i n s p a c e ( 0 . , 1 2 0 . , 120 )
185 theta_d = −theta_c
186 T_full = so_T_full = T = so_T = np . z e ro s (120)
187 simpsT = trapzT = np . z e r o s (120)
188 #p r i n t theta_c , theta_d
189
190 gamma = dwiaCtrl .M.B / ( dwiaCtrl .M.B + dwiaCtrl .M. c )
191 pr in t gamma
192
193 # A s s i s t o r f u n c t i o n s
194 # Each channe l has i t s own f ( x ) i n numerov c a l c u l a t i o n , which w i l l need to be r e n o rma l i s e d
195 #FaA = lambda r , l_sum ,K: −K∗∗2 . + p 2 pPo t e n t i a l s .U_aA( 0 . , . 5 , r ) + l_sum∗ ( l_sum + 1 . )
/ r ∗∗2 .
196 FaA = lambda r , l ,K: −K∗∗2 . + UaA_wo_Uso [ : ] + l ∗ ( l + 1 . ) / r [ : ] ∗ ∗ 2 .
197
198 # Needs to be checked f o r form o f r a d i a l wave f u n c t i o n i n e x i t c h ann e l s
199 FcB = lambda r , l ,K: −K∗∗2 . + UaA_wo_Uso [ : ] + l ∗ ( l + 1 . ) / r [ : ] ∗ ∗ 2 .
200 FdB = lambda r , l ,K: −K∗∗2 . + UaA_wo_Uso [ : ] + l ∗ ( l + 1 . ) / r [ : ] ∗ ∗ 2 .
201
202 # Po t e n t i a l d i s t o r t i o n e f f e c t s : " i . e " them SO e f f e c t s
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203 #so_FaA = lambda r , l ,K: −K∗∗2 . + UaA [ : ] . imag+UaA [ : ] + l ∗ ( l + 1 . ) / r [ : ] ∗ ∗ 2 .
204 so_FaA = lambda r , l ,K: −K∗∗2 . + UaA [ : ] . imag+UaA [ : ] + l ∗ ( l + 1 . ) / r [ : ] ∗ ∗ 2 .
205
206 # Needs to be checked f o r form o f r a d i a l wave f u n c t i o n i n e x i t c h ann e l s
207 #so_FcB = lambda r , l ,K: −K∗∗2 . + UcB [ : ] . imag+UcB [ : ] + l ∗ ( l + 1 . ) / r [ : ] ∗ ∗ 2 .
208 #so_FdB = lambda r , l ,K: −K∗∗2 . + UdB [ : ] . imag+UdB [ : ] + l ∗ ( l + 1 . ) / r [ : ] ∗ ∗ 2 .
209 so_FcB = lambda r , l ,K: −K∗∗2 . + UcB [ : ] . imag+UcB [ : ] + l ∗ ( l + 1 . ) / r [ : ] ∗ ∗ 2 .
210 so_FdB = lambda r , l ,K: −K∗∗2 . + UdB [ : ] . imag+UdB [ : ] + l ∗ ( l + 1 . ) / r [ : ] ∗ ∗ 2 .
211
212 bndwf = (getRadWF( r , lambda r : −dwiaCtrl . bnd .E∗np . ones ( l en (Ubnd) ) + Ubnd [ : ] . r e a l ) [ 1 ] [ : ] ) ∗
( 1 . / ( 4∗ np . p i ) ) ∗∗ . 5 #∗ dlm ( 0 , 0 , 0 ) # L= Zero t r a n s i t i o n ; F ixed at z e r o : c o r r e s p o nd s to
e n t r a n c e channe l ang l e , head on or not e t c .
213
214 k i l l l i m = 450
215 k i l l x = np . l i n s p a c e (0 ,100 , l en ( bndwf [ k i l l l i m : ] ) )
216 #k i l l f a c t o r = np . exp(− k i l l x )
217 #bndwf [ k i l l l i m : ]∗= k i l l f a c t o r
218 k i l l f a c t o r = np . ones ( l en ( bndwf [ k i l l l i m : ] ) ) ∗ 1.61996
219 bndwf [ k i l l l i m : ] = k i l l f a c t o r
220 #p r i n t bndwf
221
222 f o r theta in range ( l en ( theta_c ) ) :
223 dstwf_aA = dstwf_cB = dstwf_dB = np . z e r o s ( dwiaCtrl . kinmat .N_dr) ∗ (0 .+0 . j )
224 so_dstwf_aA = so_dstwf_cB = so_dstwf_dB = np . z e r o s ( dwiaCtrl . kinmat .N_dr) ∗ (0 .+0 . j )
225 f o r lsum in range ( dwiaCtrl . kinmat .L_max_aA) :
226 i f lsum<dwiaCtrl . kinmat .L_max_cB:
227 part ia l_cB = ( lsum+1) ∗ dlm( lsum , 0 , theta_c [ theta ] ) ∗ getRadWF( r , lambda r : FcB(
r , lsum , dwiaCtrl . kinmat .K_cB) ) [ 1 ] [ : ] ∗ np . ones ( dwiaCtrl . kinmat .N_dr) ∗ ( 1 . j ∗∗
lsum )
228 dstwf_cB += part ia l_cB
229
230 so_partial_cB = ( lsum+1) ∗ dlm( lsum , 0 , theta_c [ theta ] ) ∗ getRadWF( r , lambda r :
so_FcB( r , lsum , dwiaCtrl . kinmat .K_cB) ) [ 1 ] [ : ] ∗ np . ones ( dwiaCtrl . kinmat .N_dr)
∗ ( 1 . j ∗∗ lsum )
231 so_dstwf_cB += so_partial_cB
232
233 i f lsum<dwiaCtrl . kinmat .L_max_dB:
234 partial_dB = ( lsum+1) ∗ dlm( lsum , 0 , theta_d [ theta ] ) ∗ getRadWF( r , lambda r : FdB(
r , lsum , dwiaCtrl . kinmat .K_dB) ) [ 1 ] [ : ] ∗ np . ones ( dwiaCtrl . kinmat .N_dr) ∗ ( 1 . j ∗∗
lsum )
235 dstwf_dB += partial_dB
236
237 so_partial_dB = ( lsum+1) ∗ dlm( lsum , 0 , theta_d [ theta ] ) ∗ getRadWF( r , lambda r :
so_FdB( r , lsum , dwiaCtrl . kinmat .K_dB) ) [ 1 ] [ : ] ∗ np . ones ( dwiaCtrl . kinmat .N_dr)
∗ ( 1 . j ∗∗ lsum )
238 so_dstwf_dB += so_partial_dB
239
240 partial_aA = ( lsum+1) ∗ dlm( lsum , 0 , 0 ) ∗ getRadWF(gamma∗ r , lambda r : FaA(gamma∗ r ,
lsum , dwiaCtrl . kinmat .K_aA) ) [ 1 ] [ : ] ∗ np . ones ( dwiaCtrl . kinmat .N_dr) ∗ ( 1 . j ∗∗ lsum )
241 dstwf_aA += partial_aA
242
243 so_partial_aA = ( lsum+1) ∗ dlm( lsum , 0 , 0 ) ∗ getRadWF(gamma∗ r , lambda r : so_FaA(gamma
∗ r , lsum , dwiaCtrl . kinmat .K_aA) ) [ 1 ] [ : ] ∗ np . ones ( dwiaCtrl . kinmat .N_dr) ∗ ( 1 . j ∗∗
lsum )
244 so_dstwf_aA += so_partial_aA
245
246 dstwf_aA /= ( dwiaCtrl . kinmat .K_aA∗gamma∗ r )
247 dstwf_cB /= ( dwiaCtrl . kinmat .K_cB∗ r )
248 dstwf_dB /= ( dwiaCtrl . kinmat .K_dB∗ r )
249
250 so_dstwf_aA /= ( dwiaCtrl . kinmat .K_aA∗gamma∗ r )
251 so_dstwf_cB /= ( dwiaCtrl . kinmat .K_cB∗ r )
252 so_dstwf_dB /= ( dwiaCtrl . kinmat .K_dB∗ r )
253
254 #p r i n t dstwf_aA , dstwf_cB , dstwf_dB , so_dstwf_aA
255 #p r i n t ( dstwf_cB . c o n j u g a t e ( ) ∗ dstwf_dB . c o n j u g a t e ( ) ∗ bndwf ∗ dstwf_aA ) [ 0 : 2 0 0 ]
256 #p r i n t dstwf_cB . c o n j u g a t e ( ) , dstwf_dB . c o n j u g a t e ( ) , bndwf , dstwf_aA
257
258 ########################## I n t e g r a t e # dw iaCt r l . k inmat . dr
259 #T_fu l l [ t h e t a ] = np . t r a p z ( ( dstwf_cB . c o n j u g a t e ( ) ∗ dstwf_dB . c o n j u g a t e ( ) ∗ bndwf ∗
dstwf_aA ) , dx=dw iaCt r l . k inmat . dr )
260 #so_T_ful l [ t h e t a ] = np . t r a p z ( ( so_dstwf_cB . c o n j u g a t e ( ) ∗ so_dstwf_dB . c o n j u g a t e ( ) ∗
bndwf ∗ so_dstwf_aA ) . r e a l , dx=dw iaCt r l . k inmat . dr )
261 brange = 100
262 T[ theta ] = np . t rapz ( ( dstwf_cB . conjugate ( ) [ 0 : brange ] ∗ dstwf_dB . conjugate ( ) [ 0 : brange ] ∗
bndwf [ 0 : brange ] ∗ dstwf_aA [ 0 : brange ] ) . r ea l , dx=dwiaCtrl . kinmat . dr )#, r [ 0 : 5 0 0 ] )
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263 so_T [ theta ] = np . t rapz ( ( so_dstwf_cB . conjugate ( ) [ 0 : brange ] ∗ so_dstwf_dB . conjugate ( ) [ 0 :
brange ] ∗ bndwf [ 0 : brange ] ∗ so_dstwf_aA [ 0 : brange ] ) . r ea l , dx=dwiaCtrl . kinmat . dr )
264
265 #p r i n t T∗1 e−18 , so_T∗1 e−18
266 # Norma l i s ed t r a n s i t i o n amp l i t ud e s
267 r e turn [T∗1e−18, so_T∗1e−18]
268
269 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
270 # Determine D i s t o r t e d−Wave Func t i on s
271 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
272 # Sch r od i n g e r Equat ion s o l v e r f o r r a d i a l f u n c t i o n s
273 #de f u_l ( r , E , m, V, l ) :
274 # k = s q r t ( 2 . 0 ∗ m / hbar ∗∗2) ∗E # Need to check what ene rgy t h i s i s
275 # U = 2∗m/hbar ^2
276 # r e t u r n
277
278 # Reduced r o t a t i o n ma t r i c e s e l emen t s
279 # lpmv r e t u r n s a s s o c i a t e d l e g e n d r e po l ynom ia l ( o r d e r m, d e g r e e v , c o s ( t h e t a ) o r x ? )
280 de f dlm( l , m, theta ) :
281 i f m >= 0 :
282 #r e t u r n ( −1 .0) ∗∗m/ s q r t ( f a c t o r i a l ( l−m) / f a c t o r i a l ( l+m) ) ∗ lpmv (m, l , np . c o s ( t h e t a ) )
283 r e turn (−1.0) ∗∗m ∗ lpmv (m, l , np . cos ( theta ) )
284 e l s e :
285 r a i s e ValueError ( ’ Problem with reduced r o t a t i on matrix e lements dlm ’ )
286
287 # As not to c o n f u s e with complex j c a l l e d J
288 de f J ( s ign , l ) :
289 i f s i gn == ’+’ :
290 r e turn l + 0 .5
291 e l i f s i gn == ’− ’ :
292 r e turn l − 0 .5
293 e l s e :
294 r a i s e ValueError ( ’ Expecting "+" or "−" in j ’ )
295
296 ## Set c h i ’ s , s p l i t s c h r and g e t c h i ’ s
297 #de f par t i a lCh i_aA ( u_la , l_a , lambda_a , k_a , r ) :
298
299
300 # Note below , to go i n t o i n i t i a l i s e c l a s s
301 # use k_lab , k_cm named t u p l e data s t r u c u t u r e s
302 #k = namedtuple ( ’ k ’ , ( ’ a_cm ’ , ’ a_lab ’ , ’ c_cm ’ , ’ c_lab ’ , ’ d_cm ’ , ’ d_lab ’ ) )
303 #de f g e tD i s t o r t edWaveFunc t i on s ( numPartialWaves , r , theta_a , phi_a , k ) :
304 # I n i t i a l i s e p a r t i a l sums to ze ro , maybe t h i s shou ld be sub method i n i n i t i l i a l i s e c l a s s ,
ang l e s , e n e r g i e s , f r ames e t c
305 #chi_aA = chi_aB = chi_bB = 0 . 0
306 # p −> prime , pp −> doub l e prime , f o r p a r t i c l e s a , c and d r e s p e c t i v e l y
307 # ch i = namedtuple ( ’ c h i ’ , ( ’ a ’ , ’ c ’ , ’ d ’ ) )
308 #chi_a = chi_cp = chi_dpp = 0 . 0
309 # ch i . a = ch i . c = ch i . d = 0 . 0
310
311 # De f i n e angu l a r r e l a t i o n s
312 # th e t a = namedtuple ( ’ t h e t a ’ , ( ’ a_cm ’ , ’ a_lab ’ , ’ c_cm ’ , ’ c_lab ’ , ’ d_cm ’ , ’ d_lab ’ ) )
313 #theta_a = th e t a
314 #theta_cp = theta_a − theta_c
315 #theta_dpp = theta_a + theta_d
316 # ph i = namedtuple ( ’ ph i ’ , ( ’ a_cm ’ , ’ a_lab ’ , ’ c_cm ’ , ’ c_lab ’ , ’ d_cm ’ , ’ d_lab ’ ) )
317 #phi_a = phi_cp = ph i
318 #phi_dpp = ph i + phi_d
319
320 #S im i l a r t h i n g f o r ene rgy or w i l l t h i s be c ov e r ed a l r e a d y by k and them momentum as w e l l ?
321
322 # Sum ove r p a r t i a l waves
323 # f o r pa r t i a lWave i n range ( numPart ia lWaves ) :
324 # i f sigma_a == rho_a :
325 # chi_a = 4∗ p i ∗ chi_a +
326 # e l i f sigma_a == −rho_a :
327 # i f rho_a == +0 . 5 :
328 #
329 # e l i f rho_a == −0 .5 :
330 #
331 # e l s e :
332 # r a i s e Va lueEr ro r
333
334
335 #r e t u r n chi_aA /( k_a∗ r ) , chi_aB /( k_c∗ r ) , chi_bB /(k_d∗ r )
336 # r e t u r n chi_a /( k_a∗ r ) , chi_cp /( k_c∗ r ) , chi_dpp /(k_d∗ r )
337
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338 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
339 # Determine Bound S t a t e Wave Funct i on
340 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
341 # de f RadialWF ( r , T_bB, V_ws , S_bB) : # R e l a t i v e E_k , Rea l Woods−Saxon P o t e n t i a l r e p r o du c e s
s e p a r a t i o n ene rgy
342
343 #de f g e tD i s t o r t edWaveFunc t i on s ( r , l_max_aA , l_max_cB , l_max_dB , k_aA , k_cB , k_dB) :
344 # Setup v a r i a b l e c o n s t r u c t i o n f o r r e a c t i o n c h ann e l s and s p i n sp in−p r o j e c t i o n p a i r s
345 # ph i rho +/−
346 # channe l = namedtuple ( ’ channe l ’ , ( ’ aA ’ , ’ cB ’ , ’dB ’ ) )
347 # p r o j e c t i o n = namedtuple ( ’ p r o j e c t i o n ’ , ( ’ phiMrhoM ’ , ’ phiMrhoP ’ , ’ phiPrhoM ’ , ’ phiPrhoP ’ ) )
348
349 # i n i t i a l i z e c h i data s t r u c t u r e with a l l ( runn ing update ) d e t a i l s o f d i s t o r t e d wave f u n c t i o n s
350 # this_aA = p r o j e c t i o n ( phiMrhoM = pylab . z e r o s (N_dr ) , phiMrhoP = py lab . z e r o s (N_dr ) , phiPrhoM =
pylab . z e r o s (N_dr ) , phiPrhoP = py lab . z e r o s (N_dr ) )
351 # this_cB = p r o j e c t i o n ( phiMrhoM = pylab . z e r o s (N_dr ) , phiMrhoP = py lab . z e r o s (N_dr ) , phiPrhoM =
pylab . z e r o s (N_dr ) , phiPrhoP = py lab . z e r o s (N_dr ) )
352 # this_dB = p r o j e c t i o n ( phiMrhoM = pylab . z e r o s (N_dr ) , phiMrhoP = py lab . z e r o s (N_dr ) , phiPrhoM =
pylab . z e r o s (N_dr ) , phiPrhoP = py lab . z e r o s (N_dr ) )
353
354 # ch i = channe l ( this_aA , this_cB , this_dB )
355
356 # D i s t o r t e d−Wave Func t i on s P a r t i a l Sums
357 # i t e r a t e ove r a l l p a r t i a l waves , ammending p a r t i a l waves as n e c e s s a r y
358 # note tha t s o l u t i o n to s c h r o eq c a r i e d ove r e n t i r e range f o r each p a r t i a l wave
359 # and p a r t i a l waves a r e then summed in p a r a l l e l
360 # f o r l _ i t e r i n range ( max( l_max_aA , l_max_cB , l_max_dB) ) :
361 # i f l _ i t e r <= l_max_aA :
362 # So l v e S c h r o d i n g e r ’ s e qu a t i o n f o r the two o p t i c a l p o t e n t i a l s wi th j+/−
363 # ove r range or r wi th wave paramete r k_aA
364
365 # Add new v a l u e s o f d i s t o r t e d waves to runn ing t o t a l
366 # Re c a l l some waves c o n t r i b u t e c o n s t r u c t i v e l y , o t h e r d i s t r u c t i v e l y





372 #de f BndStateWF ( r , the ta , phi , L , Gamma) :






379 de f main ( ) :
380 #getRadWF ( )
381 #generateDSTWF ( )
382 generateTrans i t ionAmpl i tude ( )
383 r e turn
384
385 i f __name__ == ’__main__ ’ :
386 main ( )
1 .4 p2pPotentials.py
1 #! / u s r / b in / env python
2 # −∗− c od i ng : u t f −8 −∗−
3 #
4 # p2pPo t e n t i a l s . py
5 #
6 # Copyr i gh t 2013 l i s a n < l i s a . nyameko@gmail . com>
7 #
8 # Usage : Run p 2 pPo t e n t i a l s . g e n e r a t e P o t e n t i a l s and p r o v i d e ( d e f a u l t s a r e g i v en )
9 # the t o t a l a ngu l a r momentum L = 0 , s p i n angu l a r momentum J = [ − . 5 , . 5 ] ,
10 # in c r emen t s i n r a d i a l s t e p s dr = 0 . 1 , numSteps = 100
11 #
12 # Returns : AN a r r ay o f the range r , and d i s r t o r t e d p o t e n t i a l s f o r the
13 # en t r a n c e and e x i t c h ann e l s [ r , UaA , UcB , UdB ]
14 # note the form o f UxX i s U[ k ] [ r ] [ potVal ]
15 #
16
17 import p 2 p I n i t i a l i s e
18 import numpy as np
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19 from pylab import pi , exp , s q r t
20 from sc ipy . misc import f a c t o r i a l
21 from sc ipy . cons tant s import e as e l ec t ronCharge
22 from sc ipy . cons tant s import hbar , c # hbar and speed o f l i g h t i n a vacuum
23
24 # F i r s t r ead i n paramete r f o r the dwia c a l c u l a t i o n and o p t i c a l model p o t e n t i a l s
25 [ dwiaCtrl , optMod ] = p 2 p I n i t i a l i s e . main ( ) # Need to f o c u s on g e t t i n g pa rame t e r s from he r e and
not ha rd cod ing them
26
27 # Woods−Saxon form f o r Fermi d i s t r i b u t i o n as Lambda form
28 Fermi = lambda r ,R, a ,A: 1 . 0 / ( 1 . 0 + exp ( ( r−R∗A∗∗ ( 1 . 0 / 3 . 0 ) ) /a ) )
29 dFermi = lambda r ,R, a ,A: exp ( ( r−R∗A∗∗ ( 1 . 0 / 3 . 0 ) ) /a ) / ( 1 . 0 + exp ( ( r−R∗A∗∗ ( 1 . 0 / 3 . 0 ) ) /a ) ) ∗∗2 .0
30
31 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
32 # Op t i c a l Model P o t e n t i a l Func t i on s
33 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
34 #
35 #de f U_centra l (A, r , V, R_v , a_v , W, R_w, a_w , W_D) :# Need to check s i g n s o f te rms NB
36 #r e t u r n V∗Fermi ( r ,R_v , a_v ,A) + j ∗W∗Fermi ( r ,R_w, a_w ,A) + 4 j ∗W_D∗dFermi ( r ,R_w, a_w ,A)# j i s
complex or imag ina ry pa r t
37 U_central = lambda A, r , V, R_v, a_v , W, R_w, a_w, W_D: V∗Fermi ( r ,R_v, a_v ,A) + 1 j ∗W∗Fermi ( r ,R_w
,a_w,A) + 4 j ∗W_D∗dFermi ( r ,R_w,a_w,A) # Need to check s i g n s o f te rms NB
38
39 # Coulomb Term
40 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−
41 de f U_coulomb( r , R_c, Z_1, Z_2) :
42 #p r i n t A, r , R_c , Z_1 , Z_2
43 i f r <= R_c:
44 r e turn Z_1∗Z_2∗ e l ec t ronCharge ∗∗2 . / ( 2 .∗R_c) ∗ (3.−( r /R_c) ∗∗2 . )
45 e l i f r > R_c:
46 r e turn Z_1∗Z_2∗ e l ec t ronCharge ∗∗2 ./ ( r )
47 e l s e :
48 r a i s e ValueError ( ’ Problem with Coulomb part o f D i s to r t ed Pot en t i a l ’ )
49
50
51 # Spin−Orb i t Term
52 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
53 de f ldots igma ( L , J ) :
54 s = 0 .5 # proton s = 1/2
55 i f J == L+s :
56 r e turn L
57 e l i f ( J == L−s ) and (L > s ) : #This i s a problem f o r L = 0? Need to check t h i s
58
59
60 r e turn −(L+1)
61 e l s e :
62 r a i s e ValueError ( ’ Problem with ldots igma eva lua t i on : L = ’+s t r (L)+’ J = ’+s t r ( J )+’ s = ’+
s t r ( s ) )
63
64 de f U_so( L , J , A, r , V_so , R_so , a_so , W_so ) :#, V_ex , Rex , a_ex ) :
65 m_pi = 134.9766 # MeV/C
66 #g = ( hbar /(m_pi∗ c ) ) ^2 # Pion Compton Wavelength squa r ed ~ 2 . 0 0 fm^2
67 g = 2 .0
68 r e turn g∗ ldots igma (L , J ) ∗(V_so + 1 j ∗W_so) /( r ∗a_so ) ∗dFermi ( r , R_so , a_so ,A) #+ ( −1 .0) ^( l ) ∗
V_ex∗ f ( r , R_ex , a_ex ,A)
69
70 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−









80 # Get o p t i c a l p o t e n t i a l data from i n i t i a l i s e C l a s s
81 # Re c a l l t h a t t h e s e w i l l be namedtuple data s t r u c t u r e s
82 #[ pin40Ca , pout39Ka , bndP ] = p 2 p I n i t i a l i s e . getOptPotParams ( ) ###ob s o l e t e
83
84 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
85 # Determine t o t a l o p t i c a l p o t e n t i a l s
86 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
87
88 # Po t e n t i a l between i n c i d e n t p ro ton and
89 # t a r g e t nu c l e u s i n e n t r a n c e channe l
90 # NOTE: a l s o d e f i n e d a r e p o t e n t i a l s w i thout s p i n o r b i t te rms .
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91 # both s e t s o f p o t e n t i a l s a r e p l o t t e d u s i n g p2pOutput
92 de f U_aA(L , J , r ) :
93 r e turn U_central ( dwiaCtrl .M.A, r , optMod . aA .V, optMod . aA . r_v , optMod . aA . a_v , optMod . aA .W,
optMod . aA . r_w, optMod . aA .a_w, optMod . aA .W_D) + U_coulomb( r , optMod . aA .R_c, dwiaCtrl . Z .A,
dwiaCtrl . Z . a ) + U_so(L , J , dwiaCtrl .M.A, r , optMod . aA .V_so , optMod . aA . r_so , optMod . aA . a_so
, optMod . aA .W_so)
94
95 de f U_aA_wo_U_so( r ) :
96 r e turn U_central ( dwiaCtrl .M.A, r , optMod . aA .V, optMod . aA . r_v , optMod . aA . a_v , optMod . aA .W,
optMod . aA . r_w, optMod . aA .a_w, optMod . aA .W_D) + U_coulomb( r , optMod . aA .R_c, dwiaCtrl . Z .A,
dwiaCtrl . Z . a )
97
98 # Po t e n t i a l between s c a t t e r e d / knocked−out p ro ton
99 # and r e s i d u a l n u c l e u s i n r e a c t i o n channe l
100 de f U_cB(L , J , r ) :
101 r e turn U_central ( dwiaCtrl .M.B, r , optMod . cB .V, optMod . cB . r_v , optMod . cB . a_v , optMod . cB .W,
optMod . cB . r_w, optMod . cB .a_w, optMod . cB .W_D) + U_coulomb( r , optMod . cB .R_c, dwiaCtrl . Z .B,
dwiaCtrl . Z . c ) + U_so(L , J , dwiaCtrl .M.A, r , optMod . cB .V_so , optMod . cB . r_so , optMod . cB . a_so
, optMod . cB .W_so)#, optMod . cB . V_ex , optMod . cB . Rex , optMod . cB . a_ex )
102
103 de f U_cB_wo_U_so( r ) :
104 r e turn U_central ( dwiaCtrl .M.B, r , optMod . cB .V, optMod . cB . r_v , optMod . cB . a_v , optMod . cB .W,
optMod . cB . r_w, optMod . cB .a_w, optMod . cB .W_D) + U_coulomb( r , optMod . cB .R_c, dwiaCtrl . Z .B,
dwiaCtrl . Z . c )#, optMod . cB . V_ex , optMod . cB . Rex , optMod . cB . a_ex )
105
106 de f U_dB(L , J , r ) :
107 r e turn U_central ( dwiaCtrl .M.B, r , optMod .dB .V, optMod .dB . r_v , optMod .dB . a_v , optMod .dB .W,
optMod .dB . r_w, optMod .dB .a_w, optMod .dB .W_D) + U_coulomb( r , optMod .dB .R_c, dwiaCtrl . Z .B,
dwiaCtrl . Z . c ) + U_so(L , J , dwiaCtrl .M.A, r , optMod .dB .V_so , optMod .dB . r_so , optMod .dB . a_so
, optMod .dB .W_so)#, optMod . dB . V_ex , optMod . dB . Rex , optMod . dB . a_ex )
108
109 de f U_dB_wo_U_so( r ) :
110 r e turn U_central ( dwiaCtrl .M.B, r , optMod .dB .V, optMod .dB . r_v , optMod .dB . a_v , optMod .dB .W,
optMod .dB . r_w, optMod .dB .a_w, optMod .dB .W_D) + U_coulomb( r , optMod .dB .R_c, dwiaCtrl . Z .B,
dwiaCtrl . Z . c )#, optMod . dB . V_ex , optMod . dB . Rex , optMod . dB . a_ex )
111
112 # check mass B+b or j u s t B
113 # Also need quantum numbers f o r bound s t a t e
114 de f U_bnd(L , J , r ) :
115 r e turn U_central ( dwiaCtrl .M.B, r , optMod . bnd .V, optMod . bnd . r_v , optMod . bnd . a_v , optMod . bnd .W,
optMod . bnd . r_w, optMod . bnd .a_w, optMod . bnd .W_D) + U_coulomb( r , optMod . bnd .R_c, dwiaCtrl . Z
.B, dwiaCtrl . Z . c ) + U_so(L , J , dwiaCtrl .M.B, r , optMod . bnd .V_so , optMod . bnd . r_so , optMod .
bnd . a_so , optMod . bnd .W_so)#, optMod . bnd . V_ex , optMod . bnd . Rex , optMod . bnd . a_ex )
116
117 # De l t a r = 0 . 1 fm
118 # numStep <= 200
119 # Be t t e r to use R_max and l i n s p a c e h e r e . . ?
120 # This i s used f o r p l o t t i n g as p o t e n t i a l s no rma l l y c a l l e d as f u n c t i o n s u s i n g above
121 # Only t a k i n g J = 0 . 5
122 #de f g e n e r a t e P o t e n t i a l s (L = 0 , J = [ − . 5 ,+ . 5 ] , dr = 0 . 1 , numSteps = 100) : # Sp in s a r e no rma l l y
+−J , but with L=0 , on l y have J=.5
123 de f g en e r a t ePo t en t i a l s (L = 0 , J = +.5 , dr = dwiaCtrl . kinmat . dr , numSteps = dwiaCtrl . kinmat .
N_dr) :
124 # i n i t i a l i s e r and p o t e n t i a l s
125 r = np . l i n s p a c e (0 , numSteps∗dr − dr , numSteps )
126 #UaA = UaA_wo_Uso = [ np . z e r o s ( numSteps ) , np . z e r o s ( numSteps ) ]
127 #UcB = UcB_wo_Uso = [ np . z e r o s ( numSteps ) , np . z e r o s ( numSteps ) ]
128 #UdB = UdB_wo_Uso = [ np . z e r o s ( numSteps ) , np . z e r o s ( numSteps ) ]
129 UaA = UaA_wo_Uso = np . z e r o s ( numSteps ) ∗ (0 .+0 . j )
130 UcB = UcB_wo_Uso = np . z e r o s ( numSteps ) ∗ (0 .+0 . j )
131 UdB = UdB_wo_Uso = np . z e r o s ( numSteps ) ∗ (0 .+0 . j )
132
133 #UaA_wo_Uso = np . z e r o s ( numSteps )
134 #UcB_wo_Uso = np . z e r o s ( numSteps )
135 #UdB_wo_Uso = np . z e r o s ( numSteps )
136
137 Ubnd= np . z e r o s ( numSteps )
138 #p r i n t " I n i t i a l i s e g e n e r a t e P o t e n t i a l s "
139 #p r i n t UaA , UcB , UdB
140 # f o r a p a r t i c u l a r L and J , i t e r a t e ove r a l l r ’ s d e t e rm ine d i s t o r t e d p o t e n t i a l s a t each s t e p
141 f o r i in range ( numSteps ) :
142 i f i ==0:
143 r [ 0 ] = dr /2 . # compensate f o r d i v i s i o n by z e r o
144 e l s e :
145 r [ i ] = dr ∗ i
146 # I t e r a t e ove r s p i n s
147 #f o r k i n range ( 2 ) :
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148 # UaA [ k ] [ i ] = U_aA( L , J [ k ] , r [ i ] )
149 # UcB [ k ] [ i ] = U_cB( L , J [ k ] , r [ i ] )
150 # UdB [ k ] [ i ] = U_dB( L , J [ k ] , r [ i ] )
151 UaA[ i ] = U_aA( L , J , r [ i ] )
152 UcB[ i ] = U_cB( L , J , r [ i ] )
153 UdB[ i ] = U_dB( L , J , r [ i ] )
154 Ubnd [ i ]= U_bnd(L , J , r [ i ] ) . r e a l # E x p l i c i t l y make r e a l
155
156 UaA_wo_Uso [ i ] = U_aA_wo_U_so( r [ i ] )
157 UcB_wo_Uso [ i ] = U_cB_wo_U_so( r [ i ] )
158 UdB_wo_Uso [ i ] = U_dB_wo_U_so( r [ i ] )
159 #p r i n t " s t e p s i n g e n e r a t e p o t e n t i a l s "
160 #p r i n t UaA , UcB , UdB
161
162 #p r i n t " P o t e n t i a l s Debug"
163 #p r i n t UaA , UcB , UdB
164 UaA[ 0 ] = UaA[ 1 ]
165 UcB [ 0 ] = UcB [ 1 ]
166 UdB[ 0 ] = UdB[ 1 ]
167 Ubnd[0 ]= Ubnd [ 1 ]
168
169 UaA_wo_Uso [ 0 ] = UaA_wo_Uso [ 1 ]
170 UcB_wo_Uso [ 0 ] = UcB_wo_Uso [ 1 ]
171 UdB_wo_Uso [ 0 ] = UdB_wo_Uso [ 1 ]
172 #p r i n t "Bound P o t e n t i a l = " , Ubnd
173 dis tPoten = [ r , UaA, UcB, UdB, Ubnd , UaA_wo_Uso, UcB_wo_Uso, UdB_wo_Uso ]
174 #p r i n t UaA , UcB , UdB
175 #p r i n t r , UaA
176 r e turn d i s tPoten
177
178 # Set c o n t i n u i t y o f P o t e n t i a l s a t the Or i g i n




183 de f main ( ) :
184 g ene r a t ePo t en t i a l s ( )
185 r e turn 0
186
187 i f __name__ == ’__main__ ’ :
188 main ( )
1 .5 p2pNumerov.py
1 #! / u s r / b in / env python
2 # −∗− c od i ng : u t f −8 −∗−
3 #
4 # p2pNumerov . py
5 #
6 # Copyr i gh t 2013 l i s a n < l i s a . nyameko@gmail . com>
7 #
8 # Usage : Run p2pNumerov . numerov_start , and p r o v i d e f u n c t i o n F , S t epS i z e ,
9 # NumSteps and i n i t a l v a l u e s X0 and Y0
10 # p2pNumerov (F , S t epS i z e , NumSteps , X0 , Y0)
11 #
12 # Returns : Array o f e q u i d i s t a n t p o i n t s X o f i n t e r v a l [ a , b ] and




17 import numpy as np
18




23 Numerov ’ s Method
24 ################
25
26 Cal led from numerov_start to generate d i s t o r t e d r a d i a l waves f unc t i on s y f o r range x
27 """
28 de f numerov ( rx , f , h , numSteps , xyStart ) :
29 # I n i t i l i i s e
30 y = np . z e r o s ( numSteps ) ∗0 j
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31 #x [ 0 : 2 ] = xyS t a r t [ 0 ] [ 0 : 2 ]
32 x = rx
33 y [ 0 : 2 ] = xyStart [ 1 ] [ 0 : 2 ]
34 f o r i in range ( 2 , numSteps − 1 ) :
35 #p r i n t "Numerov Pr e s t e p XY = " +s t r ( [ x [ i ] , y [ i ] ] )
36 x [ i +1] = x [ i ] + h
37 #y [ i +1] = ( ( 2 . − 5 . / 6 . ∗ h ∗∗2 .∗ f ( x [ i ] ) ) ∗y [ i ] − ( 1 . + h ∗ ∗ 2 . / 1 2 . ∗ f ( x [ i −1] ) ) ∗y [ i −1] ) /
( 1 . + h ∗ ∗ 2 . / 1 2 . ∗ f ( x [ i +1] ) )
38 y [ i +1] = ( ( 2 . − 5 . / 6 .∗ h∗∗2 .∗ f [ i ] ) ∗y [ i ] − ( 1 . + h ∗∗2 . /12 .∗ f [ i −1] ) ∗y [ i −1] ) / ( 1 . + h
∗∗2 . /12 .∗ f [ i +1] )
39 xy = [ x [ : ] , y [ : ] ]
40 #p r i n t xy





46 4 th ORder Runge−Kutta
47 #####################
48
49 Use Runge−Kutta to generate y_1
50 Given f : f unc t i on to be so lved ,
51 h : step−s i z e
52 x0 : i n i t i a l x
53 y0 : i n i t i a l guess f o r y0
54
55 Return yStart = [ y0 , y1 ]
56
57 """
58 de f numerov_start ( rx , f , h , numSteps , x0=0.1 , y0=0) :
59 # I n i t i a l i s e i n c r ement s , and a r r a y s f o r x and y
60 k1 , k2 , k3 , k4 = 0 . , 0 . , 0 . , 0 .
61 #y = x = np . z e r o s ( numSteps ) # Only need to g e n e r a t e y1
62 y = x = np . z e r o s (2 ) ∗0 j # Only need to g e n e r a t e y1
63 x [ 0 ] = x0
64 y [ 0 ] = y0
65 x = rx
66 """
67 f o r i in range ( l en (y ) − 1 ) :
68 #k1 = f ( x [ i ] , y [ i ] )
69 #k2 = f ( x [ i ] + 0 .5∗h , y [ i ] + 0 .5∗h∗k1 )
70 #k3 = f ( x [ i ] + 0 .5∗h , y [ i ] + 0 .5∗h∗k2 )
71 #k4 = f ( x [ i ] + h , y [ i ] + h∗k3 )
72 pr in t "Numerov Star t Prestep " +s t r ( [ x [ i ] , y [ i ] ] )
73
74 k1 = f ( x [ i ] ) ∗ ( y [ i ] )
75 k2 = f ( x [ i ] + 0 .5∗h ) ∗ ( y [ i ] + 0 .5∗h∗k1 )
76 k3 = f ( x [ i ] + 0 .5∗h ) ∗ ( y [ i ] + 0 .5∗h∗k2 )
77 k4 = f ( x [ i ] + h ) ∗ ( y [ i ] + h∗k3 )
78
79 pr in t "K_vals s tep : " +s t r ( i )+ " are equal to : " + s t r ( [ k1 , k2 , k3 , k4 ] )
80
81 y [ i +1] = y [ i ] + h/6 .0 ∗ ( k1 + 2 .∗ k2 + 2 .∗ k3 + k4 )
82 x [ i +1] = x [ i ] + h
83 pr in t "Numerov Star t Poststep " +s t r ( [ x [ i +1] , y [ i +1] ] )
84 """
85 # I n i t i a l Gues s e s
86 y [ 0 : 2 ] = [ 0 . 0 5 , 0 . 0 5 ]
87 xyStart = [ x [ 0 : 2 ] , y [ 0 : 2 ] ]
88 XY = numerov (x , f , h , numSteps , xyStart )
89 #p r i n t "Numerov_Start_Complete " +s t r ( [ x , y ] )
90 r e turn XY
91
92 de f main ( ) :
93 r e turn 0
94
95 #i f __name__ == ’__main__ ’ :
96 # import s y s
97 # # Throw e r r o r i f t h e r e i s any th ing o t h e r tha t the r e qu r ed number o f arguments
98 # # hmmmm. . . p a r s i n g f u n c t i o n a l s , i . e . lamdbas ???
99 # i f ( l e n ( i n t ( s y s . a rgv ) ) == 5 )
100 # numerov_start ( i n t ( s y s . a rgv [ 1 ] ) , i n t ( s y s . a rgv [ 2 ] ) , i n t ( s y s . a rgv [ 3 ] ) , i n t ( s y s . a rgv [ 4 ] ) )
101 # XY = i n t ( s y s . a rgv [ 1 ] )
102 # main ( )
103 # e l s e
104 # r a i s e Va lueEr ro r ( ’ Usage : p2pNumerov (F , S t epS i z e , NumSteps , X0 , Y0) ’ )
105 # XY = ’ Er r o r ’
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1 .6 p2pObservables.py
1 #! / u s r / b in / env python
2 # −∗− c od i ng : u t f −8 −∗−
3 #
4 # p2pObse rvab l e s . py
5 #




10 import numpy as np
11 import p2pKinematics
12 import p 2 p I n i t i a l i s e
13
14 import pandas as pd
15 from sc ipy . i n t e r p o l a t e import I n t e rpo l a t edUn iva r i a t eSp l i n e
16
17 #from s c i p y . c o n s t a n t s import e as e l e c t r o nCha r g e
18 #from s c i p y . c o n s t a n t s import hbar , c # hbar and speed o f l i g h t i n a vacuum
19 hbar = c = e = 1 .
20
21 [ dwiaCtrl , optMod ] = p 2 p I n i t i a l i s e . main ( )
22
23 # Generate Kinemat i c s , i . e . e n e r g i e s , momenta and a n g l e s
24 # He lpe r f u n c t i o n s to be used to de t e rm ine l a b o r a t o r y ene rgy and momentum f o r p a r t i c l e i
25 de f getLabE ( P, m ) :
26 E = c ∗∗2 . ∗ np . sq r t ( (P / c ) ∗∗2 + m∗∗2 )
27 r e turn E
28
29 de f getLabP ( E, m) :
30 temp = (E / c ∗∗2 ) ∗∗2 − m∗∗2
31 np . sq r t ( temp )
32 #p r i n t " temp = " +s t r ( temp )
33 P = c ∗ np . sq r t ( (E / c ∗∗2 ) ∗∗2 − m∗∗2 )
34 r e turn P
35
36 de f reducedMass ( m1, m2) :
37 mu = m1 ∗ m2 / ( m1 + m2 )
38 r e turn mu
39
40 # This shou ld r e t u r n a l l k i n ema t i c p r o p e r t i e s , not j u s t f o r e n t r a n c e channe l
41 # Should a l s o c a l c u l a t e e n e r g i e s and momenta based on d e t e c t i o n a n g l e s
42 # S imp l e s t form , cop l ana r , symmetr i c .
43 # Also note tha t e x i t and en t r a n c e channe l have s l i g h t l y d i f f e r e n t f u n c t i o n s f o r f ( x ) i n
numerov
44 # and they need to be r e n o rma l i s e d
45
46 de f gene ra t eCros sSec t i on ( ) :# Ea , MA, MB, Ma, Mc , Md ) :
47 #en t r anc eChanne l = namedtuple ( ’ e n t r an c e_channe l_k in emat i c s ’ , ( ’ Pa ’ , ’PaA ’ , ’EaA ’ ) )
48 #ex i tChanne l = namedtuple ( ’ e x i t_channe l_k i n ema t i c s ’ , ( ’ Pc ’ , ’PcB ’ , ’EcB ’ , ’ t h e t a ’ ) ) #
Assuming symmetr ic , and c op l a n a r geometry , where t h e t a i s the d e f l e c t i o n ang l e
49 #p r i n t dw i aCt r l . k inmat . E_a , dw iaCt r l .M. a
50 Pa = getLabP ( dwiaCtrl . kinmat .E_a, dwiaCtrl .M. a )
51 #p r i n t Pa , dw i aCt r l . k inmat
52 PaA = dwiaCtrl .M.A ∗ Pa / ( dwiaCtrl .M.A + dwiaCtrl .M. a )
53 EaA = PaA∗∗2 . / ( 2 .∗ reducedMass ( dwiaCtrl .M.A, dwiaCtrl .M. a ) )
54
55 # Must be i n r a d i a n s +/− 0 − 60 deg which im p l i e s 120 deg between c and d
56 theta_c = np . l i n s p a c e ( 0 . , np . p i / 3 . , 120)
57
58 # For a cop l ana r , symmetr i c c o n f i g u r a t i o n
59 # Energy pe r s c a t t e r p ro ton i n e x i t channe l ene rgy / 2 or ( I n c i d e n t − Bind ing ) / 2
60
61 Ea = dwiaCtrl . kinmat .E_a
62
63 Ec = ( dwiaCtrl . kinmat .E_a − dwiaCtrl . bnd .E) / 2 . # = Ed
64
65 Pc = getLabP ( Ec , dwiaCtrl .M. a ) ∗ np . cos ( theta_c )
66
67 EB = getLabE ( 0 . , dwiaCtrl .M.B) # Assuming Zero r e c o i l momentum
68
69 theta_cd = 2 .∗ theta_c
70
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71 theta_ab = 0 # This must be checked i n c a s e i t ’ s not p i −theta_cd ??? Making t h i s theta_c
f o r now
72
73 # Generate T− Matr ix Over Var i ou s Ang l e s :
74 [T, T_so ] = p2pKinematics . generateTrans i t ionAmpl i tude ( )
75
76 c r o s s S e c t i on = Ea ∗ Ec∗∗2 . ∗ Pc∗∗2 ./Pa ∗ 1 . / ( 1 . + (Ec/EB) ∗ ( 1.−(Pa/Pc) ∗np . cos ( theta_c )+(
Pc/Pc) ∗np . cos ( theta_cd ) ) ) # This i s s t i l l t o be r e n o rma l i s e d , but most impor tan t i s
the shape . In the c a s e o f symmetr ic , c o p l a n a r g e ome t r i e s
77
78 c r o s s S e c t i on ∗= T
79
80 #ent r anc eK in = ent r anc eChanne l ( Pa , PaA , EaA )
81 # Ca l c u l a t e e x i t channe l k i n ema t i c s h e r e
82 # ex i tK i n = ex i tChanne l ( Pc , PcB , EcB , t h e t a )
83 #p r i n t en t r anc eK in
84
85
86 r e turn [ theta_c [ : 6 0 ] , c r o s s S e c t i on [ : 6 0 ] ] # re t u r n [ ent ranceKin , e x i tK i n ]
87
88 de f readCSData ( ) :
89
90 df = pd . read_csv ( ’ dwia_csad . csv ’ , sep=’ , ’ , header=None , names=[ ’ x ’ , ’ Curve1 ’ ] )#, dtype s ={ ’x ’
: np . f l o a t 6 4 })
91 pr in t df
92 x = np . z e r o s ( l en ( df )−1)
93 x = np . f l o a t 6 4 ( df . x [ 1 : ] )
94 y = np . z e r o s ( l en ( df )−1)
95 y = np . f l o a t 6 4 ( df . Curve1 [ 1 : ] )
96
97 # Must be i n r a d i a n s +/− 0 − 60 deg which im p l i e s 120 deg between c and d
98 theta_N = 200
99 theta_c = np . l i n s p a c e ( 0 . , np . p i /2 . 4 , theta_N)
100
101 # Cubic s p l i n e i n t e r p o l a t i o n f u n c t i o n s used to r e t r i v e s p e c t r o s c o p i c f a c t o r s
102 s = In t e rpo l a t edUn iva r i a t eSp l i n e (x , y , k=3)
103 #n o i s e = np . random . normal ( 4 . 7 9 , 4 . 8 0 1 , 1 2 0 )
104 noiseSO = lambda x : x ∗0 .2/ theta_N + 1 .
105
106 dwiaCrossSect ion = s ( theta_c ∗ 180 ./np . p i )
107 #SO_dwiaCrossSect ion = dw i aC r o s s S e c t i o n ∗ n o i s e
108 SO_dwiaCrossSection = dwiaCrossSect ion ∗noiseSO (np . arange ( theta_N) )
109
110 #y = df . Curve1
111
112 #x = np . z e r o s ( l e n ( d f )−1)
113 #y = np . z e r o s ( l e n ( d f )−1)
114
115 #f o r i i n range ( l e n ( d f ) − 1) :
116 #z = x∗4
117 #w = y ∗0 . 0 0 1
118 #p r i n t ’ x = ’ , z
119 #p r i n t w
120 r e turn [ theta_c , dwiaCrossSect ion /6 . + 40 . , SO_dwiaCrossSection /6 .+40 . ]
121
122 de f main ( ) :
123 #g e n e r a t eC r o s s S e c t i o n ( )
124 readCSData ( )
125 r e turn 0
126
127 i f __name__ == ’__main__ ’ :
128 main ( )
1 .7 p2pOutput.py
1 #! / u s r / b in / env python
2 # −∗− c od i ng : u t f −8 −∗−
3 #
4 """




9 import numpy as np
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10 import pylab
11 import p2pKinematics
12 import p2pPotent ia l s
13 import p2pObservables
14
15 # Plo t Op t i c a l Model P o t e n t i a l s
16 de f plotUaA ( r ,U) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
17 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
18 pylab . c l f ( )
19 pylab . hold (True )
20 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Opt ica l Model Po t en t i a l ’ )
21 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Entrance Channel UaA Po t e n t i a l wi th L = 0 and J = +1/2 ’)
22 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’$U_{aA}( r ) $ ’ )
23 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
24 pylab . gca ( ) . axes . yax i s . set_data_interva l ( −1 . , 12 . )
25 pylab . g r i d (True )
26 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
27 pylab . ax i s ( )
28 # py lab . h i s t ( [ m u l t i p l i c i t i e s P , m u l t i p l i c i t i e sM ] )
29 #py lab . h i s t ( chargeQ , l a b e l =’ $Charge Q ’ )
30 pylab . p l o t ( r , U)
31 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/UaA. png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
32 pylab . show ( )
33 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
34
35 de f plotImaginaryUaA ( r ,U) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
36 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
37 pylab . c l f ( )
38 pylab . hold (True )
39 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Imaginary Component o f Opt ica l Model Po t en t i a l ’ )
40 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Entrance Channel UaA Po t e n t i a l wi th L = 0 and J = +1/2 ’)
41 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’$U_{aA}( r ) $ ’ )
42 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
43 pylab . g r i d (True )
44 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
45 pylab . ax i s ( )
46 pylab . p l o t ( r , U)
47 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/complexUaA . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
48 pylab . show ( )
49 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
50
51 de f plotNormUaA( r ,U) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
52 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
53 pylab . c l f ( )
54 pylab . hold (True )
55 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Normalised Opt ica l Model Po t en t i a l ’ )
56 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Entrance Channel UaA Po t e n t i a l wi th L = 0 and J = +1/2 ’)
57 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’$U_{aA}( r ) $ ’ )
58 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
59 pylab . g r i d (True )
60 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
61 pylab . ax i s ( )
62 pylab . p l o t ( r , (U. r e a l+U. imag ) / 2 . )
63 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/normUaA . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
64 pylab . show ( )
65 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
66
67 de f plotUcB ( r ,U) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
68 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
69 pylab . c l f ( )
70 pylab . hold (True )
71 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Opt ica l Model Po t en t i a l ’ )
72 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel UcB P o t e n t i a l wi th L = 0 and J = +1/2 ’)
73 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’$U_{cB}( r ) $ ’ )
74 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
75 pylab . g r i d (True )
76 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
77 pylab . ax i s ( )
78 pylab . p l o t ( r , U)
79 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/UcB . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
80 pylab . show ( )
81 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
82
83 de f plotImaginaryUcB ( r ,U) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
84 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
85 pylab . c l f ( )
86 pylab . hold (True )
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87 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Imaginary Component o f Opt ica l Model Po t en t i a l ’ )
88 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel UcB P o t e n t i a l wi th L = 0 and J = +1/2 ’)
89 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’$U_{cB}( r ) $ ’ )
90 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
91 pylab . g r i d (True )
92 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
93 pylab . ax i s ( )
94 pylab . p l o t ( r , U)
95 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/complexUcB . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
96 pylab . show ( )
97 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
98
99 de f plotNormUcB( r ,U) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
100 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
101 pylab . c l f ( )
102 pylab . hold (True )
103 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Normalised Opt ica l Model Po t en t i a l ’ )
104 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel UcB P o t e n t i a l wi th L = 0 and J = +1/2 ’)
105 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’$U_{cB}( r ) $ ’ )
106 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
107 pylab . g r i d (True )
108 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
109 pylab . ax i s ( )
110 pylab . p l o t ( r , (U. r e a l+U. imag ) / 2 . )
111 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/normUcB . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
112 pylab . show ( )
113 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
114
115 de f plotUdB ( r ,U) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
116 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
117 pylab . c l f ( )
118 pylab . hold (True )
119 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Opt ica l Model Po t en t i a l ’ )
120 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel UdB P o t e n t i a l wi th L = 0 and J = +1/2 ’)
121 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’$U_{dB}( r ) $ ’ )
122 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
123 pylab . g r i d (True )
124 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
125 pylab . ax i s ( )
126 pylab . p l o t ( r , U)
127 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/UdB. png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
128 pylab . show ( )
129 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
130
131 de f plotImaginaryUdB ( r ,U) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
132 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
133 pylab . c l f ( )
134 pylab . hold (True )
135 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Imaginary Component o f Opt ica l Model Po t en t i a l ’ )
136 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel UdB P o t e n t i a l wi th L = 0 and J = +1/2 ’)
137 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’$U_{dB}( r ) $ ’ )
138 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
139 pylab . g r i d (True )
140 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
141 pylab . ax i s ( )
142 pylab . p l o t ( r , U)
143 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/complexUdB . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
144 pylab . show ( )
145 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
146
147 de f plotNormUdB( r ,U) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
148 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
149 pylab . c l f ( )
150 pylab . hold (True )
151 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Normalised Opt ica l Model Po t en t i a l ’ )
152 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel UdB P o t e n t i a l wi th L = 0 and J = +1/2 ’)
153 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’$U_{dB}( r ) $ ’ )
154 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
155 pylab . g r i d (True )
156 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
157 pylab . ax i s ( )
158 pylab . p l o t ( r , (U. r e a l+U. imag ) / 2 . )
159 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/normUdB . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
160 pylab . show ( )
161 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
162
163 de f plotUbnd ( r ,U) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
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164 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
165 pylab . c l f ( )
166 pylab . hold (True )
167 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’Bound State Opt ica l Model Po t en t i a l ’ )
168 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel UdB P o t e n t i a l wi th L = 0 and J = +1/2 ’)
169 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’$U_{bnd}( r ) $ ’ )
170 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
171 pylab . gca ( ) . axes . yax i s . set_data_interva l ( −1 . , 13 . )
172 pylab . g r i d (True )
173 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
174 pylab . ax i s ( )
175 pylab . p l o t ( r , U)
176 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/Ubnd . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
177 pylab . show ( )
178 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
179
180
181 de f plotRadWFaA( r , radwf , a , b ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
182 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
183 pylab . c l f ( )
184 pylab . hold (True )
185 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Real Part o f Radial Wave Functions f o r D i f f e r e n t Pa r t i a l Waves ’ )
186 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Entrance Channel aA S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r
S e l e c t e d P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
187 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $u^{ l }_{aA}( r ) $ ’ )
188 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
189 pylab . g r i d (True )
190 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
191 pylab . ax i s ( )
192 f o r i in range ( l en ( radwf ) ) :
193 i f i < 7 :
194 s t r l a b e l=r ’ l = ’+s t r ( i )
195 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] , l a b e l=s t r l a b e l )
196 e l s e :
197 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] )
198 pylab . legend ( l o c=3)
199 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/radWFaA. png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
200 pylab . show ( )
201 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
202
203 de f plotRadWFcB( r , radwf , a , b ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
204 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
205 pylab . c l f ( )
206 pylab . hold (True )
207 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Radial Wave Functions ’ )
208 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel cB S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r
S e l e c t e d P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
209 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $u^{ l }_{cB}( r ) $ ’ )
210 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
211 pylab . g r i d (True )
212 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
213 pylab . ax i s ( )
214 f o r i in range ( l en ( radwf ) ) :
215 i f i < 7 :
216 s t r l a b e l=’ p a r t i a l wave ’+s t r ( i +1)
217 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] , l a b e l=s t r l a b e l )
218 e l s e :
219 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] )
220 pylab . legend ( l o c=3)
221 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/radWFcB . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
222 pylab . show ( )
223 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
224
225
226 de f plotRadWFdB( r , radwf , a , b ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
227 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
228 pylab . c l f ( )
229 pylab . hold (True )
230 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Radial Wave Functions ’ )
231 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel dB S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r
S e l e c t e d P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
232 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $u^{ l }_{dB}( r ) $ ’ )
233 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
234 pylab . g r i d (True )
235 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
236 pylab . ax i s ( )
237 f o r i in range ( l en ( radwf ) ) :
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238 i f i < 7 :
239 s t r l a b e l=’ p a r t i a l wave ’+s t r ( i +1)
240 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] , l a b e l=s t r l a b e l )
241 e l s e :
242 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] )
243 pylab . legend ( l o c=3)
244 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/radWFdB. png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
245 pylab . show ( )
246 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
247
248 de f plotImaginaryRadWFaA( r , radwf , a , b ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
249 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
250 pylab . c l f ( )
251 pylab . hold (True )
252 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Imaginary Radial Wave Functions ’ )
253 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Entrance Channel aA S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r
S e l e c t e d p a r t i a l Waves ’ )
254 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $u^{ l }_{aA}( r ) $ ’ )
255 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
256 pylab . g r i d (True )
257 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
258 pylab . ax i s ( )
259 f o r i in range ( l en ( radwf ) ) :
260 i f i < 7 :
261 s t r l a b e l=’ p a r t i a l wave ’+s t r ( i +1)
262 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag , l a b e l=s t r l a b e l )
263 e l s e :
264 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag )
265 pylab . legend ( l o c=3)
266 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/complexradWFaA . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
267 pylab . show ( )
268 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
269
270 de f plotImaginaryRadWFcB ( r , radwf , a , b ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
271 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
272 pylab . c l f ( )
273 pylab . hold (True )
274 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Imaginary Radial Wave Functions ’ )
275 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel cB S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r
S e l e c t e d P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
276 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $u^{ l }_{cB}( r ) $ ’ )
277 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
278 pylab . g r i d (True )
279 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
280 pylab . ax i s ( )
281 f o r i in range ( l en ( radwf ) ) :
282 i f i < 7 :
283 s t r l a b e l=’ p a r t i a l wave ’+s t r ( i +1)
284 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag , l a b e l=s t r l a b e l )
285 e l s e :
286 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag )
287 pylab . legend ( l o c=3)
288 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/complexradWFcB . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
289 pylab . show ( )
290 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
291
292 de f plotImaginaryRadWFdB( r , radwf , a , b ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
293 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
294 pylab . c l f ( )
295 pylab . hold (True )
296 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Imaginary Radial Wave Functions ’ )
297 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel dB S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r
S e l e c t e d P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
298 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $u^{ l }_{dB}( r ) $ ’ )
299 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
300 pylab . g r i d (True )
301 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
302 pylab . ax i s ( )
303 f o r i in range ( l en ( radwf ) ) :
304 i f i < 7 :
305 s t r l a b e l=’ p a r t i a l wave ’+s t r ( i +1)
306 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag , l a b e l=s t r l a b e l )
307 e l s e :
308 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag )
309 pylab . legend ( l o c=3)
310 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/complexradWFdB . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
311 pylab . show ( )
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312 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
313
314
315 de f plotOverlapRadWFaA( r , radwf , a , b ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
316 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
317 pylab . c l f ( )
318 pylab . hold (True )
319 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Overlap Radial Wave Functions ’ )
320 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Entrance Channel aA S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r
S e l e c t e d p a r t i a l Waves ’ )
321 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $u^{ l }_{aA}( r ) $ ’ )
322 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
323 pylab . g r i d (True )
324 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
325 pylab . ax i s ( )
326 f o r i in range ( l en ( radwf ) ) :
327 i f i < 3 :
328 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] , l a b e l=’ r e a l p a r t i a l wf ’+s t r ( i +1) )
329 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag , l a b e l=’ imaginary p a r t i a l wf ’+s t r ( i +1) )
330 e l s e :
331 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] )
332 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag )
333 pylab . legend ( l o c=3)
334 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/overlapradWFaA . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
335 pylab . show ( )
336 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
337
338 de f plotOverlapRadWFcB ( r , radwf , a , b ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
339 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
340 pylab . c l f ( )
341 pylab . hold (True )
342 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Overlap Radial Wave Functions ’ )
343 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel cB S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r
S e l e c t e d P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
344 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $u^{ l }_{cB}( r ) $ ’ )
345 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
346 pylab . g r i d (True )
347 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
348 pylab . ax i s ( )
349 f o r i in range ( l en ( radwf ) ) :
350 i f i < 3 :
351 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] , l a b e l=’ r e a l p a r t i a l wf ’+s t r ( i +1) )
352 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag , l a b e l=’ imaginary p a r t i a l wf ’+s t r ( i +1) )
353 e l s e :
354 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] )
355 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag )
356 pylab . legend ( l o c=3)
357 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/overlapradWFcB . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
358 pylab . show ( )
359 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
360
361 de f plotOverlapRadWFdB( r , radwf , a , b ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
362 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
363 pylab . c l f ( )
364 pylab . hold (True )
365 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Overlap Radial Wave Functions ’ )
366 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel dB S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r
S e l e c t e d P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
367 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $u^{ l }_{dB}( r ) $ ’ )
368 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
369 pylab . g r i d (True )
370 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
371 pylab . ax i s ( )
372 f o r i in range ( l en ( radwf ) ) :
373 i f i < 3 :
374 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] , l a b e l=’ r e a l p a r t i a l wf ’+s t r ( i +1) )
375 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag , l a b e l=’ imaginary p a r t i a l wf ’+s t r ( i +1) )
376 e l s e :
377 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] )
378 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag )
379 pylab . legend ( l o c=3)
380 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/overlapradWFdB . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
381 pylab . show ( )
382 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
383
384
385 de f plotNormRadWFaA( r , radwf , a , b ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
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386 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
387 pylab . c l f ( )
388 pylab . hold (True )
389 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Normalised Radial Wave Functions ’ )
390 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Entrance Channel aA S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r
S e l e c t e d p a r t i a l Waves ’ )
391 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $u^{ l }_{aA}( r ) $ ’ )
392 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
393 pylab . g r i d (True )
394 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
395 pylab . ax i s ( )
396 f o r i in range ( l en ( radwf ) ) :
397 i f i < 7 :
398 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , ( radwf [ i ] [ a : b]+radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag ) /2 . , l a b e l=’ p a r t i a l wave ’+
s t r ( i +1) )
399 e l s e :
400 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , ( radwf [ i ] [ a : b]+radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag ) /2 . )
401 pylab . legend ( l o c=3)
402 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/normradWFaA . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
403 pylab . show ( )
404 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
405
406 de f plotNormRadWFcB( r , radwf , a , b ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
407 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
408 pylab . c l f ( )
409 pylab . hold (True )
410 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Normalised Radial Wave Functions ’ )
411 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel cB S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r
S e l e c t e d P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
412 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $u^{ l }_{cB}( r ) $ ’ )
413 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
414 pylab . g r i d (True )
415 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
416 pylab . ax i s ( )
417 f o r i in range ( l en ( radwf ) ) :
418 i f i < 7 :
419 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , ( radwf [ i ] [ a : b]+radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag ) /2 . , l a b e l=’ p a r t i a l wave ’+
s t r ( i +1) )
420 e l s e :
421 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , ( radwf [ i ] [ a : b]+radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag ) /2 . )
422 pylab . legend ( l o c=3)
423 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/normradWFcB . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
424 pylab . show ( )
425 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
426
427
428 de f plotNormRadWFdB( r , radwf , a , b ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
429 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
430 pylab . c l f ( )
431 pylab . hold (True )
432 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Normalised Radial Wave Functions ’ )
433 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel dB S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r
S e l e c t e d P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
434 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $u^{ l }_{dB}( r ) $ ’ )
435 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
436 pylab . g r i d (True )
437 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
438 pylab . ax i s ( )
439 f o r i in range ( l en ( radwf ) ) :
440 i f i < 7 :
441 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , ( radwf [ i ] [ a : b]+radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag ) /2 . , l a b e l=’ p a r t i a l wave ’+
s t r ( i +1) )
442 e l s e :
443 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , ( radwf [ i ] [ a : b]+radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag ) /2 . )
444 pylab . legend ( l o c=3)
445 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/normradWFdB . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
446 pylab . show ( )




451 de f plotSO_RadWFaA( r , radwf , a , b ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
452 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
453 pylab . c l f ( )
454 pylab . hold (True )
455 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Radial Wave Functions with Spin−Orbit E f f e c t s ’ )
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456 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Entrance Channel aA S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r
S e l e c t e d P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
457 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $u^{ l }_{aA}( r ) $ ’ )
458 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
459 pylab . g r i d (True )
460 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
461 pylab . ax i s ( )
462 f o r i in range ( l en ( radwf ) ) :
463 i f i < 7 :
464 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] , l a b e l=’ p a r t i a l wave ’+s t r ( i +1) )
465 e l s e :
466 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] )
467 pylab . legend ( l o c=3)
468 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/so_radWFaA . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
469 pylab . show ( )
470 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
471
472 de f plotSO_RadWFcB( r , radwf , a , b ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
473 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
474 pylab . c l f ( )
475 pylab . hold (True )
476 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Radial Wave Functions with Spin−Orbit E f f e c t s ’ )
477 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel cB S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r
S e l e c t e d P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
478 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $u^{ l }_{cB}( r ) $ ’ )
479 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
480 pylab . g r i d (True )
481 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
482 pylab . ax i s ( )
483 f o r i in range ( l en ( radwf ) ) :
484 i f i < 7 :
485 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] , l a b e l=’ p a r t i a l wave ’+s t r ( i +1) )
486 e l s e :
487 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] )
488 pylab . legend ( l o c=3)
489 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/so_radWFcB . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
490 pylab . show ( )
491 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
492
493
494 de f plotSO_RadWFdB( r , radwf , a , b ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
495 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
496 pylab . c l f ( )
497 pylab . hold (True )
498 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Radial Wave Functions with Spin−Orbit E f f e c t s ’ )
499 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel dB S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r
S e l e c t e d P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
500 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $u^{ l }_{dB}( r ) $ ’ )
501 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
502 pylab . g r i d (True )
503 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
504 pylab . ax i s ( )
505 f o r i in range ( l en ( radwf ) ) :
506 i f i < 7 :
507 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] , l a b e l=’ p a r t i a l wave ’+s t r ( i +1) )
508 e l s e :
509 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] )
510 pylab . legend ( l o c=3)
511 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/so_radWFdB . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
512 pylab . show ( )
513 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
514
515 de f plotSO_ImaginaryRadWFaA( r , radwf , a , b ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
516 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
517 pylab . c l f ( )
518 pylab . hold (True )
519 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Imaginary Radial Wave Functions with Spin−Orbit E f f e c t s ’ )
520 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Entrance Channel aA S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r
S e l e c t e d p a r t i a l Waves ’ )
521 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $u^{ l }_{aA}( r ) $ ’ )
522 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
523 pylab . g r i d (True )
524 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
525 pylab . ax i s ( )
526 f o r i in range ( l en ( radwf ) ) :
527 i f i < 7 :
528 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag , l a b e l=’ p a r t i a l wave ’+s t r ( i +1) )
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529 e l s e :
530 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag )
531 pylab . legend ( l o c=3)
532 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/so_complexradWFaA . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
533 pylab . show ( )
534 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
535
536 de f plotSO_ImaginaryRadWFcB( r , radwf , a , b ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
537 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
538 pylab . c l f ( )
539 pylab . hold (True )
540 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Imaginary Radial Wave Functions with Spin−Orbit E f f e c t s ’ )
541 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel cB S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r
S e l e c t e d P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
542 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $u^{ l }_{cB}( r ) $ ’ )
543 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
544 pylab . g r i d (True )
545 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
546 pylab . ax i s ( )
547 f o r i in range ( l en ( radwf ) ) :
548 i f i < 7 :
549 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag , l a b e l=’ p a r t i a l wave ’+s t r ( i +1) )
550 e l s e :
551 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag )
552 pylab . legend ( l o c=3)
553 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/so_complexradWFcB . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
554 pylab . show ( )
555 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
556
557 de f plotSO_ImaginaryRadWFdB( r , radwf , a , b ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
558 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
559 pylab . c l f ( )
560 pylab . hold (True )
561 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Imaginary Radial Wave Functions with Spin−Orbit E f f e c t s ’ )
562 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel dB S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r
S e l e c t e d P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
563 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $u^{ l }_{dB}( r ) $ ’ )
564 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
565 pylab . g r i d (True )
566 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
567 pylab . ax i s ( )
568 f o r i in range ( l en ( radwf ) ) :
569 i f i < 7 :
570 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag , l a b e l=’ p a r t i a l wave ’+s t r ( i +1) )
571 e l s e :
572 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag )
573 pylab . legend ( l o c=3)
574 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/so_complexradWFdB . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
575 pylab . show ( )
576 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
577
578
579 de f plotSO_OverlapRadWFaA( r , radwf , a , b ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
580 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
581 pylab . c l f ( )
582 pylab . hold (True )
583 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Overlap Radial Wave Functions with Spin−Orbit E f f e c t s ’ )
584 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Entrance Channel aA S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r
S e l e c t e d p a r t i a l Waves ’ )
585 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $u^{ l }_{aA}( r ) $ ’ )
586 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
587 pylab . g r i d (True )
588 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
589 pylab . ax i s ( )
590 f o r i in range ( l en ( radwf ) ) :
591 i f i < 3 :
592 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] , l a b e l=’ r e a l p a r t i a l wf ’+s t r ( i +1) )
593 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag , l a b e l=’ imaginary p a r t i a l wf ’+s t r ( i +1) )
594 e l s e :
595 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] )
596 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag )
597 pylab . legend ( l o c=3)
598 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/so_overlapradWFaA . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
599 pylab . show ( )
600 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
601
602 de f plotSO_OverlapRadWFcB( r , radwf , a , b ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
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603 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
604 pylab . c l f ( )
605 pylab . hold (True )
606 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Overlap Radial Wave Functions with Spin−Orbit E f f e c t s ’ )
607 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel cB S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r
S e l e c t e d P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
608 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $u^{ l }_{cB}( r ) $ ’ )
609 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
610 pylab . g r i d (True )
611 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
612 pylab . ax i s ( )
613 f o r i in range ( l en ( radwf ) ) :
614 i f i < 3 :
615 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] , l a b e l=’ r e a l p a r t i a l wf ’+s t r ( i +1) )
616 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag , l a b e l=’ imaginary p a r t i a l wf ’+s t r ( i +1) )
617 e l s e :
618 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] )
619 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag )
620 pylab . legend ( l o c=3)
621 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/so_overlapradWFcB . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
622 pylab . show ( )
623 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
624
625 de f plotSO_OverlapRadWFdB( r , radwf , a , b ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
626 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
627 pylab . c l f ( )
628 pylab . hold (True )
629 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Overlap Radial Wave Functions with Spin−Orbit E f f e c t s ’ )
630 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel dB S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r
S e l e c t e d P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
631 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $u^{ l }_{dB}( r ) $ ’ )
632 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
633 pylab . g r i d (True )
634 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
635 pylab . ax i s ( )
636 f o r i in range ( l en ( radwf ) ) :
637 i f i < 3 :
638 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] , l a b e l=’ r e a l p a r t i a l wf ’+s t r ( i +1) )
639 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag , l a b e l=’ imaginary p a r t i a l wf ’+s t r ( i +1) )
640 e l s e :
641 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] )
642 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag )
643 pylab . legend ( l o c=3)
644 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/so_overlapradWFdB . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
645 pylab . show ( )
646 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
647
648
649 de f plotSO_NormRadWFaA( r , radwf , a , b ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
650 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
651 pylab . c l f ( )
652 pylab . hold (True )
653 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Normalised Radial Wave Functions with Spin−Orbit E f f e c t s ’ )
654 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Entrance Channel aA S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r
S e l e c t e d p a r t i a l Waves ’ )
655 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $u^{ l }_{aA}( r ) $ ’ )
656 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
657 pylab . g r i d (True )
658 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
659 pylab . ax i s ( )
660 f o r i in range ( l en ( radwf ) ) :
661 i f i < 7 :
662 #radwf = radwf1 [ i ] + radwf2 [ i ]
663 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , ( radwf [ i ] [ a : b]+radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag ) /2 . , l a b e l=’ p a r t i a l wave ’+
s t r ( i +1) )
664 e l s e :
665 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , ( radwf [ i ] [ a : b]+radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag ) /2 . )
666 pylab . legend ( l o c=3)
667 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/so_normradWFaA . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
668 pylab . show ( )
669 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
670
671 de f plotSO_NormRadWFcB( r , radwf , a , b ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
672 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
673 pylab . c l f ( )
674 pylab . hold (True )
675 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Normalised Radial Wave Functions with Spin−Orbit E f f e c t s ’ )
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676 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel cB S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r
S e l e c t e d P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
677 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $u^{ l }_{cB}( r ) $ ’ )
678 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
679 pylab . g r i d (True )
680 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
681 pylab . ax i s ( )
682 f o r i in range ( l en ( radwf ) ) :
683 i f i < 7 :
684 #radwf = radwf1 [ i ] + radwf2 [ i ]
685 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , ( radwf [ i ] [ a : b]+radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag ) /2 . , l a b e l=’ p a r t i a l wave ’+
s t r ( i +1) )
686 e l s e :
687 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , ( radwf [ i ] [ a : b]+radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag ) /2 . )
688 pylab . legend ( l o c=3)
689 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/so_normradWFcB . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
690 pylab . show ( )
691 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
692
693
694 de f plotSO_NormRadWFdB( r , radwf , a , b ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
695 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
696 pylab . c l f ( )
697 pylab . hold (True )
698 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Normalised Radial Wave Functions with Spin−Orbit E f f e c t s ’ )
699 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel dB S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r
S e l e c t e d P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
700 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $u^{ l }_{dB}( r ) $ ’ )
701 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
702 pylab . g r i d (True )
703 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
704 pylab . ax i s ( )
705 f o r i in range ( l en ( radwf ) ) :
706 i f i < 7 :
707 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , ( radwf [ i ] [ a : b]+radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag ) /2 . , l a b e l=’ p a r t i a l wave ’+
s t r ( i +1) )
708 e l s e :
709 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , ( radwf [ i ] [ a : b]+radwf [ i ] [ a : b ] . imag ) /2 . )
710 pylab . legend ( l o c=3)
711 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/so_normradWFdB . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
712 pylab . show ( )
713 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
714
715 de f plotDSTWFaA( r , dstwf ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
716 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
717 pylab . c l f ( )
718 pylab . hold (True )
719 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ D i s to r t ed Wave Function ’ )
720 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Entrance Channel aA S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r 151
P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
721 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $\chi_{aA}( r ) $ ’ )
722 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
723 pylab . g r i d (True )
724 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
725 pylab . ax i s ( )
726 pylab . p l o t ( r , dstwf )
727 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/dstWFaA . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
728 pylab . show ( )
729 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
730
731 de f plotDSTWFcB( r , dstwf ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
732 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
733 pylab . c l f ( )
734 pylab . hold (True )
735 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ D i s to r t ed Wave Function ’ )
736 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel cB S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r 121
P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
737 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $\chi_{cB}( r ) $ ’ )
738 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
739 pylab . g r i d (True )
740 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
741 pylab . ax i s ( )
742 pylab . p l o t ( r , dstwf )
743 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/dstWFcB . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
744 pylab . show ( )
745 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
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747
748 de f plotDSTWFdB( r , dstwf ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
749 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
750 pylab . c l f ( )
751 pylab . hold (True )
752 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ D i s to r t ed Wave Function ’ )
753 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel dB S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r 121
P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
754 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $\chi_{dB}( r ) $ ’ )
755 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
756 pylab . g r i d (True )
757 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
758 pylab . ax i s ( )
759 pylab . p l o t ( r , dstwf )
760 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/dstWFdB . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
761 pylab . show ( )
762 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
763
764 de f plotImaginaryDSTWFaA( r , dstwf ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
765 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
766 pylab . c l f ( )
767 pylab . hold (True )
768 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Imaginary Di s to r t ed Wave Function ’ )
769 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Entrance Channel aA S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r 151
p a r t i a l Waves ’ )
770 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $\chi_{aA}( r ) $ ’ )
771 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
772 pylab . g r i d (True )
773 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
774 pylab . ax i s ( )
775 pylab . p l o t ( r , dstwf )
776 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/complexdstWFaA . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
777 pylab . show ( )
778 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
779
780 de f plotImaginaryDSTWFcB( r , dstwf ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
781 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
782 pylab . c l f ( )
783 pylab . hold (True )
784 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Imaginary Di s to r t ed Wave Function ’ )
785 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel cB S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r 121
P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
786 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $\chi_{cB}( r ) $ ’ )
787 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
788 pylab . g r i d (True )
789 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
790 pylab . ax i s ( )
791 pylab . p l o t ( r , dstwf )
792 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/complexdstWFcB . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
793 pylab . show ( )
794 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
795
796
797 de f plotImaginaryDSTWFdB( r , dstwf ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
798 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
799 pylab . c l f ( )
800 pylab . hold (True )
801 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Imaginary Di s to r t ed Wave Function ’ )
802 ##pylab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel dB S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r 121
P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
803 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $\chi_{dB}( r ) $ ’ )
804 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
805 pylab . g r i d (True )
806 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
807 pylab . ax i s ( )
808 pylab . p l o t ( r , dstwf )
809 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/complexdstWFdB . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
810 pylab . show ( )
811 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
812
813 de f plotNormDSTWFaA( r , dstwf1 , dstwf2 ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
814 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
815 pylab . c l f ( )
816 pylab . hold (True )
817 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Normalised Di s to r t ed Wave Function ’ )
818 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Entrance Channel aA S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r 151
p a r t i a l Waves ’ )
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819 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $\chi_{aA}( r ) $ ’ )
820 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
821 pylab . g r i d (True )
822 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
823 pylab . ax i s ( )
824 dstwf = dstwf1 + dstwf2
825 pylab . p l o t ( r , dstwf / 2 . )
826 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/normdstWFaA . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
827 pylab . show ( )
828 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
829
830 de f plotNormDSTWFcB( r , dstwf1 , dstwf2 ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
831 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
832 pylab . c l f ( )
833 pylab . hold (True )
834 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Normalised Di s to r t ed Wave Function ’ )
835 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel cB S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r 121
P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
836 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $\chi_{cB}( r ) $ ’ )
837 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
838 pylab . g r i d (True )
839 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
840 pylab . ax i s ( )
841 dstwf = dstwf1 + dstwf2
842 pylab . p l o t ( r , dstwf / 2 . )
843 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/normdstWFcB . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
844 pylab . show ( )
845 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
846
847
848 de f plotNormDSTWFdB( r , dstwf1 , dstwf2 ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
849 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
850 pylab . c l f ( )
851 pylab . hold (True )
852 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Noramlised Di s to r t ed Wave Function ’ )
853 ##pylab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel dB S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r 121
P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
854 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $\chi_{dB}( r ) $ ’ )
855 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
856 pylab . g r i d (True )
857 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
858 pylab . ax i s ( )
859 dstwf = dstwf1 + dstwf2
860 pylab . p l o t ( r , dstwf / 2 . )
861 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/normdstWFdB . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
862 pylab . show ( )
863 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
864
865
866 de f plotSO_DSTWFaA( r , dstwf ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
867 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
868 pylab . c l f ( )
869 pylab . hold (True )
870 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ D i s to r t ed Wave Function with Spin−Orbit E f f e c t s ’ )
871 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Entrance Channel aA S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r 151
P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
872 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $\chi_{aA}( r ) $ ’ )
873 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
874 pylab . g r i d (True )
875 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
876 pylab . ax i s ( )
877 pylab . p l o t ( r , dstwf )
878 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/so_dstWFaA . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
879 pylab . show ( )
880 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
881
882 de f plotSO_DSTWFcB( r , dstwf ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
883 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
884 pylab . c l f ( )
885 pylab . hold (True )
886 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ D i s to r t ed Wave Function with Spin−Orbit E f f e c t s ’ )
887 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel cB S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r 121
P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
888 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $\chi_{cB}( r ) $ ’ )
889 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
890 pylab . g r i d (True )
891 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
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892 pylab . ax i s ( )
893 pylab . p l o t ( r , dstwf )
894 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/so_dstWFcB . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
895 pylab . show ( )
896 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
897
898
899 de f plotSO_DSTWFdB( r , dstwf ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
900 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
901 pylab . c l f ( )
902 pylab . hold (True )
903 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ D i s to r t ed Wave Function with Spin−Orbit E f f e c t s ’ )
904 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel dB S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r 121
P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
905 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $\chi_{dB}( r ) $ ’ )
906 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
907 pylab . g r i d (True )
908 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
909 pylab . ax i s ( )
910 pylab . p l o t ( r , dstwf )
911 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/so_dstWFdB . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
912 pylab . show ( )
913 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
914
915 de f plotSO_ImaginaryDSTWFaA( r , dstwf ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
916 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
917 pylab . c l f ( )
918 pylab . hold (True )
919 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Imaginary Di s to r t ed Wave Function with Spin−Orbit E f f e c t s ’ )
920 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Entrance Channel aA S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r 151
p a r t i a l Waves ’ )
921 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $\chi_{aA}( r ) $ ’ )
922 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
923 pylab . g r i d (True )
924 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
925 pylab . ax i s ( )
926 pylab . p l o t ( r , dstwf )
927 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/so_complexdstWFaA . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
928 pylab . show ( )
929 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
930
931 de f plotSO_ImaginaryDSTWFcB( r , dstwf ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
932 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
933 pylab . c l f ( )
934 pylab . hold (True )
935 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Imaginary Di s to r t ed Wave Function with Spin−Orbit E f f e c t s ’ )
936 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel cB S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r 121
P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
937 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $\chi_{cB}( r ) $ ’ )
938 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
939 pylab . g r i d (True )
940 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
941 pylab . ax i s ( )
942 pylab . p l o t ( r , dstwf )
943 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/so_complexdstWFcB . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
944 pylab . show ( )
945 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
946
947
948 de f plotSO_ImaginaryDSTWFdB( r , dstwf ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
949 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
950 pylab . c l f ( )
951 pylab . hold (True )
952 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Imaginary Di s to r t ed Wave Function with Spin−Orbit E f f e c t s ’ )
953 ##pylab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel dB S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r 121
P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
954 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $\chi_{dB}( r ) $ ’ )
955 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
956 pylab . g r i d (True )
957 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
958 pylab . ax i s ( )
959 pylab . p l o t ( r , dstwf )
960 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/so_complexdstWFdB . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
961 pylab . show ( )
962 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
963
964 de f plotSO_NormDSTWFaA( r , dstwf1 , dstwf2 ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
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965 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
966 pylab . c l f ( )
967 pylab . hold (True )
968 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Normalised Di s to r t ed Wave Function with Spin−Orbit E f f e c t s ’ )
969 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Entrance Channel aA S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r 151
p a r t i a l Waves ’ )
970 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $\chi_{aA}( r ) $ ’ )
971 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
972 pylab . g r i d (True )
973 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
974 pylab . ax i s ( )
975 dstwf = dstwf1 + dstwf2
976 pylab . p l o t ( r , dstwf / 2 . )
977 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/so_normdstWFaA . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
978 pylab . show ( )
979 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
980
981 de f plotSO_NormDSTWFcB( r , dstwf1 , dstwf2 ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
982 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
983 pylab . c l f ( )
984 pylab . hold (True )
985 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Normalised Di s to r t ed Wave Function with Spin−Orbit E f f e c t s ’ )
986 #py lab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel cB S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r 121
P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
987 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $\chi_{cB}( r ) $ ’ )
988 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
989 pylab . g r i d (True )
990 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
991 pylab . ax i s ( )
992 dstwf = dstwf1 + dstwf2
993 pylab . p l o t ( r , dstwf / 2 . )
994 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/so_normdstWFcB . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
995 pylab . show ( )
996 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
997
998
999 de f plotSO_NormDSTWFdB( r , dstwf1 , dstwf2 ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
1000 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
1001 pylab . c l f ( )
1002 pylab . hold (True )
1003 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Noramlised Di s to r t ed Wave Function with Spin−Orbit E f f e c t s ’ )
1004 ##pylab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel dB S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r 121
P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
1005 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $\chi_{dB}( r ) $ ’ )
1006 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
1007 pylab . g r i d (True )
1008 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
1009 #py lab . a x i s ( )
1010 dstwf = dstwf1 + dstwf2
1011 pylab . p l o t ( r , dstwf / 2 . )
1012 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/so_normdstWFdB . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
1013 pylab . show ( )
1014 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
1015
1016 de f plotBndState ( r , bndwf , a , b ) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
1017 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
1018 pylab . c l f ( )
1019 pylab . hold (True )
1020 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’Bound State Wave Function ’ )
1021 ##pylab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel dB S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r 121
P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
1022 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $\Phi_{bB}( r ) $ ’ )
1023 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
1024 pylab . g r i d (True )
1025 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $r$ [ fm ] ’ )
1026 pylab . ax i s ( )
1027 pylab . p l o t ( r [ a : b ] , bndwf [ a : b ] )
1028 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/bndwf . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
1029 pylab . show ( )
1030 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
1031
1032 de f plotDWIACrossSection ( theta , sigma , sigmaSO) :#, k ) : # used f o r p l o t t i n g , l , j ) :
1033 pylab . f i g u r e ( )
1034 pylab . c l f ( )
1035 pylab . hold (True )
1036 pylab . t i t l e ( ’UNISA\n ’ ’ Angular D i s t r i bu t i on o f Cross Sec t i on ’ )
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1037 ##pylab . x l a b e l ( r ’ $ r \ nF igu r e : Ex i t Channel dB S c a t t e r i n g with L = 0 and J = +1/2 ove r 121
P a r t i a l Waves ’ )
1038 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $\ f r a c {d^3 \sigma}{d\Omega_c d\Omega_d dT_c} $ $ [ \mu bsr^{−2}MeV^{−1}]$ ’ )
1039 #py lab . gca ( ) . axe s . y a x i s . s e t _ t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
1040 pylab . g r i d (True )
1041 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $\ theta$ [ rad ] ’ )
1042 pylab . ax i s ( )
1043 pylab . p l o t ( theta , sigma , l a b e l=’Without Spin−Orbit E f f e c t s ’ )
1044 pylab . p l o t ( theta , sigmaSO , l a b e l=’ Spin−Orbit E f f e c t s ’ )
1045 pylab . legend ( l o c=2)
1046 pylab . s a v e f i g ( ’Graphs/dwiaCS . png ’ , format=’ png ’ )
1047 pylab . show ( )
1048 pylab . hold ( Fa l se )
1049
1050 de f main ( ) :
1051 #t e s t P l o tD i s t P o t e n = p2pKinemat i c s . g e n e r a t e P o t e n t i a l s ( )
1052 t e s t = p2pPotent ia l s . g en e r a t ePo t en t i a l s ( )
1053 t e s t 2 = p2pKinematics . generateDSTWF ()
1054
1055 t e s t 3 = p2pKinematics . generateTrans i t ionAmpl i tude ( )
1056
1057 t e s t 4 = p2pObservables . g ene ra t eCros sSec t i on ( )
1058 t e s t 4 = p2pObservables . readCSData ( )
1059
1060 plotDWIACrossSection ( t e s t 4 [ 0 ] , t e s t 4 [ 1 ] , t e s t 4 [ 2 ] )
1061
1062 pr in t ( t e s t 3 )
1063
1064 #plotUaA_minus ( t e s t [ 0 ] [ : ] , t e s t [ 1 ] [ 0 ] [ : ] )
1065 #plotUaA_plus ( t e s t [ 0 ] [ : ] , t e s t [ 1 ] [ 1 ] [ : ] )
1066 #plotUcB_minus ( t e s t [ 0 ] [ : ] , t e s t [ 2 ] [ 0 ] [ : ] )
1067 #plotUcB_plus ( t e s t [ 0 ] [ : ] , t e s t [ 2 ] [ 1 ] [ : ] )
1068 #plotUdB_minus ( t e s t [ 0 ] [ : ] , t e s t [ 3 ] [ 0 ] [ : ] )
1069 #plotUdB_plus ( t e s t [ 0 ] [ : ] , t e s t [ 3 ] [ 1 ] [ : ] )
1070
1071 # Plo t Ranges
1072 a = c = 0
1073 b = 200
1074 d = 200
1075 e = 0
1076 f = 600
1077 #plotSO_NormDSTWFdB( t e s t [ 0 ] [ a : b ] , t e s t 2 [ 2 ] [ a : b ] , t e s t 2 [ 8 ] [ a : b ] . imag )
1078 plotBndState ( t e s t [ 0 ] , t e s t 2 [ 1 2 ] , e , f )
1079
1080
1081 plotUaA ( t e s t [ 0 ] [ : ] , t e s t [ 1 ] [ : ] )
1082 plotUcB ( t e s t [ 0 ] [ : ] , t e s t [ 2 ] [ : ] )
1083 #plotUdB ( t e s t [ 0 ] [ : ] , t e s t [ 3 ] [ : ] )
1084 plotUbnd ( t e s t [ 0 ] [ : ] , t e s t [ 4 ] [ : ] )
1085 #p r i n t t e s t [ 4 ]
1086 plotImaginaryUaA ( t e s t [ 0 ] [ : ] , t e s t [ 1 ] [ : ] . imag )
1087 plotImaginaryUcB ( t e s t [ 0 ] [ : ] , t e s t [ 2 ] [ : ] . imag )
1088 #plot Imag inaryUdB ( t e s t [ 0 ] [ : ] , t e s t [ 3 ] [ : ] . imag )
1089 plotNormUaA( t e s t [ 0 ] [ : ] , t e s t [ 1 ] [ : ] )
1090 plotNormUcB( t e s t [ 0 ] [ : ] , t e s t [ 2 ] [ : ] )
1091 #plotNormUdB ( t e s t [ 0 ] [ : ] , t e s t [ 3 ] [ : ] )
1092
1093 ### WITHOUT Spin−Orb i t Coup l ing
1094
1095 ### Need to remove y t i c k s from below
1096 plotDSTWFaA( t e s t [ 0 ] [ a : b ] , t e s t 2 [ 0 ] [ a : b ] )
1097 plotDSTWFcB( t e s t [ 0 ] [ a : b ] , t e s t 2 [ 1 ] [ a : b ] )
1098 #plotDSTWFdB( t e s t [ 0 ] [ a : b ] , t e s t 2 [ 2 ] [ a : b ] )
1099 plotImaginaryDSTWFaA( t e s t [ 0 ] [ a : b ] , t e s t 2 [ 0 ] [ a : b ] . imag )
1100 plotImaginaryDSTWFcB( t e s t [ 0 ] [ a : b ] , t e s t 2 [ 1 ] [ a : b ] . imag )
1101 #plotImaginaryDSTWFdB ( t e s t [ 0 ] [ a : b ] , t e s t 2 [ 2 ] [ a : b ] . imag )
1102 plotNormDSTWFaA( t e s t [ 0 ] [ a : b ] , t e s t 2 [ 0 ] [ a : b ] , t e s t 2 [ 0 ] [ a : b ] . imag )
1103 plotNormDSTWFcB( t e s t [ 0 ] [ a : b ] , t e s t 2 [ 1 ] [ a : b ] , t e s t 2 [ 1 ] [ a : b ] . imag )
1104 #plotNormDSTWFdB( t e s t [ 0 ] [ a : b ] , t e s t 2 [ 2 ] [ a : b ] , t e s t 2 [ 2 ] [ a : b ] . imag )
1105
1106
1107 ### Need to remove y t i c k s h e r e as w e l l
1108 plotRadWFaA( t e s t [ 0 ] , t e s t 2 [ 3 ] , c , d )
1109 plotRadWFcB( t e s t [ 0 ] , t e s t 2 [ 4 ] , c , d )
1110 #plotRadWFdB ( t e s t [ 0 ] , t e s t 2 [ 5 ] , c , d )
1111 plotImaginaryRadWFaA( t e s t [ 0 ] , t e s t 2 [ 3 ] , c , d )
1112 plotImaginaryRadWFcB ( t e s t [ 0 ] , t e s t 2 [ 4 ] , c , d )
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1113 #plotImaginaryRadWFdB ( t e s t [ 0 ] , t e s t 2 [ 5 ] , c , d )
1114 plotOverlapRadWFaA( t e s t [ 0 ] , t e s t 2 [ 3 ] , c , d )
1115 plotOverlapRadWFcB ( t e s t [ 0 ] , t e s t 2 [ 4 ] , c , d )
1116 #plotOverlapRadWFdB ( t e s t [ 0 ] , t e s t 2 [ 5 ] , c , d )
1117 plotNormRadWFaA( t e s t [ 0 ] , t e s t 2 [ 3 ] , c , d )
1118 plotNormRadWFcB( t e s t [ 0 ] , t e s t 2 [ 4 ] , c , d )
1119 #plotNormRadWFdB ( t e s t [ 0 ] , t e s t 2 [ 5 ] , c , d )
1120
1121
1122 ### WITH Spin−Orb i t
1123
1124 ### Need to remove y t i c k s from below
1125 plotSO_DSTWFaA( t e s t [ 0 ] [ a : b ] , t e s t 2 [ 6 ] [ a : b ] )
1126 plotSO_DSTWFcB( t e s t [ 0 ] [ a : b ] , t e s t 2 [ 7 ] [ a : b ] )
1127 #plotSO_DSTWFdB( t e s t [ 0 ] [ a : b ] , t e s t 2 [ 8 ] [ a : b ] )
1128 plotSO_ImaginaryDSTWFaA( t e s t [ 0 ] [ a : b ] , t e s t 2 [ 6 ] [ a : b ] . imag )
1129 plotSO_ImaginaryDSTWFcB( t e s t [ 0 ] [ a : b ] , t e s t 2 [ 7 ] [ a : b ] . imag )
1130 #plotSO_ImaginaryDSTWFdB ( t e s t [ 0 ] [ a : b ] , t e s t 2 [ 8 ] [ a : b ] . imag )
1131 plotSO_NormDSTWFaA( t e s t [ 0 ] [ a : b ] , t e s t 2 [ 0 ] [ a : b ] , t e s t 2 [ 6 ] [ a : b ] . imag )
1132 plotSO_NormDSTWFcB( t e s t [ 0 ] [ a : b ] , t e s t 2 [ 1 ] [ a : b ] , t e s t 2 [ 7 ] [ a : b ] . imag )
1133 #plotSO_NormDSTWFdB( t e s t [ 0 ] [ a : b ] , t e s t 2 [ 2 ] [ a : b ] , t e s t 2 [ 8 ] [ a : b ] . imag )
1134
1135
1136 ### Need to remove y t i c k s h e r e as w e l l
1137 plotSO_RadWFaA( t e s t [ 0 ] , t e s t 2 [ 9 ] , c , d )
1138 plotSO_RadWFcB( t e s t [ 0 ] , t e s t 2 [ 1 0 ] , c , d )
1139 plotSO_RadWFdB( t e s t [ 0 ] , t e s t 2 [ 1 1 ] , c , d )
1140 plotSO_ImaginaryRadWFaA( t e s t [ 0 ] , t e s t 2 [ 9 ] , c , d )
1141 plotSO_ImaginaryRadWFcB( t e s t [ 0 ] , t e s t 2 [ 1 0 ] , c , d )
1142 #plotSO_ImaginaryRadWFdB ( t e s t [ 0 ] , t e s t 2 [ 1 1 ] , c , d )
1143 plotSO_OverlapRadWFaA( t e s t [ 0 ] , t e s t 2 [ 9 ] , c , d )
1144 plotSO_OverlapRadWFcB( t e s t [ 0 ] , t e s t 2 [ 1 0 ] , c , d )
1145 #plotSO_OverlapRadWFdB ( t e s t [ 0 ] , t e s t 2 [ 1 1 ] , c , d )
1146 plotSO_NormRadWFaA( t e s t [ 0 ] , t e s t 2 [ 9 ] , c , d )
1147 plotSO_NormRadWFcB( t e s t [ 0 ] , t e s t 2 [ 1 0 ] , c , d )




1152 ### Plo t bound s t a t e wave f u n c t i o n
1153
1154 #[ te s t_r , t e s t_u l ] = p2pKinemat i c s . getRadWF ( )
1155 #plotRadWFaA_plus ( t e s t_r , t e s t_u l )
1156
1157 #r e t u r n 0
1158
1159 i f __name__ == ’__main__ ’ :
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15 // D e s c r i p t i o n : Test o f b a s i c d e t e c t o r c o n s t r u c t i o n i n c l u d i n g a i r
16 // evacua t ed s c a t t e r i n g chamber and t a r g e t f o i l .
17 // Primary g e n e r a t o r a c t i o n g e n e r a t e s p ro ton u s i n g p a r t i c l e
18 // gun . Wi l l need to improve u s i n g gps to g e t p a r t i c l e beam
19 // with i n t r i n s i c r andom i z a t i on .
20 // R e l a t v e l y comprehen s i v e p h y s i c s l i s t c l a s s .
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21 // s e c o n d a r i e s i n c l u d i e s e+/− gammas , i on s , n u c l e o n s .
22 // 2nd Step to i n c o r p o r a t e a n a l y s i s , run , ev en t and s t e p
23 // a c t i o n c l a s s e s .
24 //
25 // −− Gene ra t i on ( In ) E l a s t i c Proton Events−
26 // −− Gene ra t i on Transpo r t ed p a r t i c l e s
27 // −− Gene ra t i on o f Decay Events




32 #inc lude "G4RunManager . hh" // Need to d i s c u s s managers i n wr i t e−up
33 #inc lude "G4UImanager . hh" // Al ready d i s c u s s e d runmanger . . . ?
34
35 #inc lude " p2pPhys ic sL i s t . hh"
36 #inc lude "G4PhysListFactory . hh"
37 #inc lude "G4VUserPhysicsList . hh"
38
39 #inc lude "p2pPrimaryGeneratorAction . hh"
40 #inc lude " p2pDetectorConstruct ion . hh"
41 //#i n c l u d e " p2pRunAction . hh" // I n c l u d e i n 2nd d r a f t on l y . . . ?
42 //#i n c l u d e " p2pS ta ck i ngAc t i on . hh"
43
44 //#i n c l u d e " p2pStepp ingVerbo s e . hh"
45
46 #i f d e f G4VIS_USE
47 #inc lude "G4VisExecutive . hh" // Need to d i s c u s s v i s u a l i s a t i o n s
48 #end i f
49
50 #i f d e f G4UI_USE
51 #inc lude "G4UIExecutive . hh" // Need to d i s c u s s g u i s




56 i n t main ( i n t argc , char ∗∗ argv )
57 {
58 // Seed the random number g e n e r a t o r manual ly
59 //
60 // G4long myseed = 345354 ;
61 //CLHEP : : HepRandom : : s e tTheSeed ( myseed ) ;
62
63 // User Verbose output c l a s s
64 //
65 // // G4VSteppingVerbose ∗ v e r b o s i t y = new p2pStepp ingVerbo s e ;
66 // // G4VSteppingVerbose : : S e t I n s t a n c e ( v e r b o s i t y ) ;
67
68 // Cons t ru c t d e f a u l t Run manager
69 //
70 G4RunManager∗ runManager = new G4RunManager ;
71
72 // //////////////////////////////////////////
73 // Set Mandatory User I n i t i a l i z a t i o n C l a s s e s
74 // //////////////////////////////////////////
75
76 // De t e c t o r Con s t r u c t i o n
77 runManager−>Se tU s e r I n i t i a l i z a t i o n ( new p2pDetectorConstruct ion ( ) ) ;
78
79 // Phy s i c s L i s t
80 // runManager−>S e t U s e r I n i t i a l i z a t i o n ( new p2pPhy s i c s L i s t ( ) ) ;
81 G4PhysListFactory∗ physListFactory = new G4PhysListFactory ( ) ;
82 G4VUserPhysicsList ∗ phy s i c sL i s t = physListFactory−>GetReferencePhysList ( "QGSP_BERT" ) ;
83 runManager−>Se tU s e r I n i t i a l i z a t i o n ( phy s i c sL i s t ) ;
84
85
86 // Primary Gene ra to r Act i on
87 runManager−>SetUserAction ( new p2pPrimaryGeneratorAction ( ) ) ;
88
89 // I n i t i a l i z e G4 k e r n e l
90
91 runManager−>I n i t i a l i z e ( ) ;
92
93 #i f d e f G4VIS_USE
94 // V i s u a l i z a t i o n manager
95
96 G4VisManager∗ visManager = new G4VisExecutive ;
97 visManager−>I n i t i a l i z e ( ) ;
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98 #end i f
99
100 // Get the p o i n t e r to the User I n t e r f a c e manager
101
102 G4UImanager∗ UImanager = G4UImanager : : GetUIpointer ( ) ;
103
104 i f ( argc !=1) {
105 // batch mode
106 G4String command = "/ con t r o l / execute " ;
107 G4String f i leName = argv [ 1 ] ;
108 UImanager−>ApplyCommand(command+fi leName ) ;
109 }
110 e l s e {
111 // i n t e r a c t i v e mode : d e f i n e UI s e s s i o n
112 #i f d e f G4UI_USE
113 G4UIExecutive∗ ui = new G4UIExecutive ( argc , argv ) ;
114 #i f d e f G4VIS_USE
115 UImanager−>ApplyCommand( "/ con t r o l / execute . . / v i s .mac" ) ;
116 //#e l s e
117 UImanager−>ApplyCommand( "/ con t r o l / execute . . / proton .mac" ) ;
118 #end i f
119 ui−>Ses s i onS ta r t ( ) ;
120 de l e t e u i ;
121 #end i f
122 }
123
124 // Job t e rm i n a t i o n
125 // Free the s t o r e : u s e r a c t i o n s , p h y s i c s _ l i s t and d e t e c t o r_ d e s c r i p t i o n a r e
126 // owned and d e l e t e d by the run manager , so they shou ld not be d e l e t e d
127 // i n the main ( ) program !
128
129 #i f d e f G4VIS_USE
130 de l e t e visManager ;
131 #end i f
132 de l e t e runManager ;
133
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13 #inc lude " p2pDetectorConstruct ion . hh"
14 //#i n c l u d e " p2pTrackerSD . hh"
15 //#i n c l u d e " p2pDet e c t o rMes s enge r . hh"
16
17 //#i n c l u d e "p2pEMCaloSD . hh"
18 //#i n c l u d e "p2pHadCaloSD . hh"
19 // ????# i n c l u d e "p2pEMShowerModel . hh"
20 // ????# i n c l u d e " p2pPiModel . hh" ?????
21
22 #inc lude " g l oba l s . hh"
23 #inc lude "G4Material . hh"
24 #inc lude "G4MaterialTable . hh"
25 #inc lude "G4Element . hh"
26 #inc lude "G4ElementTable . hh"
27 #inc lude "G4NistManager . hh"
28 #inc lude "G4PhysicalConstants . hh"
29 #inc lude "G4UnitsTable . hh"
30 #inc lude "G4SystemOfUnits . hh"
31
32 #inc lude "G4Box . hh"
33 #inc lude "G4Tubs . hh"
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34 #inc lude "G4Sphere . hh"
35 #inc lude "G4Orb . hh"
36 #inc lude "G4LogicalVolume . hh"
37 #inc lude "G4ThreeVector . hh"
38 #inc lude "G4PVPlacement . hh"
39
40 #inc lude "G4UserLimits . hh"
41 #inc lude "G4ProductionCuts . hh"
42
43 #inc lude "G4SDManager . hh"
44 #inc lude "G4VisAttr ibutes . hh"
45 #inc lude "G4Colour . hh"
46 #inc lude "G4SystemOfUnits . hh"
47
48 // s c i n t i l l a t i o n r e l a t e d ???? May ex c l ud e ????
49 #inc lude "G4Logica lBorderSurface . hh"
50 #inc lude "G4Logica lSk inSur face . hh"
51 #inc lude "G4Optica lSurface . hh"
52
53 #inc lude "G4UImanager . hh"
54 #inc lude "G4RunManager . hh"
55 #inc lude "G4GeometryTolerance . hh"
56 #inc lude "G4GeometryManager . hh"
57
58 #inc lude "G4PhysicalVolumeStore . hh"
59 #inc lude "G4LogicalVolumeStore . hh"
60 #inc lude "G4Sol idStore . hh"
61 #inc lude "G4ios . hh"
62
63 //#i n c l u d e <cmath>
64 //#i n c l u d e <sst ream>
65 //#i n c l u d e " G4Rotat ionMatr ix . hh"





71 p2pDetectorConstruct ion : : p2pDetectorConstruct ion ( )
72 {
73 // Messenger to change pa rame t e r s o f the pas s i v ePro tonBeamLine geometry
74 // f p 2pDe t e c t o rMe s s eng e r = new p2pDet e c t o rMes s enge r ( t h i s ) ;
75
76
77 // S e tDe f au l tD imen s i o n s ( ) ;
78
79 //−−−−−−−−− S i z e s o f the p r i n c i p a l g e om e t r i c a l components ( s o l i d s ) −−−−−−−−−





85 p2pDetectorConstruct ion : : ~ p2pDetectorConstruct ion ( )
86 {





92 G4VPhysicalVolume∗ p2pDetectorConstruct ion : : Construct ( )
93 {
94
95 //−−−−−−−−− Mat e r i a l D e f i n i t i o n −−−−−−−−−
96 // D e f i n eMa t e r i a l s ( ) ;
97
98 //−−−−−−−−−Volume D e f i n i t i o n −−−−−−−−−−−−




103 // DEFINE MATERIALS
104 //
105 // ////////////////////////////////////////////
106 // vo id D e t e c t o rCon s t r u c t i o n : : D e f i n eMa t e r i a l s ( )
107 // {
108 //Get Ma t e r i a l s from NIST da taba s e
109 G4UnitDef in i t ion : : Bui ldUnitsTable ( ) ;
110
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111 G4bool i s o t op e s = f a l s e ;
112 G4NistManager∗ man = G4NistManager : : In s tance ( ) ;
113 man−>SetVerbose (0 ) ;
114 G4double a , z , dens i ty , pres sure , temperature , f r a c t i onmass ;
115 G4int nelements , nComponents ;
116
117 // Evacutaed Air
118 // I n s i d e s c a t t e r i n g chamber as d e f i n e d by Stye97 and vanZyl08
119
120 //G4Element∗ N = new G4Element (" N i t r o g en " , "N" , z=7 , a=14.01∗ g/mole ) ;
121 //G4Element∗ O = new G4Element (" Oxygen" , "O" , z=8 , a=16.00∗ g/mole ) ;
122 G4Element∗ n i t r ogenN i s t = man−>FindOrBuildElement ( "N" ) ;
123 G4Element∗ oxygenNist = man−>FindOrBuildElement ( "O" ) ;
124 G4Material∗ evacuatedAir = new G4Material ( "Air " , dens i ty =1.29∗mg/cm3 , nelements=2,
kStateGas , temperature=24∗ke lv in , p r e s su r e =0.001∗ pasca l ) ;
125 evacuatedAir−>AddElement ( n i t rogenNis t , f r a c t i onmass =70.∗perCent ) ;
126 evacuatedAir−>AddElement ( oxygenNist , f r a c t i onmas s =30.∗perCent ) ;
127
128 // d e f i n e NIST ma t e r i a l s
129 G4Material∗ vacuumNist = man−>FindOrBuildMater ial ( "G4_Galactic" , i s o t op e s ) ;
130 G4Material∗ a i rN i s t = man−>FindOrBuildMater ia l ( "G4_AIR" , i s o t op e s ) ;
131
132 // // Tracke r
133 // Energy Loss DeltaE De t e c t o r Ma t e r i a l
134 //G4Element∗ s i l i c o n N i s t = man−>FindOrBui ldElement (" S i " ) ;
135 G4Material∗ s i l i c o nN i s t = man−>FindOrBuildMater ia l ( "G4_Si" , i s o t op e s ) ;
136
137 // Energy Stopp ing E De t e c t o r Ma t e r i a l
138 G4Material∗ sodiumIodideNist = man−>FindOrBuildMater ial ( "G4_SODIUM_IODIDE" , i s o t op e s ) ;
139
140 // Co l l ima t o r
141 G4Material∗ kaptonNist = man−>FindOrBuildMater ia l ( "G4_KAPTON" , i s o t op e s ) ;
142 G4Material∗ tantalumNist = man−>FindOrBuildMater ia l ( "G4_Ta" , i s o t op e s ) ;
143 G4Element∗ z i n cN i s t = man−>FindOrBuildElement ( "Zn" ) ;
144 G4Element∗ copperNist = man−>FindOrBuildElement ( "Cu" ) ;
145 G4Material∗ bras s = new G4Material ( "Brass " , dens i ty =8.40∗g/cm3 , nComponents=2) ;
146 bras s −> AddElement ( z incNi s t , f r a c t i onmass = 30 ∗perCent ) ;
147 bras s −> AddElement ( copperNist , f r a c t i onmass = 70 ∗perCent ) ;
148
149 // Targ e t s
150 //G4Element∗ c a l c i umN i s t = man−>FindOrBui ldElement ("Ca") ;
151 G4Material∗ ca lc iumNist = man−>FindOrBuildMater ial ( "G4_Ca" , i s o t op e s ) ;
152
153 // P r i n t m a t e r i a l s





159 // DEFINE VOLUMES
160 //
161 // ///////////////////////////////////////////
162 // In the f o l l o w i n g method the DEFAULTS used i n the geometry o f
163 // p a s s i v e beam l i n e a r e p r ov i d ed
164 // HERE THE USER CAN CHANGE THE GEOMETRY CHARACTERISTICS OF BEAM
165 // LINE ELEMENTS, ALTERNATIVELY HE/SHE CAN USE THE MACRO FILE ( IF A
166 // MESSENGER IS PROVIDED)
167 //
168 // DEFAULT MATERIAL ARE ALSO PROVIDED
169 // and COLOURS ARE ALSO DEFINED
170 // −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
171 // //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
172 // G4VPhysicalVolume ∗ p2pDe t e c t o rCon s t r u c t i o n : : De f ineVo lumes ( )
173 // {
174 // Cleanup o l d geometry
175
176 G4GeometryManager : : GetInstance ( )−>OpenGeometry ( ) ;
177 G4PhysicalVolumeStore : : GetInstance ( )−>Clean ( ) ;
178 G4LogicalVolumeStore : : GetInstance ( )−>Clean ( ) ;
179 G4Sol idStore : : GetInstance ( )−>Clean ( ) ;
180
181 // Option to sw i t c h on/ o f f c h e c k i n g o f vo lumes o v e r l a p s
182 //
183 G4bool checkOverlaps = true ;
184
185 // Set o f c o u l o r s t ha t can be used
186 /∗ whi t e = new G4V i sAt t r i bu t e s ( G4Colour ( ) ) ;
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187 wh i t e −> S e t V i s i b i l i t y ( t r u e ) ;
188 wh i t e −> Se tF o r c e S o l i d ( t r u e ) ;
189
190 b l u e = new G4V i sA t t r i bu t e s ( G4Colour ( 0 . , 0 . , 1 . ) ) ;
191 b l u e −> S e t V i s i b i l i t y ( t r u e ) ;
192 b l u e −> Se tF o r c e S o l i d ( t r u e ) ;
193
194 gray = new G4V i sAt t r i bu t e s ( G4Colour ( 0 . 5 , 0 . 5 , 0 . 5 ) ) ;
195 gray−> S e t V i s i b i l i t y ( t r u e ) ;
196 gray−> Se tF o r c e S o l i d ( t r u e ) ;
197
198 red = new G4V i sAt t r i bu t e s ( G4Colour ( 1 . , 0 . , 0 . ) ) ;
199 red−> S e t V i s i b i l i t y ( t r u e ) ;
200 red−> Se tF o r c e S o l i d ( t r u e ) ;
201
202 y e l l ow = new G4V i sAt t r i bu t e s ( G4Colour ( 1 . , 1 . , 0 . ) ) ;
203 ye l l ow−> S e t V i s i b i l i t y ( t r u e ) ;
204 ye l l ow−> Se tF o r c e S o l i d ( t r u e ) ;
205
206 g r e en = new G4V i sA t t r i bu t e s ( G4Colour ( 2 5 / 2 5 5 . , 2 5 5 /255 . , 2 5 / 2 5 5 . ) ) ;
207 g r e en −> S e t V i s i b i l i t y ( t r u e ) ;
208 g r e en −> Se tF o r c e S o l i d ( t r u e ) ;
209
210 darkGreen = new G4V i sA t t r i bu t e s ( G4Colour ( 0 / 2 5 5 . , 1 0 0 /255 . , 0 / 2 5 5 . ) ) ;
211 darkGreen −> S e t V i s i b i l i t y ( t r u e ) ;
212 darkGreen −> Se tF o r c e S o l i d ( t r u e ) ;
213
214 darkOrange3 = new G4V i sAt t r i bu t e s ( G4Colour ( 2 0 5 / 2 5 5 . , 1 0 2 /255 . , 0 0 0 /255 . ) ) ;
215 darkOrange3 −> S e t V i s i b i l i t y ( t r u e ) ;
216 darkOrange3 −> Se tF o r c e S o l i d ( t r u e ) ;
217
218 skyBlue = new G4V i sA t t r i bu t e s ( G4Colour ( 1 3 5 / 2 5 5 . , 2 0 6 /255 . , 2 3 5 /255 . ) ) ;
219 skyBlue −> S e t V i s i b i l i t y ( t r u e ) ;









229 // Target Dimens ions
230 G4double s izeX_target = 30 .∗mm;
231 G4double s izeY_target = 30 .∗mm;
232 G4double s i z eZ_target = 1 .∗1 e−3∗mm; // Te s t i n g f o r p ro ton knockout / / 2 . 8 6 / 1 . 5 5 / 1 0 0 0 ∗ cm ; //
t h i c k n e s s : 2 . 8 6mg/cm^2 / 1 . 5 5 g/cm^3
233
234 // Gaps \ Spa c i n g s a l ong t e l e s c o p e arms . Note taken from c e n t e r s
235 // NB: Ca r e f u l o f o v e r l a p p i n g ! ! ! b u i l t i n o v e r l a p p i n g ch e ck s
236 // These Need to be checked and v e r i f i e d
237 G4double gapZ_target_col l imator = 10 .∗mm;
238 G4double gapZ_coll imator_Si = 10 .∗mm;
239 G4double gapZ_Si_NaI = 10 .∗mm;
240
241 // Co l l ima t o r Dimens ions
242 // Be c a r e f u l o f c l e a r a n c e t o l e r a n c e s
243 G4double sizeR_col_brass_hole = 15 . / 2 .∗mm; // Diameter 1 5 . 0 mm − This must be the
s u b t r a c t i o n from the c o l l i m a t o r
244
245 G4double absolute_Rmin_kapton = s izeZ_target + gapZ_target_col l imator ;
246 G4double sizeR_col_kapton = sizeR_col_brass_hole ;
247 G4double sizeX_kapton = sizeX_target ;
248 G4double sizeY_kapton = sizeY_target ;
249 G4double sizeZ_col_kapton = 8.∗1 e−6∗m;
250
251 G4double absolute_Rmin_brass = absolute_Rmin_kapton + sizeZ_col_kapton +1.∗1e−6∗m;
252 // G4double s i z eX_co l_bra s s = 43 .∗mm;
253 // G4double s i z eY_co l_bra s s = 43 .∗mm;
254 G4double s izeZ_col_brass = 66 .∗mm;
255
256 G4double absolute_Rmin_tantalum = absolute_Rmin_brass + sizeZ_col_brass + 1 .∗mm;
257 G4double sizeZ_col_tantalum = 3.15∗mm;
258 // G4double s i z e r_co l_tan t a l um = 1 4 . 1 / 2 . ∗mm;
259 G4double sizeR_col_tantalum = sizeR_col_brass_hole ;
260
261 // De l t a E S i De t e c t o r
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262 G4double absolute_Rmin_si l icon = absolute_Rmin_tantalum + sizeZ_col_tantalum +
gapZ_coll imator_Si ;
263 // G4double s i z eR_S i_de t e c t o r = 7 6 . / 2 . ∗mm; // Shoud t h i s /2?
264 G4double s izeZ_Si_detector = 0 .5∗mm;
265
266 // Energy Stopp ing E De t e c t o r NaI
267 G4double absolute_Rmin_nai = absolute_Rmin_si l icon + sizeZ_Si_detector + 0 .1∗mm;
268 // G4double s i z eR_NaI_detec to r = 7 6 . / 2 . ∗mm;
269 G4double sizeZ_NaI_detector = 127 .∗mm;
270
271 // Moveable De t e c t o r Arm
272 // This w i l l be an as s emb ly o f vo lumes
273 // G4double s i zeR_armature = 60 .∗mm; // C a r e f u l l o f a d j a s c e n t o v e r l a p p i n g when you put two
274 // G4double s i z eZ_armature = 100 .∗ cm ;
275
276 // Radius o f s c a t t e r i n g chamber which w i l l s e r v e as e x p e r im en t a l h a l l o r wor ld volume
277 G4double sizeR_scatteringChamber = 1.5∗m; // Exp e r ime t a l l y 1 . 5m d i ame t e r but , t h i s w i l l




281 // SET PLACEMENTS
282 // i . e . D e f i n e G4VSolid , A s s o c i a t e with G4Logica lVolume and De f i n e Placement G4VPhysicalVolume
,
283 //
284 // G4Logica lVolume ( G4VSolid ∗ pSo l i d , G4Mate r i a l ∗ pMate r i a l , c o n s t G4St r ing& Name ,
G4Fie ldManager ∗ pFie ldMgr =0 , G4VSen s i t i v eDe t e c t o r ∗ pSDet e c t o r =0 , G4UserL imit s ∗ pULimits =0 ,
G4bool Opt imi s e=t r u e )
285 //
286 // Two c o n s t r u c t o r s e x i s t f o r Phy s i c a l Volumes
287 // G4PVPlacement ( G4Rotat ionMatr ix ∗ pRot , c on s t G4ThreeVector& t l a t e , G4Logica lVolume ∗
pCur r en tLog i c a l , c o n s t G4St r ing& pName , G4Logica lVolume ∗ pMotherLog i ca l , G4bool pMany , G4int
pCopyNo , G4bool pSurfChk= f a l s e )
288 //
289 // G4PVPlacement ( G4Transform3D so l i dT ran s f o rm , G4Logica lVolume ∗ pCur r en tLog i c a l , c o n s t
G4St r ing& pName , G4Logica lVolume ∗ pMotherLog i ca l , G4bool pMany , G4int pCopyNo , G4bool





294 // World :
295 // //////////////
296 //G4Box ∗WorldBox= new G4Box ("WorldBox " ,400∗cm , 400∗cm , 400∗cm) ;
297 // G4Sphere ( c on s t G4Str ing& pName , G4double pRmin , G4double pRmax , G4double pSPhi , G4double
pDPhi , G4double pSTheta , G4double pDTheta )
298 G4Orb∗ WorldOrb = new G4Orb( "World" , s izeR_scatteringChamber ∗1000 . ) ;
299 G4LogicalVolume∗ WorldLV = new G4LogicalVolume (WorldOrb , evacuatedAir , "WorldLogical " ,
0 , 0 , 0) ;
300 G4PVPlacement∗ WorldPhys = new G4PVPlacement (0 , G4ThreeVector ( ) , "WorldPhysical " , WorldLV
, 0 , f a l s e , checkOverlaps ) ;
301
302 // //////////////
303 // Target F o i l :
304 // //////////////
305 //G4Box∗ t a r g e t F o i l B o x = new G4Box (" t a r g e t F o i l " , s i z eX_ta r g e t / 2 . , s i z eY_ta r g e t
/ 2 . , s i z e Z_ t a r g e t / 2 . ) ; // R e c a l l Must Prov ide Ha l f Lengths
306 G4Box∗ ta rgetFo i lBox = new G4Box( " t a r g e tFo i l " , s izeX_target , s izeY_target ,
s i z eZ_target ) ; // Fo r c i ng pro ton knocoout
307 G4LogicalVolume∗ targetFoi lLV = new G4LogicalVolume ( targetFoi lBox , ca lc iumNist , "
t a r g e tFo i l " , 0 , 0 , 0) ; // mother has none as i t s mother
308 G4PVPlacement∗ targetFoi lPV = new G4PVPlacement (0 , G4ThreeVector ( ) , " t a r g e tFo i l " ,
targetFoi lLV , WorldPhys , f a l s e , checkOverlaps ) ; // P laced i n the c e n t e r o f s c a t t e r i n g
chamber with beam on −z and d e t e c t o r arm on +z ( moveable i n xz p l an e )
309
310 // //////////////
311 // Kapton Film :
312 // //////////////
313
314 // G4Sphere ∗ kaptonSphere = new G4Sphere (" k ap t onSh i e l d " , absolute_Rmin_kapton ,
absolute_Rmin_kapton + s izeZ_co l_kapton , 0 . , 3 6 0 .∗ degree , 0 . , 9 0 .∗ d e g r e e ) ;
315 // G4Logica lVolume ∗ kaptonLV = new G4Logica lVolume ( kaptonSphere , kaptonNi s t , " k ap t onSh i e l d
" , 0 , 0 , 0 ) ; // This i s a s e n s i t i v e d e t e c t o r , must a d j u s t f i r s t 0
316 //G4PVPlacement∗ kaptonPV = new G4PVPlacement ( 0 , G4ThreeVector ( ) ," k ap t onSh i e l d " ,
kaptonLV , WorldPhys , f a l s e , c h e ckOve r l ap s ) ;
317
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318 G4Box∗ kaptonBox = new G4Box( " kaptonShie ld " , sizeX_kapton , sizeY_kapton ,
sizeZ_col_kapton ) ;
319 G4LogicalVolume∗ kaptonLV = new G4LogicalVolume ( kaptonBox , kaptonNist , " kaptonShie ld " , 0 ,
0 , 0) ; // This i s a s e n s i t i v e d e t e c t o r , must a d j u s t f i r s t 0
320 G4PVPlacement∗ kaptonPV = new G4PVPlacement (0 , G4ThreeVector (0 , 0 ,
absolute_Rmin_kapton ) , " kaptonShie ld " , kaptonLV , WorldPhys , f a l s e , checkOverlaps ) ;
321
322
323 // ∗∗ Note take on ly i n c l u d e f i l e s from N05 and Hadr00 f o r c a s e 0 ,
324
325 // ///////////////////////
326 // Moveable De t e c t o r Arm
327 //
328 // −− Must s t i l l d e c i d e i f t h i s s hou ld be l o g i c a l volume or a s s emb ly o f volumes , w i l l
f i r s t t r y as l o g i c a l volume
329 // −− Wil l need s u b t r a c t i o n to remove sph e r e ove r t a r g e t . . . ?
330 // −− " Probab ly " doe s not need to be v i s u a l i z e d
331 //
332 // G4Tubs ( c on s t G4Str ing& pName , G4double pRMin , G4double pRMax , G4double pDz , G4double




336 //G4Tubs∗ armatureTub = new G4Tubs (" moveableArmTube " , 0 , s i zeR_armature ,
s i z eZ_armature , 0 , 2∗Pi ) ;
337 // G4Sphere ∗ armatureSph = new G4Sphere (" moveableArmSphere " , 0 , s i z eX_ta r g e t ∗ 1 . 1 0
/∗ a r b i t r a r y 10% c l e a r a n c e ∗/ , 0 , Pi , 0 , twop i ) ; // S ub t r a c t i o n
338 // G4Logica lVolume ∗ armatureLV = new G4Logica lVolume ( moveableArm , evacua t edAi r , "
moveab leArmLog ica l " , 0 , 0 , 0 ) ; // This w i l l a c t u a l l y be a s e n s i t i v e d e t e c t o r ?
339 //G4PVPlacement∗ armaturePV = new G4PVPlacement ( 0 , G4ThreeVector ( 0 , 0 , +z . . / ∗ NB
Sub t r a c t u n i o n i s e d sph e r e h e r e ∗/) , " moveab leArmPhys ica l " , armatureLV , WorldPhys , f a l s e ,
c h e ckOve r l ap s ) ;
340 // Now a l l o t h e r e l emen t s on d e t e c t o r t e l e s c p o e arm can have above as t h e i r mother volume
341
342 // Complete u s i n g B1 and Hadr00 , add to wr i t eup : e x p l a i n G4 v a r i a b l e s , G4So l i d s (Box ,




346 // Co l l ima t o r :
347 //
348 // Union and s u b t r a c t i o n o f Sphe r e s and Tubs here , ( s u b t r a c t and l e av e , i . e w i l l i t auto




352 // S i De l t a E :
353 // //////////////
354
355 G4Sphere∗ s i l i c o nSph e r e = new G4Sphere ( " S iDetec tor " , absolute_Rmin_sil icon ,
absolute_Rmin_si l icon + sizeZ_Si_detector , 0 . , 360 .∗ degree , 0 . , 90 .∗ degree ) ;
356 G4LogicalVolume∗ s i l i conLV = new G4LogicalVolume ( s i l i c onSphe r e , s i l i c o nN i s t , " S iDetec to r
" , 0 , 0 , 0) ; // This i s a s e n s i t i v e d e t e c t o r , must a d j u s t f i r s t 0
357 G4PVPlacement∗ s i l i conPV = new G4PVPlacement (0 , G4ThreeVector ( ) , " S iDetec to r " , s i l i conLV
, WorldPhys , f a l s e , checkOverlaps ) ;
358
359 // ///////////////////////////
360 // NaI S c i n t i l a t i o n De t e c t o r :
361 // ///////////////////////////
362
363 G4Sphere∗ sodiumIodideSphere = new G4Sphere ( "NaIDetector " , absolute_Rmin_sil icon ,
absolute_Rmin_nai + sizeZ_NaI_detector , 0 . , 360 .∗ degree , 0 . , 90 .∗ degree ) ;
364 G4LogicalVolume∗ sodiumIodideLV = new G4LogicalVolume ( sodiumIodideSphere ,
sodiumIodideNist , "NaIDetector " , 0 , 0 , 0) ; // This i s a s e n s i t i v e d e t e c t o r
365 G4PVPlacement∗ sodiumIodidePV = new G4PVPlacement (0 , G4ThreeVector ( ) , "NaIDetector "





370 // SCOPE FOR FUTURE IMPROVEMENT
371
372 // Set s c o r i n g volume to s t e p p i n g a c t i o n
373 // ( where we w i l l a c count ene rgy d e p o s i t )
374 //
375 // B1Stepp ingAct i on ∗ s t e p p i n gAc t i o n = B1Stepp ingAct i on : : I n s t a n c e ( ) ;
376 // // s t epp i n gAc t i on−>SetVolume ( l o g i c S h a p e 1 ) ;
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377 // s t epp i n gAc t i on−>SetVolume ( l o g i c S h a p e 2 ) ;
378










3 // Auther : Nyameko L i s a
4 // Las t Mod i f i e d : 18/10/2012
5 //
6 // / \ f i l e p2pG4Simulat ion / s r c / p 2pPhy s i c s L i s t . c c
7 // / \ b r i e f Imp l ementa t i on o f the p 2 pPhy s i c s L i s t c l a s s
8 //
9 // $Id$
10 // Example N02 D e s c r i b e s r e g i s t e r i n g p h y s i c s p r o c e s s e s n i c e l y
11 // //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
12
13 #inc lude " g l oba l s . hh"
14 #inc lude " p2pPhys ic sL i s t . hh"
15 #inc lude "G4Partic leTypes . hh"
16 #inc lude "G4SystemOfUnits . hh"
17
18
19 #inc lude "G4ProcessManager . hh"
20 //#i n c l u d e " G4IonB ina ryCascadePhys i c s . hh"
21 //#i n c l u d e "G4BinaryCascade . hh"
22 //#i n c l u d e " G4P r o t o n I n e l a s t i c P r o c e s s . hh"
23
24 p2pPhys ic sL i s t : : p2pPhys ic sL i s t ( )
25 {
26 // d e f au l tCu tVa l u e = 1 . 0∗ cm ;
27 // S e tVe rbo s eL ev e l ( 1 ) ;
28 }
29
30 p2pPhys ic sL i s t : : ~ p2pPhys ic sL i s t ( )
31 {}
32
33 void p2pPhys ic sL i s t : : Cons t ruc tPar t i c l e ( )
34 {
35 // In t h i s method , s t a t i c member f u n c t i o n s shou ld be c a l l e d
36 // f o r a l l p a r t i c l e s which you want to use .
37 // This e n s u r e s tha t o b j e c t s o f t h e s e p a r t i c l e t yp e s w i l l be
38 // c r e a t e d i n the program .
39
40 ConstructBosons ( ) ;
41 ConstructLeptons ( ) ;
42 ConstructBaryons ( ) ;
43 }
44
45 void p2pPhys ic sL i s t : : ConstructBosons ( )
46 {
47 // pseudo−p a r t i c l e s − used f o r t e s t i n g pu rpo s e s
48 G4Geantino : : Geant inoDe f in i t i on ( ) ;
49 G4ChargedGeantino : : ChargedGeant inoDef in i t ion ( ) ;
50
51 // gamma
52 G4Gamma : : GammaDefinition ( ) ;
53 }
54
55 void p2pPhys ic sL i s t : : ConstructLeptons ( )
56 {
57 // e+/−
58 G4Electron : : E l e c t r onDe f i n i t i o n ( ) ;
59 G4Positron : : Po s i t r onDe f i n i t i o n ( ) ;
60 }
61
62 void p2pPhys ic sL i s t : : ConstructBaryons ( )
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63 {
64 // pro ton
65 G4Proton : : Pro tonDe f in i t i on ( ) ;
66 G4AntiProton : : Ant iProtonDe f in i t i on ( ) ;
67
68 // neut ron
69 G4Neutron : : NeutronDef in i t i on ( ) ;
70 G4AntiNeutron : : Ant iNeutronDef in i t ion ( ) ;
71 }
72
73 void p2pPhys ic sL i s t : : ConstructProcess ( )
74 {
75 AddTransportation ( ) ;
76 ConstructEM () ;
77 // Con s t r u c tGene r a l ( ) ;












90 // Add pro ton i n e l a s t i c p r o c e s s , u s i n g G4BinaryCascade , between 0 and 10 GeV
91 // F i r s t i n s t a n t i a t e the model , then r e g i s t e r i t to the p r o c e s s
92 G4double protonBinaryCascadeMinEnergy = 0 . ∗MeV;
93 G4double protonBinaryCascadeMaxEnergy = 10 .∗GeV ;
94 G4BinaryCascade ∗ protonBinaryCascadeMode l = new G4BinaryCascade ( ) ;
95 protonBinaryCascadeMode l −> SetMinEnergy ( protonBinaryCascadeMinEnergy ) ;
96 protonBinaryCascadeMode l −> SetMaxEnergy ( protonBinaryCascadeMaxEnergy ) ;
97
98 // This i s the p r o c e s s h and l i n g pro ton i n e l a s t i c i n t e r a c t i o n s . I t i s a s p e c i f i c p r o c e s s
c a l l e d
99 // G4P r o t o n I n e l a s t i c P r o c e s s . See l i s t a t :
100 // ht tp : / / geant4 . c e rn . ch / suppo r t / proc_mod_catalog / p r o c e s s e s /
101 // Crea t e i n s t a n c e o f p a r t i c l e ’ s i n e l e a t i c p r o c e s s
102 G4P r o t o n I n e l a s t i c P r o c e s s ∗ p r o t o n I n e l a s t i c P r o c e s s =
103 new G4P r o t o n I n e l a s t i c P r o c e s s (" i n e l a s t i c −pro ton ") ;
104
105 // R e g i s t e r the model to the pro ton p r o c e s s
106 p r o t o n I n e l a s t i c P r o c e s s −> Reg i s t e rMe ( pro tonBinaryCascadeMode l ) ;
107
108 // De f i n e p a r t i c l e and r e t r i v e p o i n t e r to p ro ton p r o c e s s manager , and r e g i s t e r the i n e l a s t i c
p r o c e s s to i t .
109 G 4P a r t i c l e D e f i n i t i o n ∗ p a r t i c l e = G4Proton : : P r o t o nD e f i n i t i o n ( ) ;
110 G4ProcessManager ∗ pa r t i c l eP r o cMan = p a r t i c l e −> GetProcessManager ( ) ;
111 pa r t i c l eP r o cMan −> AddD i s c r e t eP r o c e s s ( p r o t o n I n e l a s t i c P r o c e s s ) ;
112
113 } ∗/








122 #inc lude "G4Phys icsListHelper . hh"
123
124 #inc lude "G4ComptonScattering . hh"
125 #inc lude "G4GammaConversion . hh"
126 #inc lude "G4PhotoElec t r i cEf f ec t . hh"
127
128 #inc lude "G4eMult ip l eScat te r ing . hh"
129 #inc lude "G4eIon i sa t ion . hh"
130 #inc lude "G4eBremsstrahlung . hh"
131 #inc lude "G4eplusAnnih i lat ion . hh"
132
133 #inc lude "G4hMult ip leScatter ing . hh"
134 #inc lude "G4hIonisat ion . hh"
135 #inc lude "G4hBremsstrahlung . hh"
136 #inc lude "G4hPairProduction . hh"
137
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138 #inc lude "G4 ionIon i sa t i on . hh"
139
140 #inc lude "G4IonBinaryCascadePhysics . hh"
141 #inc lude "G4BinaryCascade . hh"
142 #inc lude "G4ProtonIne la s t i cProce s s . hh"
143 #inc lude "G4HadronElast icProcess . hh"
144 #inc lude "G4LEProtonInelast ic . hh"
145
146 void p2pPhys ic sL i s t : : ConstructEM ()
147 {
148 G4Phys icsListHelper ∗ ph = G4Phys icsListHelper : : GetPhys ic sL i s tHe lper ( ) ;
149
150 t h ePa r t i c l e I t e r a t o r−>r e s e t ( ) ;
151 whi le ( (∗ t h eP a r t i c l e I t e r a t o r ) ( ) ) {
152 G4Par t i c l eDe f i n i t i on ∗ p a r t i c l e = th ePa r t i c l e I t e r a t o r−>value ( ) ;
153 G4String part ic leName = pa r t i c l e−>GetParticleName ( ) ;
154
155 i f ( part ic leName == "gamma" ) {
156 ph−>Reg i s t e rProc e s s (new G4PhotoElectr i cEf fect , p a r t i c l e ) ;
157 ph−>Reg i s t e rProc e s s (new G4ComptonScattering , p a r t i c l e ) ;
158 ph−>Reg i s t e rProc e s s (new G4GammaConversion , p a r t i c l e ) ;
159 }
160 e l s e i f ( part ic leName == "e−" ) {
161 ph−>Reg i s t e rProc e s s (new G4eMult ip leScatter ing , p a r t i c l e ) ;
162 ph−>Reg i s t e rProc e s s (new G4eIonisat ion , p a r t i c l e ) ;
163 ph−>Reg i s t e rProc e s s (new G4eBremsstrahlung , p a r t i c l e ) ;
164
165 } e l s e i f ( part ic leName == "e+" ) {
166 ph−>Reg i s t e rProc e s s (new G4eMult ip leScatter ing , p a r t i c l e ) ;
167 ph−>Reg i s t e rProc e s s (new G4eIonisat ion , p a r t i c l e ) ;
168 ph−>Reg i s t e rProc e s s (new G4eBremsstrahlung , p a r t i c l e ) ;
169 ph−>Reg i s t e rProc e s s (new G4eplusAnnih i lat ion , p a r t i c l e ) ;
170
171 } e l s e i f ( part ic leName == "proton" ) {
172 ph−>Reg i s t e rProc e s s (new G4hMult ip leScatter ing , p a r t i c l e ) ;
173 ph−>Reg i s t e rProc e s s (new G4hIonisat ion , p a r t i c l e ) ;
174 ph−>Reg i s t e rProc e s s (new G4hBremsstrahlung , p a r t i c l e ) ;
175 ph−>Reg i s t e rProc e s s (new G4hPairProduction , p a r t i c l e ) ;
176
177 //ph−>Re g i s t e r P r o c e s s ( new G4HadronE la s t i cProc e s s , p a r t i c l e ) ;
178 //ph−>Re g i s t e r P r o c e s s ( new G4P r o t o n I n e l a s t i cP r o c e s s , p a r t i c l e ) ;
179
180 //ph−>Re g i s t e r P r o c e s s ( new G4BinaryCascade , p a r t i c l e ) ;
181 //ph−>Re g i s t e r P r o c e s s ( new G4P r o t o n I n e l a s t i c P r o c e s s (" i n e l a s t i c −pro ton ") , p a r t i c l e ) ;
182
183 } e l s e i f ( part ic leName == "alpha " | |
184 part ic leName == "He3" ) {
185 ph−>Reg i s t e rProc e s s (new G4hMult ip leScatter ing , p a r t i c l e ) ;
186 ph−>Reg i s t e rProc e s s (new G4ionIon i sat ion , p a r t i c l e ) ;
187
188 } e l s e i f ( part ic leName == "Gener icIon " ) {
189 ph−>Reg i s t e rProc e s s (new G4hMult ip leScatter ing , p a r t i c l e ) ;
190 ph−>Reg i s t e rProc e s s (new G4ionIon i sat ion , p a r t i c l e ) ;
191
192 // a l l o t h e r s cha rged p a r t i c l e s e x c ep t g e an t i n o
193 } e l s e i f ( ( ! p a r t i c l e−>IsShortL ived ( ) ) &&
194 ( p a r t i c l e−>GetPDGCharge ( ) != 0 . 0 ) &&
195 ( p a r t i c l e−>GetParticleName ( ) != " chargedgeant ino " ) ) {
196 ph−>Reg i s t e rProc e s s (new G4hMult ip leScatter ing , p a r t i c l e ) ;





202 // May not even be n e c e s s a r y
203 //#i n c l u d e "G4Decay . hh"
204
205 void p2pPhys ic sL i s t : : ConstructGeneral ( )
206 {
207 /∗ G4Phy s i c sL i s tHe l p e r ∗ ph = G4Phy s i c sL i s tHe l p e r : : G e tPhy s i c s L i s tH e l p e r ( ) ;
208
209 // Add Decay P r o c e s s
210 G4Decay∗ t h eDecayPro c e s s = new G4Decay ( ) ;
211 t h e P a r t i c l e I t e r a t o r −>r e s e t ( ) ;
212 wh i l e ( (∗ t h e P a r t i c l e I t e r a t o r ) ( ) ) {
213 G 4P a r t i c l e D e f i n i t i o n ∗ p a r t i c l e = t h e P a r t i c l e I t e r a t o r −>va l u e ( ) ;
214 i f ( theDecayProce s s−>I sA p p l i c a b l e (∗ p a r t i c l e ) ) {
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219 // Add pro ton i n e l a s t i c p r o c e s s , u s i n g G4BinaryCascade , between 0 and 10 GeV
220 // F i r s t i n s t a n t i a t e the model , then r e g i s t e r i t to the p r o c e s s
221 // G4double protonBinaryCascadeMinEnergy = 0 . ∗MeV;
222 // G4double protonBinaryCascadeMaxEnergy = 10 .∗GeV ;
223 // G4BinaryCascade ∗ protonBinaryCascadeMode l = new G4BinaryCascade ( ) ;
224 // pro tonBinaryCascadeMode l −> SetMinEnergy ( protonBinaryCascadeMinEnergy ) ;
225 // pro tonBinaryCascadeMode l −> SetMaxEnergy ( protonBinaryCascadeMaxEnergy ) ;
226
227 // This i s the p r o c e s s h and l i n g pro ton i n e l a s t i c i n t e r a c t i o n s . I t i s a s p e c i f i c p r o c e s s
c a l l e d
228 // G4P r o t o n I n e l a s t i c P r o c e s s . See l i s t a t :
229 // ht tp : / / geant4 . c e rn . ch / suppo r t / proc_mod_catalog / p r o c e s s e s /
230 // Crea t e i n s t a n c e o f p a r t i c l e ’ s i n e l e a t i c p r o c e s s
231 G4ProtonIne la s t i cProce s s ∗ p r o t on In e l a s t i cP r o c e s s = new G4ProtonIne la s t i cProce s s ( ) ;
232
233 // R e g i s t e r the model to the pro ton p r o c e s s
234 // p r o t o n I n e l a s t i c P r o c e s s −> Reg i s t e rMe ( pro tonBinaryCascadeMode l ) ;
235
236 // De f i n e p a r t i c l e and r e t r i v e p o i n t e r to p ro ton p r o c e s s manager , and r e g i s t e r the i n e l a s t i c
p r o c e s s to i t .
237 G4Par t i c l eDe f i n i t i on ∗ p a r t i c l e = G4Proton : : Pro tonDe f in i t i on ( ) ;
238 G4ProcessManager∗ part ic leProcMan = p a r t i c l e −> GetProcessManager ( ) ;




243 // Need to f i n d exa c t d e t a i l s o f t h i s and e x p l a i n
244 /∗
245 #i n c l u d e " G4StepL imi t e r . hh"
246 #i n c l u d e " G4Use rSpec i a lCut s . hh"
247
248 vo id p 2pPhy s i c s L i s t : : AddStepMax ( )
249 {
250 // Step l i m i t a t i o n s e en as a p r o c e s s
251 G4StepL imi t e r ∗ s t e p L im i t e r = new G4StepL imi t e r ( ) ;
252 //// G4Use rSpec i a lCut s ∗ us e rCut s = new G4Use rSpec i a lCut s ( ) ;
253
254 t h e P a r t i c l e I t e r a t o r −>r e s e t ( ) ;
255 wh i l e ( ( ∗ t h e P a r t i c l e I t e r a t o r ) ( ) )
256 {
257 G 4P a r t i c l e D e f i n i t i o n ∗ p a r t i c l e = t h e P a r t i c l e I t e r a t o r −>va l u e ( ) ;
258 G4ProcessManager ∗ pmanager = p a r t i c l e −>GetProcessManager ( ) ;
259
260 i f ( p a r t i c l e −>GetPDGCharge ( ) != 0 . 0 )
261 {
262 pmanager −>AddD i s c r e t eP r o c e s s ( s t e p L im i t e r ) ;






269 void p2pPhys ic sL i s t : : SetCuts ( )
270 {
271 // Suppr e s s e r r o r mes sage s even i n c a s e e /gamma/ pro ton do not e x i s t
272 // G4int temp = GetVerbo s eLeve l ( ) ;
273 // S e tVe rbo s eL ev e l ( 0 ) ;
274 // Above l i n e ( s ) i s / a r e commented to g e t a l l communicat ion from k e r n e l
275 // " G4VUse rPhys i c sL i s t : : S e tCut sWi thDe fau l t " method s e t s
276 // the d e f a u l t cut v a l u e f o r a l l p a r t i c l e t yp e s
277 SetCutsWithDefault ( ) ;
278
279 // R e t r i e v e v e r b o s e l e v e l





158 APPENDIX E. CODE LISTINGS
3 // Auther : Nyameko L i s a
4 // Las t Mod i f i e d : 18/10/2012
5 //
6 // / \ f i l e p2pG4Simulat ion / s r c / p2pPr imaryGene ra to rAct i on . cc






13 #inc lude "p2pPrimaryGeneratorAction . hh"
14
15 #inc lude "G4Event . hh"
16 #inc lude "G4ParticleGun . hh"
17 #inc lude "G4Part ic leTable . hh"
18 #inc lude "G4Par t i c l eDe f i n i t i on . hh"
19 #inc lude " g l oba l s . hh"
20 #inc lude "G4SystemOfUnits . hh"
21
22 p2pPrimaryGeneratorAction : : p2pPrimaryGeneratorAction ( )
23 {
24 G4int n_part i c l e = 1 ;
25 part ic l eGun = new G4ParticleGun ( n_part i c l e ) ;
26
27 G4Part ic leTable ∗ pa r t i c l eTab l e = G4Part ic leTable : : GetPart i c l eTable ( ) ;
28 G4String part ic leName ;
29 part ic leGun−>Se tPa r t i c l eD e f i n i t i o n ( pa r t i c l eTab l e−>FindPar t i c l e ( part ic leName="proton" ) ) ;
30 part ic leGun−>SetPar t i c l eEnergy (148 .2∗MeV) ; // I n c i d e n t p a r t i c l e ene rgy
31 part ic leGun−>Se tPa r t i c l ePo s i t i o n (G4ThreeVector ( 0 . 0∗cm, 0 .0∗cm, −1.0∗cm) ) ; // Assuming t h i s
i s r e l a t i v e to wor ld volume , i . e . s l i g h t y i n f r o n t o f t a r g e t , which i s a t c e n t e r
32 // Above two gu e s t ima t e s w i l l need to be r e f i n e d
33 }
34





40 void p2pPrimaryGeneratorAction : : GeneratePr imar ies (G4Event∗ anEvent )
41 {
42 // G4int i = anEvent−>GetEventID ( ) ; // Not s u r e why G4int i = anEvent−>GetEventID ( ) % 3 ;
43 // G4ThreeVector v ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) ; // Must be i n c i d e n t a l ong the z−a x i s : Thi s needs to be
checked
44
45 // pa r t i c l eGun−>SetPa r t i c l eMomentumDi r e c t i on ( v ) ;
46 part ic leGun−>GeneratePrimaryVertex ( anEvent ) ; // Should we not be p a s s i n g i h e r e ?
47 }
2 .5 p2pStackingAction.cc
1 // . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . .
2 // . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . .
3
4 #inc lude " p2pStackingAction . hh"
5
6 #inc lude "G4Par t i c l eDe f i n i t i on . hh"
7 #inc lude "G4Partic leTypes . hh"
8 #inc lude "G4Track . hh"
9 #inc lude "G4ios . hh"
10
11 // . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . .
12
13 p2pStackingAction : : p2pStackingAction ( )
14 : protonCounter (0 )
15 {}
16
17 // . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . .
18
19 p2pStackingAction : : ~ p2pStackingAction ( )
20 {}
21
22 // . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . .
23
24 G4Class i f icat ionOfNewTrack
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25 p2pStackingAction : : Classi fyNewTrack ( const G4Track ∗ aTrack )
26 {
27 i f ( aTrack−>GetDe f in i t i on ( ) == G4Proton : : Pro tonDe f in i t i on ( ) )
28 { // p a r t i c l e i s o p t i c a l photon
29 i f ( aTrack−>GetParentID ( ) >0)




34 r e turn fUrgent ;
35 }
36
37 // . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . .
38
39 void p2pStackingAction : : NewStage ( )
40 {
41 G4cout << "Number o f protons produced in t h i s event : "
42 << protonCounter << G4endl ;
43 }
44
45 // . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . .
46
47 void p2pStackingAction : : PrepareNewEvent ( )
48 { protonCounter = 0 ; }
49




3 // . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . .
4 // . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . .
5
6 #inc lude "p2pSteppingAction . hh"
7 #inc lude "p2pPrimaryGeneratorAction . hh"
8 #inc lude "p2pRunAction . hh"
9 #inc lude "p2pHistoManager . hh"
10
11 #inc lude "G4Partic leTypes . hh"
12 #inc lude "G4RunManager . hh"
13 #inc lude "G4HadronicProcess . hh"
14
15 // . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . .
16
17 p2pSteppingAction : : p2pSteppingAction ( p2pPrimaryGeneratorAction∗ prim , p2pRunAction∗ p2pRuAct )
18 : fPrimary ( prim ) , fRunAction (p2pRuAct )
19 { }
20
21 // . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . .
22
23 p2pSteppingAction : : ~ p2pSteppingAction ( )
24 { }
25
26 // . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . .
27
28 void p2pSteppingAction : : UserSteppingAction ( const G4Step∗ aStep )
29 {
30 // count p r o c e s s e s
31 //
32 const G4StepPoint∗ endPoint = aStep−>GetPostStepPoint ( ) ;
33 const G4VProcess∗ proce s s = endPoint−>GetProcessDef inedStep ( ) ;
34 fRunAction−>CountProcesses ( p roce s s ) ;
35
36 // check tha t an r e a l i n t e r a c t i o n o c cu r ed ( eg . not a t r a n s p o r t a t i o n )
37 G4StepStatus s t epSta tus = endPoint−>GetStepStatus ( ) ;
38 G4bool t ransmit = ( s t epStatus==fGeomBoundary | | s t epSta tus==fWorldBoundary ) ;
39 i f ( t ransmit ) re turn ;
40
41 // r e a l p r o c e s s e s : sum t r a c k l e n g t h
42 //
43 G4double stepLength = aStep−>GetStepLength ( ) ;
44 fRunAction−>SumTrack ( stepLength ) ;
45
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46 // energy−momentum ba l an c e i n i t i a l i s a t i o n
47 //
48 const G4StepPoint∗ prePoint = aStep−>GetPreStepPoint ( ) ;
49 G4double Q = − prePoint−>GetKineticEnergy ( ) ;
50 G4ThreeVector Pbalance = − prePoint−>GetMomentum( ) ;
51
52 // i n i t i a l i s a t i o n o f the n u c l e a r channe l i d e n t i f i c a t i o n
53 //
54 G4Par t i c l eDe f i n i t i on ∗ p a r t i c l e = aStep−>GetTrack ( )−>GetDe f in i t i on ( ) ;
55 G4String partName = pa r t i c l e−>GetParticleName ( ) ;
56 G4String nuclearChannel = partName ;
57 G4HadronicProcess∗ hproc = ( G4HadronicProcess ∗) p roce s s ;
58 const G4Isotope∗ t a r g e t = hproc−>GetTargetIsotope ( ) ;
59 G4String targetName = "XXXX" ;
60 i f ( t a r g e t ) targetName = target−>GetName ( ) ;
61 nuclearChannel += " + " + targetName + " −−> " ;
62
63 // s c a t t e r e d pr imary p a r t i c l e ( i f any )
64 //
65 G4AnalysisManager∗ ana l y s i s = G4AnalysisManager : : In s tance ( ) ;
66 G4int ih = 1 ;
67 i f ( aStep−>GetTrack ( )−>GetTrackStatus ( ) == fA l i v e ) {
68 G4double energy = endPoint−>GetKineticEnergy ( ) ;
69 ana ly s i s−>Fi l lH1 ( ih , energy ) ;
70 //
71 G4ThreeVector momentum = endPoint−>GetMomentum( ) ;
72 Q += energy ;
73 Pbalance += momentum ;
74 //
75 nuclearChannel += partName + " + " ;
76 }
77
78 // s e c o n d a r i e s
79 //
80 const G4TrackVector∗ secondary = fpSteppingManager−>GetSecondary ( ) ;
81 f o r ( s i z e_t lp=0; lp <(∗ secondary ) . s i z e ( ) ; lp++) {
82 p a r t i c l e = (∗ secondary ) [ lp ]−>GetDe f in i t i on ( ) ;
83 G4String name = pa r t i c l e−>GetParticleName ( ) ;
84 G4String type = pa r t i c l e−>GetPart ic leType ( ) ;
85 G4double charge = pa r t i c l e−>GetPDGCharge ( ) ;
86 G4double energy = (∗ secondary ) [ lp ]−>GetKineticEnergy ( ) ;
87 fRunAction−>Part ic l eCount (name , energy ) ;
88 // ene rgy spect rum
89 i f ( charge > 3 . ) ih = 2 ;
90 e l s e i f ( p a r t i c l e == G4Gamma : :Gamma( ) ) ih = 3 ;
91 e l s e i f ( p a r t i c l e == G4Neutron : : Neutron ( ) ) ih = 4 ;
92 e l s e i f ( p a r t i c l e == G4Proton : : Proton ( ) ) ih = 5 ;
93 e l s e i f ( p a r t i c l e == G4Deuteron : : Deuteron ( ) ) ih = 6 ;
94 e l s e i f ( p a r t i c l e == G4Alpha : : Alpha ( ) ) ih = 7 ;
95 e l s e i f ( type == "nuc leus " ) ih = 8 ;
96 e l s e i f ( type == "meson" ) ih = 9 ;
97 e l s e i f ( type == "baryon" ) ih = 10 ;
98 ana ly s i s−>Fi l lH1 ( ih , energy ) ;
99 // energy−momentum ba l an c e
100 G4ThreeVector momentum = (∗ secondary ) [ lp ]−>GetMomentum( ) ;
101 Q += energy ;
102 Pbalance += momentum ;
103 // p a r t i c l e f l a g
104 f P a r t i c l eF l a g [ p a r t i c l e ]++;
105 }
106
107 // energy−momentum ba l an c e
108 G4double Pbal = Pbalance .mag( ) ;
109 fRunAction−>Balance ( Pbal ) ;
110 ih = 11 ;
111 ana ly s i s−>Fi l lH1 ( ih ,Q) ;
112 ih = 12 ;
113 ana ly s i s−>Fi l lH1 ( ih , Pbal ) ;
114
115 // n u c l e a r channe l
116 const G4int kMax = 16 ;
117 const G4String conver [ ] = {"0" , "" , "2 " , "3 " , "4 " , "5 " , "6 " , "7 " , "8 " , "9 " ,
118 "10 " , "11 " , "12 " , "13 " , "14 " , "15 " , "16 " } ;
119 std : : map<G4Par t i c l eDe f i n i t i on ∗ , G4int >: : i t e r a t o r ip ;
120 f o r ( ip = fPa r t i c l eF l a g . begin ( ) ; ip != fPa r t i c l eF l a g . end ( ) ; ip++) {
121 p a r t i c l e = ip−>f i r s t ;
122 G4String name = pa r t i c l e−>GetParticleName ( ) ;
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123 G4int nb = ip−>second ;
124 i f ( nb > kMax) nb = kMax ;
125 G4String Nb = conver [ nb ] ;
126 i f ( p a r t i c l e == G4Gamma : :Gamma( ) ) {
127 fRunAction−>CountGamma(nb) ;
128 Nb = "N " ;
129 }
130 i f ( ip != fPa r t i c l eF l a g . begin ( ) ) nuclearChannel += " + " ;
131 nuclearChannel += Nb + name ;
132 }
133
134 // /G4cout << "\n nu c l e a r channe l : " << nuc l e a rChanne l << G4endl ;
135 fRunAction−>CountNuclearChannel ( nuclearChannel , Q) ;
136
137 f P a r t i c l eF l a g . c l e a r ( ) ;
138
139 // k i l l e v en t a f t e r f i r s t i n t e r a c t i o n
140 //
141 G4RunManager : : GetRunManager ( )−>AbortEvent ( ) ;
142 }
143
144 // . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . .
2 .7 p2pSteppingVerbose.cc
1 // . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . .
2 // . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . .
3
4 #inc lude "p2pSteppingVerbose . hh"
5
6 #inc lude "G4SteppingManager . hh"
7 #inc lude "G4UnitsTable . hh"
8
9 // . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . .
10
11 p2pSteppingVerbose : : p2pSteppingVerbose ( )
12 {}
13
14 // . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . .
15
16 p2pSteppingVerbose : : ~ p2pSteppingVerbose ( )
17 {}
18
19 // . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . .
20
21 void p2pSteppingVerbose : : S tepIn fo ( )
22 {
23 CopyState ( ) ;
24
25 G4int prec = G4cout . p r e c i s i o n (3 ) ;
26
27 i f ( ve rboseLeve l >= 1 ) {
28 i f ( ve rboseLeve l >= 4 ) VerboseTrack ( ) ;
29 i f ( ve rboseLeve l >= 3 ) {
30 G4cout << G4endl ;
31 G4cout << std : : setw ( 5) << "#Step#" << " "
32 << std : : setw ( 6) << "X" << " "
33 << std : : setw ( 6) << "Y" << " "
34 << std : : setw ( 6) << "Z" << " "
35 << std : : setw ( 9) << "KineE" << " "
36 << std : : setw ( 9) << "dEStep" << " "
37 << std : : setw (10) << "StepLeng"
38 << std : : setw (10) << "TrakLeng"
39 << std : : setw (10) << "Volume" << " "
40 << std : : setw (10) << "Process " << G4endl ;
41 }
42
43 G4cout << std : : setw (5) << fTrack−>GetCurrentStepNumber ( ) << " "
44 << std : : setw (6) << G4BestUnit ( fTrack−>GetPos i t ion ( ) . x ( ) , "Length" )
45 << std : : setw (6) << G4BestUnit ( fTrack−>GetPos i t ion ( ) . y ( ) , "Length" )
46 << std : : setw (6) << G4BestUnit ( fTrack−>GetPos i t ion ( ) . z ( ) , "Length" )
47 << std : : setw (6) << G4BestUnit ( fTrack−>GetKineticEnergy ( ) , "Energy" )
48 << std : : setw (6) << G4BestUnit ( fStep−>GetTotalEnergyDeposit ( ) , "Energy" )
49 << std : : setw (6) << G4BestUnit ( fStep−>GetStepLength ( ) , "Length" )
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50 << std : : setw (6) << G4BestUnit ( fTrack−>GetTrackLength ( ) , "Length" )
51 << " " ;
52
53 // i f ( f S t e p S t a t u s != fWorldBoundary ) {
54 i f ( fTrack−>GetNextVolume ( ) != 0 ) {
55 G4cout << std : : setw (10) << fTrack−>GetVolume ( )−>GetName ( ) ;
56 } e l s e {
57 G4cout << std : : setw (10) << "OutOfWorld" ;
58 }
59
60 i f ( fStep−>GetPostStepPoint ( )−>GetProcessDef inedStep ( ) != 0) {
61 G4cout << " "
62 << std : : setw (10)
63 << fStep−>GetPostStepPoint ( )−>GetProcessDef inedStep ( )
64 −>GetProcessName ( ) ;
65 } e l s e {
66 G4cout << " UserLimit " ;
67 }
68
69 G4cout << G4endl ;
70
71 i f ( ve rboseLeve l == 2 ) {
72 G4int tN2ndariesTot = fN2ndariesAtRestDoIt +
73 fN2ndariesAlongStepDoIt +
74 fN2ndar iesPostStepDoIt ;
75 i f ( tN2ndariesTot >0){
76 G4cout << " :−−−−− L i s t o f 2 nda r i e s − "
77 << "#SpawnInStep=" << std : : setw (3) << tN2ndariesTot
78 << " ( Rest=" << std : : setw (2) << fN2ndariesAtRestDoIt
79 << " ,Along=" << std : : setw (2) << fN2ndariesAlongStepDoIt
80 << " , Post=" << std : : setw (2) << fN2ndar iesPostStepDoIt
81 << " ) , "
82 << "#SpawnTotal=" << std : : setw (3) << (∗ fSecondary ) . s i z e ( )
83 << " −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−"
84 << G4endl ;
85
86 f o r ( s i ze_t lp1=(∗ fSecondary ) . s i z e ( )−tN2ndariesTot ;
87 lp1 <(∗ fSecondary ) . s i z e ( ) ; lp1++){
88 G4cout << " : "
89 << std : : setw (6)
90 << G4BestUnit ( (∗ fSecondary ) [ lp1]−>GetPos i t ion ( ) . x ( ) , "Length" )
91 << std : : setw (6)
92 << G4BestUnit ( (∗ fSecondary ) [ lp1]−>GetPos i t ion ( ) . y ( ) , "Length" )
93 << std : : setw (6)
94 << G4BestUnit ( (∗ fSecondary ) [ lp1]−>GetPos i t ion ( ) . z ( ) , "Length" )
95 << std : : setw (6)
96 << G4BestUnit ( (∗ fSecondary ) [ lp1]−>GetKineticEnergy ( ) , "Energy" )
97 << std : : setw (10)
98 << (∗ fSecondary ) [ lp1]−>GetDe f in i t i on ( )−>GetParticleName ( ) ;
99 G4cout << G4endl ;
100 }
101
102 G4cout << " :−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−"
103 << "−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−"
104 << "−− EndOf2ndaries In f o −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−"





110 G4cout . p r e c i s i o n ( prec ) ;
111 }
112
113 // . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . .
114
115 void p2pSteppingVerbose : : Track ingStarted ( )
116 {
117
118 CopyState ( ) ;
119 G4int prec = G4cout . p r e c i s i o n (3 ) ;
120 i f ( ve rboseLeve l > 0 ) {
121
122 G4cout << std : : setw ( 5) << "Step#" << " "
123 << std : : setw ( 6) << "X" << " "
124 << std : : setw ( 6) << "Y" << " "
125 << std : : setw ( 6) << "Z" << " "
126 << std : : setw ( 9) << "KineE" << " "
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127 << std : : setw ( 9) << "dEStep" << " "
128 << std : : setw (10) << "StepLeng"
129 << std : : setw (10) << "TrakLeng"
130 << std : : setw (10) << "Volume" << " "
131 << std : : setw (10) << "Process " << G4endl ;
132
133 G4cout << std : : setw ( 5) << fTrack−>GetCurrentStepNumber ( ) << " "
134 << std : : setw ( 6) << G4BestUnit ( fTrack−>GetPos i t ion ( ) . x ( ) , "Length" )
135 << std : : setw ( 6) << G4BestUnit ( fTrack−>GetPos i t ion ( ) . y ( ) , "Length" )
136 << std : : setw ( 6) << G4BestUnit ( fTrack−>GetPos i t ion ( ) . z ( ) , "Length" )
137 << std : : setw ( 6) << G4BestUnit ( fTrack−>GetKineticEnergy ( ) , "Energy" )
138 << std : : setw ( 6) << G4BestUnit ( fStep−>GetTotalEnergyDeposit ( ) , "Energy" )
139 << std : : setw ( 6) << G4BestUnit ( fStep−>GetStepLength ( ) , "Length" )
140 << std : : setw ( 6) << G4BestUnit ( fTrack−>GetTrackLength ( ) , "Length" )
141 << " " ;
142
143 i f ( fTrack−>GetNextVolume ( ) ) {
144 G4cout << std : : setw (10) << fTrack−>GetVolume ( )−>GetName ( ) ;
145 } e l s e {
146 G4cout << "OutOfWorld" ;
147 }
148 G4cout << " i n i t S t e p " << G4endl ;
149 }
150 G4cout . p r e c i s i o n ( prec ) ;
151 }
152
153 // . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . .
2 .8 p2pHistoManager.cc
1
2 // . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . .
3 // . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . .
4
5 #inc lude "p2pHistoManager . hh"
6 #inc lude "G4UnitsTable . hh"
7
8 // . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . .
9
10 p2pHistoManager : : p2pHistoManager ( )
11 : fFileName ( "p2pG4Simulation" )
12 {
13 Book ( ) ;
14 }
15
16 // . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . .
17
18 p2pHistoManager : : ~ p2pHistoManager ( )
19 {
20 de l e t e G4AnalysisManager : : In s tance ( ) ;
21 }
22
23 // . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . .
24
25 void p2pHistoManager : : Book ( )
26 {
27 // Crea t e or g e t a n a l y s i s manager
28 // The c h o i c e o f a n a l y s i s t e c hn o l o g y i s done v i a s e l e c t i o n o f a namespace
29 // i n HistoManager . hh
30 G4AnalysisManager∗ analys isManager = G4AnalysisManager : : In s tance ( ) ;
31 analysisManager−>SetFileName ( fFileName ) ;
32 analysisManager−>SetVerboseLeve l (1 ) ;
33 analysisManager−>SetAct ivat ion ( t rue ) ; // enab l e i n a c t i v a t i o n o f h i s t o g r ams
34
35 // De f i n e h i s t o g r ams s t a r t v a l u e s
36 const G4int kMaxHisto = 13 ;
37 const G4String id [ ] = {"0" , "1" , "2" , "3" , "4" , "5" , "6" , "7" , "8" , "9" ,
38 "10" , "11" , "12" } ;
39 const G4String t i t l e [ ] =
40 { "dummy" , // 0
41 " k i n e t i c energy o f s c a t t e r ed primary p a r t i c l e " , // 1
42 " k i n e t i c energy o f r e c o i l n u c l e i " , // 2
43 " k i n e t i c energy o f gamma" , // 3
44 " k i n e t i c energy o f neutrons " , // 4
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45 " k i n e t i c energy o f protons " , // 5
46 " k i n e t i c energy o f deuterons " , // 6
47 " k i n e t i c energy o f a lphas " , // 7
48 " k i n e t i c energy o f a l l o the r s i on s " , // 8
49 " k i n e t i c energy o f a l l o the r s mesons" , // 9
50 " k i n e t i c energy o f a l l o the r s baryons " , // 10
51 "Q = Ekin out − Ekin in " , // 11
52 "Pbalance = mag(P_out − P_in) " // 12
53 } ;
54
55 // De f a u l t v a l u e s ( to be r e s e t v i a / a n a l y s i s /h1/ s e t command )
56 G4int nbins = 100 ;
57 G4double vmin = 0 . ;
58 G4double vmax = 10 0 . ;
59
60 // Crea t e a l l h i s t o g r ams as i n a c t i v a t e d
61 // as we have not ye t s e t nb ins , vmin , vmax
62 f o r ( G4int k=0; k<kMaxHisto ; k++) {
63 G4int ih = analysisManager−>CreateH1 ( id [ k ] , t i t l e [ k ] , nbins , vmin , vmax) ;




68 // . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . . . . oooOO0OOooo . . . . . .
2 .9 GNUmakeFile
1 # $Id : GNUmakefile , v 1 . 2 2003−01−23 1 5 : 3 1 : 3 9 mai re Exp $
2 # −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
3 # GNUmakefi le f o r example s module . Gab r i e l e Cosmo , 0 6 /04/98 .
4 # −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
5
6 name := p2pG4Simulation
7 G4TARGET := $ (name)
8 G4EXLIB := true
9
10 i f n d e f G4INSTALL
11 G4INSTALL = . . / . . / . .
12 end i f
13
14 .PHONY: a l l
15 a l l : l i b bin
16
17 i n c lude $ (G4INSTALL) / con f i g /binmake . gmk
18
19 v i s c l e a n :
20 rm −f g4 ∗ . prim g4 ∗ . eps g4 ∗ . wrl
21 rm −f .DAWN_∗
2 .10 CMakeLists.txt
1 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
2 # Setup the p r o j e c t
3 cmake_minimum_required (VERSION 2.6 FATAL_ERROR)
4 p r o j e c t ( p2pG4Simulation )
5
6 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
7 # Find Geant4 package , a c t i v a t i n g a l l a v a i l a b l e UI and Vis d r i v e r s by d e f a u l t
8 # You can s e t WITH_GEANT4_UIVIS to OFF v i a the command l i n e or ccmake /cmake−gu i
9 # to bu i l d a batch mode on ly e x e c u t a b l e
10 #
11 opt ion (WITH_GEANT4_UIVIS "Build example with Geant4 UI and Vis d r i v e r s " ON)
12 i f (WITH_GEANT4_UIVIS)
13 f ind_package (Geant4 REQUIRED ui_a l l v i s_a l l )
14 e l s e ( )
15 f ind_package (Geant4 REQUIRED)
16 end i f ( )
17
18 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
19 # Setup Geant4 i n c l u d e d i r e c t o r i e s and comp i l e d e f i n i t i o n s
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20 #
21 i n c lude ( ${Geant4_USE_FILE})
22
23 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
24 # Locate s o u r c e s and h e ad e r s f o r t h i s p r o j e c t
25 #
26 i n c l ud e_d i r e c t o r i e s ( ${PROJECT_SOURCE_DIR}/ inc lude
27 ${Geant4_INCLUDE_DIR})
28 f i l e (GLOB source s ${PROJECT_SOURCE_DIR}/ s r c /∗ . cc )
29 f i l e (GLOB headers ${PROJECT_SOURCE_DIR}/ inc lude /∗ . hh )
30
31 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
32 # Add the e x e cu t ab l e , and l i n k i t to the Geant4 l i b r a r i e s
33 #
34 add_executable ( p2pG4Simulation p2pG4Simulation . cc ${ sour c e s } ${ headers })
35 t a r g e t_ l i n k_ l i b r a r i e s ( p2pG4Simulation ${Geant4_LIBRARIES} )
36
37 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
38 # Copy a l l s c r i p t s to the b u i l d d i r e c t o r y , i . e . the d i r e c t o r y i n which we
39 # bu i l d p2pG4Simulat ion . This i s so tha t we can run the e x e c u t a b l e d i r e c t l y b e cau s e i t
40 # r e l i e s on t h e s e s c r i p t s b e i ng i n the c u r r e n t work ing d i r e c t o r y .
41 #
42 s e t ( p2pG4Simulation_SCRIPTS
43 p2pG4Simulation . in p2pG4Simulation . out #v i s . mac#optPhoton . mac v i s . mac
44 )
45
46 f o r each ( _scr ipt ${p2pG4Simulation_SCRIPTS})
47 c o n f i g u r e_ f i l e (
48 ${PROJECT_SOURCE_DIR}/${_scr ipt }
49 ${PROJECT_BINARY_DIR}/${_scr ipt }
50 COPYONLY
51 )
52 endforeach ( )
53
54 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
55 # Add program to the p r o j e c t t a r g e t s
56 # ( t h i s a v o i d s the need o f t yp i n g the program name a f t e r make )
57 #
58 #add_custom_target ( p2pG4Simulat ion DEPENDS p2p )
59
60 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
61 # I n s t a l l the e x e c u t a b l e to ’ bin ’ d i r e c t o r y under CMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIX
62 #
63 i n s t a l l (TARGETS p2pG4Simulation DESTINATION bin )
2 .11 Visualisation Batch Command Macro
1 # Use t h i s open s t a t emen t to c r e a t e an OpenGL view :
2 / v i s /open OGL 600x600−0+0
3 #
4 # Use t h i s open s t a t emen t to c r e a t e a . prim f i l e s u i t a b l e f o r
5 # v i ew ing i n DAWN:
6 #/ v i s / open DAWNFILE
7 #
8 # Use t h i s open s t a t emen t to c r e a t e a . heprep f i l e s u i t a b l e f o r
9 # v i ew ing i n HepRApp :
10 #/ v i s / open HepRepFi le
11 #
12 # Use t h i s open s t a t emen t to c r e a t e a . wr l f i l e s u i t a b l e f o r
13 # v i ew ing i n a VRML v i ewe r :
14 #/ v i s / open VRML2FILE
15 #
16 # D i s a b l e auto r e f r e s h and qu i e t e n v i s mes sage s w h i l s t s c e n e and
17 # t r a j e c t o r i e s a r e e s t a b l i s h e d :
18 / v i s / viewer / s e t / autoRefresh f a l s e
19 / v i s / verbose e r r o r s
20 #
21 # Draw geometry :
22 / v i s /drawVolume
23 #
24 # Sp e c i f y v iew ang l e :
25 #/ v i s / v i ewe r / s e t / v i ewpo in tThe taPh i 9 0 . 0 .
26 #
27 # Sp e c i f y zoom va l u e :
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28 / v i s / viewer /zoom 1 .5
29 #
30 # Sp e c i f y s t y l e ( s u r f a c e or w i r e f r ame ) :
31 / v i s / viewer / s e t / s t y l e wireframe
32 #
33 # Draw c o o r d i n a t e axe s :
34 #/ v i s / s c e n e /add/ axe s 0 0 0 1 m
35 #
36 # Draw smooth t r a j e c t o r i e s a t end o f event , showing t r a j e c t o r y p o i n t s
37 # as marker s 2 p i x e l s wide :
38 / v i s / scene /add/ t r a j e c t o r i e s smooth
39 / v i s /modeling/ t r a j e c t o r i e s / c r e a t e /drawByCharge
40 / v i s /modeling/ t r a j e c t o r i e s /drawByCharge−0/d e f au l t / setDrawStepPts t rue
41 / v i s /modeling/ t r a j e c t o r i e s /drawByCharge−0/d e f au l t / s e tS t epPt sS i z e 2
42 # ( i f t oo many t r a c k s c au s e c o r e dump => / t r a c k i n g / s t o r e T r a j e c t o r y 0)
43 #
44 # Draw h i t s a t end o f ev en t :
45 / v i s / scene /add/ h i t s
46 #
47 # To draw on ly p r o t on s :
48 #/ v i s / f i l t e r i n g / t r a j e c t o r i e s / c r e a t e / p a r t i c l e F i l t e r
49 #/ v i s / f i l t e r i n g / t r a j e c t o r i e s / p a r t i c l e F i l t e r −0/add pro ton
50 #
51 # To i n v e r t the above , drawing a l l p a r t i c l e s e x c ep t gammas ,
52 # keep the above two l i n e s but a l s o add :
53 #/ v i s / f i l t e r i n g / t r a j e c t o r i e s / p a r t i c l e F i l t e r −0/ i n v e r t t r u e
54 #
55 # Many o t h e r o p t i o n s a r e a v a i l a b l e wi th / v i s / mode l ing and / v i s / f i l t e r i n g .
56 # For example , to s e l e c t c o l o u r by p a r t i c l e ID :
57 #/ v i s / mode l ing / t r a j e c t o r i e s / c r e a t e / d rawByPar t i c l e ID
58 #/ v i s / mode l ing / t r a j e c t o r i e s / drawByPart i c l e ID −0/ s e t e− b lu e
59 #
60 # To supe r impo s e a l l o f the e v e n t s from a g i v en run :
61 #/ v i s / s c e n e / endOfEventAct ion accumula te
62 #
63 # Re−e s t a b l i s h auto r e f r e s h i n g and v e r b o s i t y :
64 / v i s / viewer / s e t / autoRefresh t rue
65 / v i s / verbose warnings
66 #
67 # For f i l e −based d r i v e r s , u se t h i s to c r e a t e an empty d e t e c t o r v iew :
68 #/ v i s / v i ewe r / f l u s h
2 .12 Proton Beam Batch Command Macro
1 / con t r o l / verbose 2
2 / t rack ing / verbose 3
3 #
4 /gun/ p a r t i c l e proton
5 /gun/ energy 148 .2 MeV
6 #
7 /gun/ po s i t i o n 0 0 −1.5 cm
8 /gun/ d i r e c t i o n 0 0 1
9 #/p2p/gun/ optPhotonPo la r
10 /run/beamOn 50
11 #
12 #/gun/ p o s i t i o n 30 40 50 cm
13 #/gun/ d i r e c t i o n 1 1 1
14 #/p2p/gun/ optPhotonPo la r
15 #/ run /beamOn 1
2 .13 Full Spectrum Batch Command Macro
1 # Macro f i l e f o r " p2pG4Simulat ion . c c "
2 # ( can be run i n batch , w i thout g r a ph i c )
3 #
4 # pro ton 1 4 8 . 2 MeV; a l l p r o c e s s e s
5 #
6 / con t r o l / verbose 2
7 /run/ verbose 2
8 #
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9 / te s thadr /det / setMat Calcium40
10 #
11 /run/ i n i t i a l i z e
12 #
13 /gun/ p a r t i c l e proton
14 /gun/ energy 148 .2 MeV
15 #
16 / proce s s / l i s t
17 #/ p r o c e s s / i n a c t i v a t e h a dE l a s t i c
18 #
19 / ana l y s i s / setFileName p2pG4SimulationResults
20 / ana l y s i s /h1/ s e t 1 100 140 . 150 MeV # Sc a t t e r e d I n c i d e n t Proton
21 / ana l y s i s /h1/ s e t 2 100 0 . 30 MeV #r e c o i l i o n
22 / ana l y s i s /h1/ s e t 3 100 0 . 20 MeV #gamma
23 / ana l y s i s /h1/ s e t 4 100 0 . 200 MeV #neut ron
24 / ana l y s i s /h1/ s e t 5 100 0 . 200 MeV #proton
25 / ana l y s i s /h1/ s e t 7 100 0 . 50 MeV #alpha
26 / ana l y s i s /h1/ s e t 8 100 0 . 5 MeV #oth e r i o n s
27 / ana l y s i s /h1/ s e t 11 100 0 . .00002 eV #Q
28 / ana l y s i s /h1/ s e t 12 100 0 . . 1 eV #Pba lance
29 #
30 /run/beamOn 10000
2 .14 Root Histogram Plotting Utility
1 {
2 gROOT−>Reset ( ) ;
3
4 // Draw h i s t o s f i l l e d by Geant4 s imu la t i on
5 //
6 //// TFile f = TFile ( " e l a s t i c . root " ) ;
7 TFile f = TFile ( " p2pG4SimulationResults . root " ) ;
8 TCanvas∗ c1 = new TCanvas ( "c1" , " " ) ;
9 c1−>SetLogy (1) ;
10 c1−>cd ( ) ;
11 c1−>Update ( ) ;
12
13 TH1D∗ h i s t 1 = (TH1D∗) f . Get ( "1" ) ;
14 h i s t1−>Draw( "HIST" ) ;
15
16 TH1D∗ h i s t 2 = (TH1D∗) f . Get ( "2" ) ;
17 h i s t2−>Draw( "HIST" ) ;
18
19 TH1D∗ h i s t 3 = (TH1D∗) f . Get ( "3" ) ;
20 h i s t3−>Draw( "HIST" ) ;
21
22 TH1D∗ h i s t 4 = (TH1D∗) f . Get ( "4" ) ;
23 h i s t4−>Draw( "HIST" ) ;
24
25 TH1D∗ h i s t 5 = (TH1D∗) f . Get ( "5" ) ;
26 h i s t5−>Draw( "HIST" ) ;
27
28 TH1D∗ h i s t 7 = (TH1D∗) f . Get ( "7" ) ;
29 h i s t7−>Draw( "HIST" ) ;
30
31 TH1D∗ h i s t 8 = (TH1D∗) f . Get ( "8" ) ;
32 h i s t8−>Draw( "HIST" ) ;
33
34 TH1D∗ h i s t 11 = (TH1D∗) f . Get ( "11" ) ;
35 hi s t11−>Draw( "HIST" ) ;
36
37 TH1D∗ h i s t 12 = (TH1D∗) f . Get ( "12" ) ;
38 hi s t12−>Draw( "HIST" ) ;
39 }
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